
Chapter 6  

DATA  PROCESSING 

Introduction 
This chapter gives detailed information on the data processing functions and their application. If you have not 
already done so you should follow through the tutorial of Chapter 3 in detail.. Chapter 3’s tutorial explains 
important concepts behind the Geoplot environment and provides a hands-on introduction to data processing and 
how this processing interacts with other Geoplot facilities, especially graphics and the statistics reports.  

This chapter starts by summarising the process functions available and their purpose. This is followed by additional  
information on using the process functions not covered in the tutorial. A reference section gives a detailed 
description of each of the process functions and includes conventions used and examples of use. Detailed guidance 
is then given on how to process resistance, gradiometer, magnetometer and other survey types. This is supported by 
“Quick-Start” cards which guide you through the processing sequences appropriate for each data type. Examples of 
how to process data are give in the following case studies section. The final processing techniques section presents 
useful and novel ways of extending, combining and utilising the flexibility of the process functions. Examples 
include merging dual FM256 gradiometer data, dealing with difficult periodic errors, generating and overlaying 
contour lines and providing contrast equalisation for graphics plots. 

Summary of the Process Functions 
The Process Menu and Toolbar provides a comprehensive range of functions for manipulation of all data types, 
together with specific routines to correct for data collection artefacts such as edge matching and drift correction. 
Some functions are designed specifically for Geoscan Research instrumentation but all may be equally applied to 
other instrumentation data sets. Mathematically, any real bipolar or monopolar two dimensional data array may be 
processed. The process functions are listed below, in alphabetical order, along with a brief introduction to their 
application.  

Absolute 

The Absolute function converts all bipolar data to absolute, positive data. It is a general purpose numeric tool with a 
variety of applications. For example it can be useful in the generation of magnetic-resistance correlation plots. It can 
operate over the whole of the data set, or any inclusive or exclusive block. 

Add 
The Add function adds a positive or negative constant value to the data. It is a general purpose numeric tool with a 
wide variety of applications, such as editing a single data point, shifting traverse levels or peforming the equivalent 
of a mesh bias adjustement. It can operate over the whole of the data set, or any inclusive or exclusive block. 

Clip 

The Clip function can be used to clip, or limit, data to specified maximum and minimum values. This can improve 
graphical presentation and also forms a useful pre-process procedure for many other functions. It can operate over 
the whole of the data set, or any inclusive or exclusive block. 
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Compress 

The Compress function applies either Arctangent or Logarithmic weighting to the data. It is used to compress data 
to fit within the dynamic range of display devices or printers, allowing both large and small magnitude features to 
be visible at the same time. It can operate over the whole of the data set, or any inclusive or exclusive block. 

Cut and Combine 

The Cut and Combine function provides Cut and Paste, Add, Subtract and Multiply operations between two data 
sets (grids and composites). This can be applied between any block of one composite or grid and any position in the 
other (or same) composite. Applications include merging composites, splitting a composite in two, generation of 
correlation plots (multiply) between data sets etc. A powerful application is to examine the effect of a process 
function (by subtracting the original data set), thereby ensuring that the process function has been applied with the 
correct parameters. 

Deslope 

The Deslope function is used to remove a linear trend within a data set. It is typically used to correct for drift in 
gradiometer data where the use of the Zero Mean Traverse function is inappropriate. It operates on individual grid 
positions within a composite data set, in either the X or Y direction. 

Despike 

The Despike function can be used to automatically (a) locate and remove random, spurious readings often present in 
resistance data and (b) locate and remove random "iron spikes" often present in gradiometer and magnetometer data. 
It operates over the whole of the data set. 

Destagger 

The Destagger function is used to correct for displacement of anomalies caused by alternate zig-zag traverses. These 
displacements are often observable in gradiometer data (collected with zig-zag traverses) if sample interval is less 
than 1m. Destagger can operate on alternate lines or pairs of lines, in the X direction only. It can operate on all the 
grids, individual grids or individual lines within a grid. 

Edge Match 

The Edge Match function may be used to remove grid edge discontinuities. These are often present in Twin 
electrode resistance surveys as a result of improper placement of the remote probes. It operates on individual grid 
positions within the data set. 

High Pass Filter 
The High Pass Filter function may be used to remove low frequency, large scale spatial detail. A typical use is the 
removal of a slowly changing geological "background" response commonly found in resistance surveys. It can 
operate over the whole of the data set or any inclusive or exclusive block. 

Interpolate 

The Interpolate function may be used to increase or decrease the number of data points in a survey. Increasing the 
number of data points can be used to create a smoother appearance to the data. Interpolate can also be used to make 
the sample and traverse intervals of differently sampled composites match; this is essential, for example, prior to 
combining them into one composite or prior to generating a correlation plot. Decreasing the number of data points 
using Interpolate (line deletion) can be used to investigate the effect of different sampling strategies. Interpolate 
operates over the whole of the data set. 

Low Pass Filter 

The Low Pass Filter function may be used to remove high frequency, small scale spatial detail. It is useful for 
smoothing data or for enhancing larger weak features. It can operate over the whole of the data set or any inclusive 
or exclusive block. 

Median Filter 

The Median Filter may be used to remove random spurious readings present in survey data and smoothes the data at 
the same time. It is most useful for high sample density data. It can operate over the whole of the data set or any 
inclusive or exclusive block. 
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Multiply 

The Multiply function multiplies data by a positive or negative constant value. It is a general purpose numeric tool 
with a wide variety of applications, including normalisation of data (eg contrast adjustment of resistance data prior 
to edge matching). It can operate over the whole of the data set or any inclusive or exclusive block. 

Periodic Defect Filter 

The Periodic Filter function may be used to remove or reduce the amplitude of regular, periodic features. These may 
be present in the soil (eg plough marks, ridge and furrow) or may arise as operator induced defects during 
gradiometer data collection – the function is especially designed with this latter application in mind. It can operate 
over the whole of the data set or any specified grid. 

Power 

The Power function raises data to a positive or negative constant power. It is a general purpose tool with a wide 
variety of applications including conversion of resistivity to conductivity for comparison with EM surveys, and 
compression or expansion of data to change the viwing contrast. It can operate over the whole of the data set or any 
inclusive or exclusive block. 

Randomise 

The Randomise function replaces the data with random numbers. It may be used to introduce a controlled amount of 
noise so that surveys performed at different times or with different instruments visually match. It may also be used 
for testing other functions, especially in the presence of noise. It operates over the whole of the data set. 

Search and Replace 

This Search and Replace function looks for numbers in a specified band and replaces them by another specified 
number. It is a general purpose numeric tool with a wide variety of applications when used in conjunction with other 
process functions. For example, (when used with clip) regions which are strongly perturbed by nearby iron fences, 
pipelines etc can be converted to dummy regions, allowing other statistical functions to perform correctly. It can 
operate over the whole of the data set, or any inclusive or exclusive block. 

Spectrum 

The Spectrum function allows you to analyse the frequency spectrum of the data, splitting it into Amplitude, Phase, 
Real or Imaginary components. The Amplitude spectrum can be used to identify periodic defects in gradiometer 
data which can then be removed with the Periodic Filter function. It can operate over the whole of the data set or 
any inclusive block (exclusive blocks are not allowed in Spectrum). 

Standard Deviation or Variance Map 

The Standard Deviation / Variance Map function replaces the data set by either the local standard deviation or the 
local variance. A graphics plot of this new data set indicates areas of statistically different activity. It only operates 
over the whole of the data set. 

Statistics 

The Statistics function provides a statistical analysis of any block of data within the data set : localised mean, 
standard deviation, minimum, maximum and a localised histogram (this is in addition to the floating statistics report 
for the whole of the data set). Statistics can often be used to determine appropriate parameters for other process 
functions. The report form can be positioned anywhere on screen or minimised and can be retained whilst a new 
data set is loaded, so that the statistics can be compared. It can operate over the whole of the data set or any 
inclusive or exclusive block. 

Zero Mean Grid 
The Zero Mean Grid function sets the background mean of each grid within a composite to zero. It is useful for 
removing grid edge discontinuities often found in gradiometer or similar bipolar data. It operates over the whole of 
the data set. 

Zero Mean Traverse 

The Zero Mean Traverse function sets the background mean of each traverse within a grid to zero. It is useful for 
removing striping effects in the traverse direction which can occur in gradiometer data. This also has has the effect 
of removing grid edge discontinuities at the same time. It operates over the whole of the data set. 
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Additional and Related Information on Processing Data 
If you have not already done so you should follow through the tutorial of Chapter 3 in detail.. Chapter 3’s tutorial 
explains important concepts behind the Geoplot environment and provides a hands-on introduction to data 
processing and how this processing interacts with other Geoplot facilities, especially graphics and the statistics 
reports. This section supplements that information and does not replace it. 

Edit Before Process 
The Process menu is principally used for correction of data collection defects and other enhancements of the survey 
data prior to presentation. It can also be used for manipulation and merging of composite files. An important point 
to note is that the Process menu can be applied to composites but not to individual grids, so you should have 
completed any grid edits, using the Edit menu, before using the Process menu. 

Naming Conventions 
When saving data that has just been processed it can be very useful to save each file with a name that acts as a 
mental reminder in the future of the process function just applied. So for example if composite 1.cmp has just been 
high pass filtered then this could be named 1h.cmp when you save it. If you do not intend any futher processing you 
might wish to also add the size of the window used, saving it for example as 1h10.cmp if a 10 x 10 window size was 
used. If a series of process functions are applied, a series of letters could be used, for example 1ahpi.cmp if the data 
has had the sequence : add, HPF, search and replace and interpolate applied. A table of suggested letters is shown 
below, loosely based on the quick access letters used on the process menu. 

Absolute   b   Low Pass Filter    l 
Add   a   Median Filter    n 
Clip   c   Multiply     m 
Compress   s   Periodic Filter    d 
Cut and Combine  t   Power     w 
Deslope   o   Randomise    # 
Despike   k   Search and Replace   p 
Destagger   g   Spectrum    u 
Edge Match  e   Standard Deviation / Variance Map v 
High Pass Filter  h   Zero Mean Grid    y 
Interpolate  i   Zero Mean Traverse   t 

Adding and Editing Comments to the Process History 
Processing history is stored with each data file. This records the function applied, the chosen parameters and co-
ordinates of any selected block, giving full traceability. History comments can be added, inserted or deleted when 
the history view is shown, allowing you to document your procedures in the history file. See the Edit Menu in 
Chapter 5, Geoplot Evironment and Menus, for further details. 

Combining Composites 
Separately processed composites can be combined using Combine Composites on the File Menu. If you combine 
composites prior to processing make sure that they have the same source grid sizes and the grid sources align if you 
plan to use grid based functions such as Zero mean Traverse. See File Menu in Chapter 5, Geoplot Evironment and 
Menus, for further details. 

Creating a Blank Composite 
You can create a blank composite, using the Create Blank Composite function on the File menu. This composite is 
populated with dummy readings and has a clean history report. It can be useful as a temporary storage area, like a 
clipboard, for pasting on other composites during more involved processing sessions. See File Menu in Chapter 5, 
Geoplot Evironment and Menus, for further details. 

Changing Data Units 
If a function changes the data is such a way as to change the units of measurement then you can use Units on the 
Edit menu to select new units for display in graphic plots. For example Power can be used to change from resistivity 
to conductivity data. 
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Process Function Reference 
Reference Structure 
The Process Function Reference section gives a detailed description of each of the process functions, with two orr 
more pages devoted to each function along with examples of use. This information comes under the following 
headings for each function : Application,  Algorithm, Selection, Parameters, Typical History Report and Remarks. 

Application gives a brief description of the function, brief examples of its use, and specifies whether it can operate 
over selected parts of the data set or not. Algorithm gives a detailed decription of how the function works, and how 
it deals with dummy readings. Parameters gives details of the parameter entries required, and includes a screen shot 
of the Process Dialog box  for each function. Typical History Report gives an example of a history report that would 
be shown in either the Latest History form or the History view. Remarks gives detailed advice on parameter entry, 
how data should be pre-processed before using a function, possible advantages or disadvantages of a function, and 
includes illustrated examples of the use and application of the function. 

A small number of data sets are used for illustrating the process functions and these are installed with Geoplot so 
you can replicate the examples given. Familiarity with the same data sets will enable you to better appreciate the 
effect of each process function. You are encouraged to try out the process examples described and also to explore 
the effect of changing the process parameters.  

Processing Conventions 
Several conventions are used in the parameter entry fields and these are described below. Be sure you understand 
them before using the relevant process functions. Some definitions of terms used in the text of the reference section 
are also described below. 

Grid - It is important to remember that the process functions can only operate directly on a composite, not a grid. 
Thus, the term grid used in the context of process functions refers to the notional grid position in a composite. It 
does not refer to the name of an actual grid. Any process function that involves grids in its operation actually 
operates only on that part of the data set which corresponds with the position of a grid used in the assembly of the 
composite. Geoplot obtains information about the grid size from the composite information file. 

Grid Edge - Some process functions require a grid edge to be specified. The entry field may be tabbed through : 
Top, Bottom, Left or Right, and the edges they refer to are defined in the diagram below, figure 6-1. The Top and 
Bottom edges always align with the X axis and the Left and Right edges always align with the Y axis. 

 

 

 

Figure 6-1. Grid edges naming convention. 

Grid Number - When a process function involves a grid, then that grid is referred to by a grid number, not a grid 
name. It is important to note that the grid number bears no relationship to the original grid name used in the 
formation of a composite. Instead, Geoplot remaps grid names into grid numbers by first counting grid positions 
from left to right across the first row of grids and then continues the count on the next row, again starting at the left 
hand side. In the example shown below that gives grids numbers 1 to 3 for the first row and grid numbers 4 to 6 for 
the second row. A subsequent row would be numbered 7 to 9, and so on, including dummy grids.  
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Figure 6-2. Example of grid numbering convention used for process functions. 

Usually, if a process dialog box provides a field for entry of a grid number, this will be blank and you would 
normally just enter a number directly. However, the Periodic Filter function initially show "All" as the entry. Leave 
the entry just as it is to process all grids. If you want to process a specific grid, enter the number of the required grid. 

Reference to grids as re-mapped numbers rather than the original name is done for two reasons : (a) it is done 
because Geoplot has no direct means of finding out the position of an originally named grid in a composite and (b) it 
is usually much faster and simpler to refer to a grid by a number. 

Sample Interval, Traverse Interval and Traverse Direction - Remember that sample interval is always 
measured in the X direction (horizontal aspect of the computer screen). Similarily, traverse interval is always 
measured in the Y direction (vertical aspect of the computer screen). Traverse direction is always assumed to be in 
the X direction. These are all as defined in Chapter 4. This is of particular importance when you use traverse 
direction specific functions such as Zero Mean Traverse, which expects traverse direction to be in the X direction. 

Process Area Selection - Some functions can operate on a block within the data set. If a selected function can 
operate on a block then a Process Area group will be displayed in the dialog box. The default setting is Block Off, 
but can be tabbed to On(Inclusive) or On(Exclusive) of the specified coordinates. If a block is selected then any 
subsequent functions will retain that setting and coordinates until block is turned off or the coordinates are changed. 
You can also specify a block by selecting the area using the mouse before selecting a process function. Block 
coordinates are entered as X,Y coordinates expressed in units of number of readings. The reading in the top-left 
hand corner of a composite always has X,Y coordinates equal to 1,1, X is always positive going from left to right 
and Y is always positive going from top to bottom. You can convert from the metric to the coordinate system by 
dividing length by sample interval and dividing width by traverse interval. For example, if a grid has length 20m 
and a sample interval of 0.5m then there would be (20 / 0.5) = 40 readings distributed along the length or X 
direction. Similarily if a grid has a width of 10m and a traverse interval of 0.25m then there would be (10 / 0.25) = 
40 readings distributed along the width or Y direction. See Measurement Systems in Chapter 5, Geoplot Evironment 
and Menus, for further details. 

Window Size – Some functions, namely HPF, LPF, Standard Deviation /Variance Map, and Randomise require 
entry of a window size, given as an X and Y radius. The window size is calculated as twice the radius plus one. For 
example if X = Y = 1, the window size is 3 x 3. If you enter a value of 0 in either X or Y the filter will be 
unidirectional in the non-zero direction. 

History Report Conventions 
A Typical History Report is given in the reference section for each process function. Additional report abbreviations 
are shown below for blocks, grid edges and weighting : 

Block :  Block report is added at the end of a History Report if Block is set to On : 
   Bl(Inc) X1,Y1 X2,Y2 Inclusive, 1=Top Left coordinates, 2=Bottom Right coordinates 
   Bl(Exc) X1,Y1 X2,Y2 Exclusive, 1=Top Left coordinates,, 2=Bottom Right coordinates 
Grid Edge : L : Left    Occurs in Edge Match and Deslope 
   R : Right 
   T : Top 
   B : Bottom 
Weighting : Wt=G : Gaussian  Occurs in HPF, LPF, Standard Deviation / Variance Map, Randomise 
   Wt=U : Uniform 
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Detailed Description of the Functions 
The Process Function Reference now follows, with the functions described in alphabetical order.  

Be very careful to differentiate between Gradiometer and Magnetometer data. Gradiometers produce data that is 
already high pass filtered and centered around zero. Single sensor magnetometer data will be single polarity, with 
the small reading changes of interest superimposed on a large background. Differential magnetometer data will 
often consist of two data sets, one for the roving single sensor and one for the fixed base station. Guidelines for 
processing these different data sets are given later in the chapter. Please bear these differences in mind when using 
the process functions reference section. 

 

 

Gradiometer verses Magnetometer 

Be very careful to differentiate between Gradiometer and Magnetometer data. Gradiometers 
produce data that is already high pass filtered and centered around zero. Single sensor 
magnetometer data will be single polarity, with the small reading changes of interest superimposed 
on a large background. Differential magnetometer data will often consist of two data sets, one for the 
roving single sensor and one for the fixed base station. Guidelines for processing these different 
data sets are given later in the chapter. 
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Absolute 

Application 
The Absolute process function converts all bipolar data to absolute, positive data. It is a general purpose tool with a 
variety of applications. For example it can be useful in the generation of magnetic-resistance correlation plots. It can 
operate over the whole of the data set, or any inclusive or exclusive block. 

Algorithm 
The Absolute function scans the data set, converting negative values to positive values. Dummy readings are 
ignored and remain unchanged.  

Selection 

 Click on the Absolute button near the top of the process toolbar, or select it from the Process menu. 

Parameters 
There is no parameter entry required for the Absolute function so the selection cursor will normally be placed at the 
Block Off field, as shown in figure 6-3. If a process area has previously been selected and is active, the selection 
cursor will be placed at the Block On field and Top-Left, Bottom-Right coordinates will shown. 

 

  

Figure 6-3. Dialog box for entering Absolute parameters and process area. 

Typical History Report 
Absolute 

Remarks 
The Absolute function will only have an effect on bipolar data, and so is normally only applied directly to 
gradiometer data or to data where the background mean is centred at zero. Thus resistance, magnetometer, magnetic 
susceptibility and EM data will generally require pre-processing with a High Pass Filter. It is also important to make 
sure gradiometer data has its background mean centred at zero – selection of an incorrect zero reference point 
during the survey may mean you will have to apply a correction first (using Add, Zero Mean Grid or Zero Mean 
Traverse), before applying the Absolute function. As an example, figures 6-4 and 6-5 show comparative plots of 
gradiometer data before and after applying the Absolute function. 
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Figure 6-4. Shade plot of gradiometer data before applying the Absolute function. 

 

 

Figure 6-5. Data of figure 6-4 after applying the Absolute function. 
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Add 

Application 
The Add function adds a positive or negative constant value to the data. It is a general purpose numeric tool with a 
wide variety of applications, including editing a single data point or peforming the equivalent of a mesh bias 
adjustement. It can operate over the whole of the data set, or any inclusive or exclusive block. 

Algorithm 
The Add function scans the data set, adding the constant to each data point. Dummy readings are ignored and 
remain unchanged. 

Selection 

 Click on the Add button at the top of the process toolbar, or select it from the Process menu. 

Parameters 
Add requires entry of just the constant value to be added in Parameters. This may be a positive or negative floating 
point number. If Add is to operate over only part of the data set then the Process Area also requires entry. 

 

 

Figure 6-6. Dialog box for entering Add parameters and process area. 

Typical History Report 
Add 3.4 

Remarks 
Since the constant may be positive or negative the Add function can also, in effect, impliment a Subtract function. 
You should in general avoid adding values which will result in a sum equal to 2047.5 (or any other dummy value set 
in Options) because subsequent process functions will ignore this data value. Of course, if you specifically want to 
create dummy regions then this is permissible.  

It may be useful to Clip the data prior to using Add so as to limit the maximum and minimum data values to a 
known range. A single data point may be edited by using the Process Area group, entering the X,Y coordinate of the 
data point in both the Top-Left and Bottom-Right fields, and setting Block to On. 

An example of the use of Add to match grid edges in a resistance survey is shown in figures 6-10 and 6-11. Figure 
6-10 shows the raw data, consisting of 16 grids of 20 by 20 readings. A discontinuity between regions A and B, 
figure 6-7, can be clearly seen. It can be deduced (see below) that subtracting a value of 9.35 ohms from region B 
should remove the discontinuity. This must be done in two stages since B is not rectangular. First, Add the value -
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9.35 to the Process Area, C, defined by Block coordinates 21,21 to 80,80, figure 6-8. This has unavoidably also 
shifted the level of the grid in the top-left hand corner of C. So, to restore the level of this grid, Add +9.35 to the 
Process Area D defined by Block coordinates 21,21 to 40,40, figure 6-9. Figure 6-11 shows that the discontinuity 
has now been removed. We have in effect edge matched the grids. A more formal edge match function is also 
provided to achieve a similar result - see Edge Match. 

The value that must be subtracted from region B to remove the discontinuity can be deduced from the difference in 
the means of the data, one reading wide, running along either side of the discontinuity. This is evaluated using the 
Statistics function, in block mode, looking at each grid edge along the discontinuity. The mean either side of the 
discontinuity is the cumulative sum of all such block statistics along the grid edges. 

 

 

Figure 6-7.  Grid positions and discontinuity visible in figure 6-8. 

 

Figure 6-8.  Identification of block C for first addition. 

 

Figure 6-9.  Identification of block D for second addition. 
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Figure 6-10.  Resistance survey showing discontinuity at grid edges. 

 

 

Figure 6-11.  Data of figure 6-10 after two additions to correct discontinuities. 
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Clip 

Application 
The Clip function can be used to clip, or limit, data to specified maximum and minimum values. This can improve 
graphical presentation and also forms a useful pre-process procedure for many other functions. It can operate over 
the whole of the data set, or any inclusive or exclusive block. 

Algorithm 
Clip scans the data set, comparing each reading with the Maximum and Minimum values. Any reading that is 
greater than the Maximum is replaced with the Maximum, whilst any reading that is less than the Minimum is 
replaced with the Minimum. Dummy readings are ignored and remain unchanged. 

Selection 

 Click on the Clip button near the top of the process toolbar, or select it from the Process menu. 

Parameters 
Clip paremeters require two entries, Minimum and Maximum. They are entered as positive or negative floating 
point numbers. If Clip is to operate over only a part of the data set then the Process Area also requires entry. 

 

 

Figure 6-12.  Dialog box for entering Clip parameters and process area. 

Typical History Report 
Clip Min=-15 Max=15 

Remarks 
Usually Minimum is a negative number and Maximum is a positive number. However, it is also permissible for both 
to be positive or both negative, resulting in a limited band of readings in the positive or negative quadrants. You 
should avoid values equal to 2047.5 (or any other dummy value set in Options) because subsequent process 
functions will ignore this data value. Of course, if you specifically want to operate on dummy regions then this is 
permissible.  

The Clip function is useful in limiting large noise spikes, thus improving graphical presentation. For example figure 
6-13 and 6-14 show gradiometer data before and after clipping. This method of reducing the visual impact of iron 
spikes is especially useful when the Despike function is unable to remove them. 

It is often useful to limit data with Clip prior to using many other process functions since this will generally make 
statistical calculations more realistic as a window scans across the data. Typical clipping values might be +/-2.5 SD 
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to +/- 4 SD (converted to and entered as absolute values in parameters). Clip can also be used to create dummy 
regions by defining a block in Process Area, setting Minimum = Maximum = 0 and then adding a value equal to the 
dummy reading, usually 2047.5. 
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Figure 6-13.  Trace plot of gradiometer data showing large iron spikes. 

 

 

Figure 6-14.  Data of figure 6-13 clipped using Minimum = -15, Maximum = +15. 
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Compress 

Application 
The Compress function applies either Arctangent or Logarithmic weighting to the data. It is used to compress data 
to fit within the dynamic range of display devices or printers, allowing both large and small magnitude features to 
be visible at the same time. It can operate over the whole of the data set, or any inclusive or exclusive block. 

Algorithm 
The Compress function scans the data set, compressing each data point according to the algorithm chosen (dummy 
readings are ignored and remain unchanged). Two compression algorithms are provided : 

  Arctangent : compressed data = S * ARCTAN (data * P)  

  Logarithmic : compressed data = S * LOGe (data * P) 

In both algorithms S is a scaling factor, and P is a contrast factor. Both algorithms preserve the sign of the data. 
Note that for logarithmic compression the natural logarithm is used. Furthermore, with logarithmic compression, 
data is set to zero whenever the value of (data * P) is between, or equal to, -1.0 and +1.0 - this is to preserve the 
polarity of the data. Judicious choice of P can be used to overcome this limitation and thus prevent low magnitude 
features disappearing - see below. 

Selection 

 Click on the Compress button near the top of the process toolbar, or select it from the Process menu. 

Parameters 
Compress parameters require three entries : Scaling Factor S, Pre-Multiply P and Weighting. S and P are entered as 
positive, floating point numbers. Weighting may be tabbed between Arctan or Bi Log and the default S and P entries 
change according to which compression algorithm is selected. If Compress is to operate over only part of the data 
set then the Process Area also requires entry. 

 

Figure 6-15.  Dialog box for entering Compress parameters and process area. 

Typical History Report 
Compress (Bi.Log) Scaling=1 Pre-Mult=100 or Compress (Arctan) Scaling=1 Pre-Mult=1 

Remarks 
The principal application of Compress is in data dynamic range compression prior to viewing or printing a graphics 
plot. Data may be bipolar (eg gradiometer), or monopolar (eg resistance, magnetic susceptibility, electromagnetic, 
total field magnetometer). Geophysical data may have a 1:1000 dynamic range whereas typical displays and printers 
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have only a 1:10 to 1:100 dynamic range. With proper choice of algorithm and parameters S and P it is possible to 
compress most data sets to both fit within and fill the dynamic range of display devices. Figure 6-16 illustrates the 
difference between the two compression algorithms - here parameters S and P have both been set equal to one for a 
direct comparison. Data to be compressed is plotted on the x axis and the resulting compressed data is plotted on the 
y axis. (Note that if you use a calculator to evaluate the arctangent it should be set to accept data in radian format. 
Similarily, if you are using a calculator to evaluate the natural logarithm use the “ln x” function rather than “log x”). 

 

 

Figure 6-16.  Comparison of Arctangent and Logarithmic compression with S=1, P=1. 

Arctangent compression shows a smooth transition as it goes through zero and then for larger values of x limits 
fairly sharply at approximately +/- 1.57. On the other hand, logarithmic compression shows a significant 
discontinuity or dead-band for values of x between +1 and -1, but applies a more gentle compression to the data, 
which does not limit. The dead-band means that low magnitude features present in bipolar data, eg gradiometer data 
in the range 0.01nT to 1nT, will disappear which is clearly unacceptable. 

Setting S and P to values other than unity will modify the compression. The value of P can determine which part of 
the compression curve is used and hence control the contrast. Additionally, the value of P can also be chosen to 
overcome the dead-band region present in logarithmic compression. S is simply a scaling factor which multiplies the 
compressed data. Figure 6-17 shows arctangent and logarithmic compression with a range of P values equal to 0.1, 
1, 10 and 100 (only the positive quadrant is shown). In each case scaling factor S is chosen to give the same 
resulting compression to a value of 25 on the x axis. 

Looking first at arctangent compression, a value of P=0.1 gives gentle compression, whilst increasing P further to 1, 
10 and then to 100 progressively hardens the compression. All four arctangent curves pass smoothly through zero. 
With logarithmic compression, a value of P=0.1 gives even gentler compression, but also an unacceptable 
discontinuity or dead-band of +/-10. Increasing P to 1 still leaves a dead-band of +/-1 but increasing P to 10 reduces the 
dead-band to +/-0.1 and further increasing P to 100 reduces the dead-band to +/- 0.01.  

Whilst you may in general freely choose any value of P in arctangent compression, P=1 or smaller being a typical 
value, this is certainly not the case for logarithmic compression. With logarithmic compression it is very important 
to select values for P that will ensure all meaningful data in the dead-band range is multiplied up to avoid 
information loss. Typically P=100 for archaeological surveys, ensuring that data in the range 0.01nT to 1.0nT is 
preserved after compression. In environmental gradiometer surveys meaningful data might (though not neccessarily 
always) be considered to be above the 1nT level, so if that is the case acceptable values for P could be between 1 
and 10. For both compression algorithms it is necessary to avoid S and P values which will result in a product equal 
to 2047.5 (or any other dummy value set in Options) because subsequent process functions will ignore this data 
value. 
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Figure 6-17.  Comparison of Arctangent and Logarithmic compression for various values of S and C. 

We can see from figure 6-17 that for any given value of P, logarithmic compression is gentler than arctangent 
compression. However, since we have seen that low values of P (< 10) are often not acceptable for logarithmic 
compression, it may be more appropriate to use arctangent compression, with low values of P, eg 0.1 to 0.5, if only 
gentle compression is required. 

You may apply compression directly to monopolar data, eg resistance, as well as bipolar data. However, if there is a 
noticable geological gradient, then it may be more appropriate to apply a High Pass Filter first (with wide window). 
This will avoid different degrees of compression being applied to small changes superimposed on different 
geological backgrounds. 

Other display compression methods in Geoplot occur in the Graphics Menu : (a) selection of Compression plotting 
parameters (this applies symmetric arctangent compression with scaling based on mean and standard deviation) and 
(b) selection of a low Contrast factor (< 1) in Clip plotting parameters (this applies asymmetric compression).  

Figure 6-18 shows Shade plots comparing the effect of the two compression methods, with a range of Pre-Multiply 
values, P. Site ggrv has a number of Romano-British ditches running horizontally and vertically and two possible 
kilns, one just to the right of centre at the top, and the other roughly centre at the bottom. The ditches have a signal 
strength of the order of 3-5nT, whilst the kilns have a peak value of 122nT. The top two plots show the raw data in 
two ways. The plot to the left uses plotting parameters with minimum=-122, maximum of +122 so that detail of the 
kiln structure can be seen – however the ditches are hardly visible and any low level features are totally lost 
(contrast=1 through all the plots in figure 6-18). The plot to the right uses plotting parameters of minimum=-5, 
maximum=+5 to show the ditches and any low level features – however in this case any detail in the kiln structure is 
not visible since their signal strength is well above 5nT and they show as just clipped data values.  

The sequences of plots below these two in figure 6-18 show how logarithmic and arctangent compression can be 
used to compress the data so that detail in the kilns, the ditches and low level features can all be represented at the 
same time. Pre-multiply values of 100, 10, 1 and 0.1 are compared for both compression algorithms. The minimum 
and maximum Shade plotting parameter values used in each plot (shown under each plot) are set according to the 
largest minimum or maximum value shown in the data statistics after each compression – in this way we know that 
any detail in the kiln structure, which represents the highest readings can be represented in the plots. 
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Figure 6-18               Uncompressed data : site ggrv, file 1oygz 

             grey55.ptt 

Min = -122  Max = +122      Min = -5  Max = +5 

Log Compression        Arctan Compression 

Premultiply = 100 

         

Min = -9.4  Max = +9.4          Min = -1.57  Max = +1.57 

Premultiply = 10 

         

Min = -7  Max = +7          Min = -1.57  Max = +1.57 

Premultiply = 1 

         

Min = -4.8  Max = +4.8          Min = -1.57  Max = +1.57 

Premultiply = 0.1 

         

Min = -2.5  Max = +2.5          Min = -1.48  Max = +1.48 
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Consider first logarithmic compression. Compression with the default Premultiply value of 100 shows kiln detail, 
ditches and low level features at the same time. Using a Premultiply value of 10 results in slightly gentler 
compression, resulting in less prominance to the low level features, which may be visually more pleasing. However, 
if you look at the histogram for logarithmic compression with premultiply = 10 you will see a central peak at zero. 
This represents data centred around zero which is in the dead band and does not contribute any information to the 
plot, being set to a value of zero. As Premultiply is reduced further to 1 and then 0.1, you can see from the 
histogram plots that even greater numbers of data points become classified in the dead zone and more and more 
information is lost. 

The form of the histogram of uncompressed and compressed data is very different. The histogram of uncompressed 
data is relatively narrow, its width being dictated to a significant degree by the large magnitude kiln response. The 
histogram of logarithmic compressed data is bi-modal in form. The single central peak represents readings centered 
around zero and the two side-lobes represent positive and negative compressed data. 

Consider next arctangent compression. Compression with Premultiply figures of 100 and 10 clearly provide 
excessive compression, so much so that you can see from the histograms that readings are effectively classified as 
either just positive or negative and no real detail is visible. Using the default Premultiply value of 1 provides a much 
more balanced image with detail visible in the kilns, ditches and low level features. The histogram is now much 
broader indicating a better distribution of information. If the Premultiply value is reduced further to 0.1 then 
compression is much reduced and low level features become less visible, though unlike logarithmic compression no 
data is lost. Looking at the histogram and comparing it with that of  uncompressed data you can see that even with a 
Premultiply value of 0.1 useful compression has been made, resulting in a wider distribution. 

 

Uncompressed data : site ggrv, file 1oygz 

                 greycol8.ptt 

Shade plotting parameters : Min = -5  Max = +5 

 

Compressed data, Arctan, Premultiply = 0.4    

                 greycol8.ptt 

Shade plotting parameters : Min = -1.57  Max = +1.57 

Figure 6-19.  Use of a colour palette to clarify detail in compressed plots. 
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Figure 6-18 shows that, to a first approximation, the default Premultiply values for logarithmic and arctangent 
compression give similar compression curves, though visually Arctangent compression may be prefered since it 
results in plots that are more familiar. Changing the Premultiply value from the default for individual sites should 
result in better optimised plots. Palettes that combine a central grey scale with colour bands at the extremes can also 
be used to clarify plots. To illustrate this, figure 6-19 shows uncompressed and compressed plots of a selected block 
surrounding the top kiln of figure 6-18 (data has been interpolated to 0.25m in x and y directions, block coordinates 
are : 103, 2, 235, 114). The data has been interpolated from a sample and traverse interval of 1m to 0.25m and the 
greycol8.ptt palette has been used (brown, red, dark orange, light orange, yellow bands at the top, green, turquoise 
blue, light blue, dark blue and purple bands at the bottom). Arctangent compression is used with Premultiply = 0.4 
and results in a histogram distribution that is nearer to a gaussian form than that for Premultiply = 1. You can see 
that a Premultiply value of 0.4 gives a virtually identical low level response (grey scale region) to the uncompressed 
data, yet in the coloured band regions compression now reveals detail in the kiln structure and its response. 

Note from the sequence of logarithmic and arctangent plots in figure 6-18 that arctangent compression results in 
very similar maximum and minimum values, regardless of Premultiply value, so the plotting parameters can be left 
at minimum = -1.57, maximum = +1.57 whilst trying different Premultiply values. However, different Premultiply 
values for logarithmic compression require continual changes to the plotting parameters. The scaling factor S can be 
used to multiply compressed data sets to fit more convenient plotting parameter values. For example for arctangent 
compression use a scaling factor S = (1/1.57) = 0.637 to result in data that can be plotted with minimum = 
maximum = 1. You can also use the scaling factor to arrange for a particular data level to be preserved after 
compression. In our example above assume we decide to use logarthmic compression, Premultiply = 100, and want 
to preserve the ditches at 5nT. The natural log of (5 x 100) is 6.21461 so if we make S = 0.80455 (ie 5 / 6.21461) 
then this will set the ditch response equal to 5 units (0.80455 x LOGe (5 * 100) = 5). If we use the same values for P 
and S then the compressed tonal range will be : 

 

Actual Response (nT) Shade Plot Calibration 

+122 nT   7.57 

+100 nT   7.41 

+50 nT   6.86 

+25 nT   6.30 

+15 nT   5.89 

+10 nT   5.57 

+5 nT   5 

+1 nT   3.707 

+0.5 nT   3.149 

+0.1 nT   1.853 

 

So if we wish to display a shade plot with readings between +0.1nT (lowest significant positive response) and 
+122nT (maximum kiln response) then we would choose absolute plotting parameters with minimum = 1.853 and 
maximum = 7.57, as in figure 6-20. Here we have used palette greycol9.ptt to simultaneously display a grey scale 
for most of the responses and coloured bands to display detail in the kiln response (greycol9.ptt is very similar to 
greycol8.ptt except that coloured bands are only at one end). 
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Compressed data, Log, Premultiply = 0.80455    

                 greycol9.ptt 

Shade plotting parameters : Min = +1.853  Max = +7.57 

Figure 6-20.  Use of a scaling factor to set data levels and a colour palette to clarify detail in the effects of 
compression. 
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 Cut and Combine 

Application 
This Cut and Combine function provides Cut and Paste, Add, Subtract and Multiply operations between two 
composites or a composite and a grid. This can be between any block of one composite or grid and any position in 
the other (or same) composite. Applications include merging of composites, splitting a composite in two, 
examination of the effect of a process function, generation of correlation plots (multiply) etc. 

Algorithm 
The Cut and Combine function "cuts" or selects a specified block of data from a source composite or grid, which 
has been previously stored, and "combines" this block with the currently loaded destination composite. It may be 
combined at any point within the destination composite, either by addition, subtraction, multiplication or pasting. 
The source and destination composites can be one and the same file, if desired. For paste operations dummy 
readings in the source composite will be superimposed on the destination composite. For add, subtract and multiply 
operations any dummy readings in the source composite are ignored, whilst any dummy readings in the destination 
composite remain unchanged. 

Selection 

 Click on the Cut and Combine button near the bottom of the process toolbar, or select it from the 
Process menu. 

Parameters 
Cut and Combine normally requires two groups of entries : “Cut from” and “Combine to”.  

 

 

Figure 6-22.  Dialog box for entering Cut and Combine parameters. 

"Cut from" refers to the source composite or grid which has previously been stored. Set File Type to either 
composite or grid and then change the Drives, Directories to display a list of files in the File Names list box. 
Highlight the file you wish to cut from. The cut from coordinates are entered as integer values in units of readings, 
just as though you were specifying a normal block. "Combine to" refers to the destination composite already present 
in memory (it cannot be a grid). The top-left coordinates are entered as integer values, in units of readings, and 
specify where the top-left hand corner of the source block will be placed in the destination composite. The Combine 
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Function can be tabbed through Subtract, Paste, Multiply and Add and determines how the two composites will be 
combined. 

Two quick methods of performing a combine function are provided which avoid having to make entries for all 
parameters. Firstly, if you want to subtract a composite from its newly processed unsaved form, to see the effect of 
processing, then there is no need to enter anything at all, but simply press Enter. Geoplot will automatically assume 
subtraction of the complete composites. Secondly, if you want to combine a saved composite from the one in 
memory, and it is identical in size and sampling, then you need only highlight its filename in “Cut from”, select the 
Combine Function in “Combine to” and press Enter to perform the combination. 

Typical History Report 
Cut c:\geoplot\comp\rsout\2  1,1  20,20 

Combine (Paste) to 1,1 

Remarks 
The source block size must be no larger than the destination composite. In addition, if the source block is combined 
with the destination composite at any other point than X,Y = 1, then it must be of a size that will not go beyond the 
edges of the destination composite. Note that the two composites may have different sample and traverse intervals, 
but all operations take place in units of readings, not units of metres. The two composites can be one and the same, 
if desired. The Cut and Combine function checks to see if the selected operation is possible – if it is not then it will 
show one of the following error messages and you should check your selection : 

"Selected cut coordinates are not within available data set. Please select new coordinates." 

"Paste coordinates are not within available data set. Please select new coordinates." 

"Selected area extends beyond stored data set. Reduce area to be combined." 

Cut and Combine also checks sample and traverse intervals and directions of these. If a potential incompatibility is 
detected it will display one of the following messages but if you feel it is appropriate to continue press Enter :  

"Sample or Traverse Intervals are not the same. Proceed with Cut and Combine ?" 

"Directions of the first traverses are not the same (or one is not defined). Proceed with Cut and Combine ?" 

If you wish to perform an operation, such as merging or splitting composites, then there must exist "background" 
composites of correct dimensions (in units of readings) on which to paste the selected blocks. This may 
conveniently be done by using the Create Blank Composite facility on the File menu.  

An example of how to merge two composites into one illustrates the use of Cut and Combine though you may find 
it more convenient in practice to use the Combine Composites facility on the File menu. Figure 6-23 shows the two 
composites, filenames 1aa and 2, that we wish to merge, both stored in sitename rsout (although they do not 
generally need to be stored under the same sitename). The left hand composite, 2, has dimensions of 20 by 80 
readings and the right hand composite, 1aa (see the Add function), has dimensions of 80 by 80 readings. We assume 
a third composite, 3, has already been prepared using Create Blank Composite and has dimensions of 100 by 80 
readings. Figure 6-24 shows all three composites, along with the relevant coordinates for the merge. 

 

Composite “2”                            Composite “1aa” 

Figure 6-23.  Shade plots of two composites that are to be merged. 
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The merging is done in three stages. First, the blank composite 3 is loaded into memory (the other two are already 
stored on disk). Secondly, using Cut and Combine one of the composites, for example 2, is pasted onto destination 
composite 3 - the form entries for this operation are shown on the left hand side of figure 6-24. Thirdly, the 
remaining composite, 1aa is pasted onto destination composite 3 using Cut and Combine again - the form entries for 
this operation are shown on the right hand side of figure 6-24. Compare carefully both of these Parameters group 
entries with the coordinates shown in figure 6-24. 

 

                                                   

        

        
 

Figure 6-24.  Parameter entries and corresponding coordinates for the composite merger. 

This completes the merge. Save the new composite, either retaining the name 3 or with a new one. A graphics plot 
of the merged composites is shown in figure 6-25. Pressing F7 will show the above steps recorded in the Process 
History, figure 6-26. 
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Figure 6-25.  Shade plot of merged composites. 

 

 

Figure 6-26.  Process History after merging two composites using Cut and Combine. 
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 Deslope 

Application 
The Deslope function is used to remove a linear trend within a grid of data. It is typicaly used to correct for drift in 
gradiometer data where use of the Zero Mean Traverse function is inappropriate. It operates on individual grid 
positions within a composite data set, in either the X or Y direction. 

Algorithm 
Deslope generates a slope, in either the X or Y direction, equal and opposite to that which is to be removed. 
Readings along one grid edge, specified by the user and called the Pivot Edge, remain unchanged. Readings along 
the opposite, furthest edge are biased by an amount specified by the user, in the Furthest Edge Bias parameter. The 
bias applied to intermediate traverses is then determined by :  

Traverse bias =   ( Traverse Number - 1 ) * Furthest Edge Bias 

    ( Number of readings in slope direction - 1 ) 

Selection 

 Click on the Deslope button about a third of the way down the process toolbar, or select it from the 
Process menu. 

Parameters 
Deslope parameters require three entries : Far Edge Bias, Grid Number and Pivot Edge. Far Edge Bias is entered as 
a positive or negative floating point number. Grid Number is entered as a positive integer value (see start of chapter 
for definition). Pivot Edge can be tabbed between Top, Bottom, Left or Right (as defined at the start of this chapter). 
Top and Bottom Edge are used for a slope in the Y direction and Left and Right Edge are used for a slope in the X 
direction. If you wish to process more than one grid at a time, clicking the “Reshow dialog box after process” check 
box before pressing OK will cause the form to automatically reappear again after any screen update.  

 

 

Figure 6-27.  Dialog box for entering Deslope parameters. 

Typical History Report 
Deslope Grid 9, Edge=Top, Bias=-6.4 

Remarks 
In most circumstances the slope in gradiometer data will be in the Y direction so the Pivot Edge default of Top will 
be used. An estimate for Furthest Edge Bias can be made by using Statistics in block mode to compare the means of 
the Pivot Edge traverse and the Furthest Edge traverse. The difference between these can be used for the Furthest 
Edge Bias, entering a negative number if Furthest Edge mean is greater than Pivot Edge mean, and a positive 
number for the opposite case. Using Statistics in this way will only work if there is no significant anomally or noise 
spike present (it is advisable to Despike the data before using Statistics in this way). If such features are present then 
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you must make an estimate of the traverse means by visual inspection of the data, using the View menu or the F6 
function key. 

Deslope can be applied repeatedly, or iteratively, until the slope is removed. Note that Deslope will not make any 
adjustment to the overall mean of the grid so further processing might then include use of Zero Mean Grid or use of 
Add to shift the grid mean to match surrounding grids. 

Figure 6-28 shows a gradiometer survey where the bottom left hand grid has an obvious slope in the data, seen as a 
progressive darkening from one end of the grid to the other. Using the Process Menu grid nomenclature, this grid is 
entered as Grid Number = 9. Since slope is in the Y direction then Pivot Edge = Top. Using block Statistics (1,41  
20,41), the mean of the Pivot Edge was found to be +3.08. Similarily, with block Statistics (1,60  20,60), the mean 
of the Furthest, bottom, edge was found to be +9.48, so the difference between the two means is 6.4. Since the 
Furthest Edge is too positive, and requires a negative bias to remove the slope, entering -6.4 in Furthest Edge Bias 
produces the slope corrected data shown in figure 6-29. Further processing in this case would be the use of Zero 
Mean Grid, to match grid 9 with adjacent grids – see Destagger for a plot of the data after application of Zero Mean 
Grid (composite = 1oy). 
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Figure 6-28.  Shade plot of gradiometer data before applying Deslope to grid 9. 

 

 

Figure 6-29.  Shade plot of gradiometer after applying Deslope to grid 9. 
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 Despike 

Application 
The Despike function can be used to automatically (a) locate and remove random, spurious readings often present in 
resistance data and (b) locate and remove random "iron spikes" often present in gradiometer and magnetometer data. 
It operates over the whole of the data set. 

Algorithm 

Despike scans the data set with a uniformly weighted, rectangular or square window, comparing the reading at the 
centre with the window mean. If the central reading is above or below the mean by more than a specified threshold 
then it is classified as a noise spike. It is then replaced by either the window mean or the threshold value, depending 
on what is specified. All other readings remain unchanged and dummy readings are ignored. 

Selection 

 Click on the Despike button about a third of the way down the process toolbar, or select it from the 
Process menu. 

Parameters  
Despike parameters require four entries : X radius, Y radius, Threshold and Spike Replacement. The X and Y radii 
determine the size of window used for the mean and standard deviation determination. They are entered as positive 
integer values which may be in the range 0 to 10 (remember that the radius units used are readings, not metres). The 
window size is calculated as the X or Y radius plus 1. Thus a 3 by 3 reading window size would be entered as X=1, 
Y=1. A 1 by 3 window would be entered as X=1, Y=0 or X=0, Y=1. If you enter X=0 and Y=0 then the despike 
function will set all data points, except dummy readings, to zero. 

The Threshold can be tabbed through predefined values : 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 or 3.0 standard deviations. Spike 
Replacement can be tabbed between Mean or Standard Deviation and determines whether a reading identified as a 
noise spike is replaced by the window mean or the Threshold value. 

 

Figure 6-30.  Dialog box for entering Despike parameters. 

Typical History Report 
Despike X=1  Y=1  Thr=3  Repl=Mean 

Remarks 
In general, it is advisable to start with a symetrical, square window, X=Y, Threshold set to the maximum value of 
3.0 standard deviations, and Spike Replacement set to Mean. With these settings, a window of X=3, Y=3 will apply 
moderate despiking, whilst decreasing X and Y to X=1, Y=1 will substantially increase the despiking effect. 

Decreasing the window size to increase despiking is preferable to decreasing the Threshold since lower Threshold 
values (2.0 SD and below) can start to remove features as well. A combination of larger window sizes and lower 
Threshold values also can be prone to removing features as well as noise spikes. Whichever parameter values you 
try it is advisable to save the despiked data then use the Cut and Combine function to examine the effect of the 
despike operation - if you can see traces of features present then you may consider the despiking to be too strong.  
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It may be useful to use the Clip function to limit data prior to despiking (for example clip to +/- 3 SD). This will 
generally make the statistical calculations more realistic as the window scans across the data. If clipped tight enough 
(eg +/-10nT in the gradiometer example below) then this may help in removing broad spikes that extend over 
several readings. 

Asymmetric window sizes may be useful if the spatial distribution of "spikes" is predominately in the X or Y 
direction. However, use such windows with great caution since they will tend to remove features perpendicular to 
the length of the window, even with a high Threshold value. It is especially important to use Cut and Combine 
afterwards to examine the effect of despike for asymmetric windows. 

 

 

Figure 6-31.  Shade plot of gradiometer data before Despiking. 

Most of the time it is recommended you use Mean as the Spike Replacement. Use of Standard Deviation as the 
Spike Replacement is used for specialist applications, for example with FFT filters. 

If you Despike gradiometer or magnetometer data then it is very important that you remember the Despike function 
will only remove the large positive or negative readings and may leave behind associated, encircling low level 
negative or positive readings. This effect can be seen in several places in figure 6-32 - for example, just on the top 
edge of the inner circle and in two places on the far right hand side. You should take great care not to forget the 
origin of such areas when subsequently interpreting the processed data - it is all too easy for "pits" to appear in this 
way. 

Figures 6-31, 6-32 and 6-33 show gradiometer data (sample interval=1m, traverse interval =1m) before and after 
despiking (X=1, Y=1, Threshold=3 SD and Replacement=mean), together with the spikes removed. There is no 
obvious sign of the main features being removed in figure 6-33. However, figures 6-34 and 6-35 show the same data 
despiked using X=3, Y=3, Threshold=2 SD and Replacement=mean. Here it is obvious that the despike function has 
started to remove features as well as noise spikes. Figures 6-36 and 6-37 show the spikes removed using X=1, Y=1, 
Threshold=2 SD and Replacement=mean. A much larger number of noise spikes have been removed compared to 
that shown in figure 6-33 - the decrease in Threshold from 3 SD to 2 SD has made a considerable difference. Whilst 
there are no obvious signs of large scale features being removed in figure 6-36, bear in mind that it probably has 
removed smaller scale isolated features, given the large number of spikes apparantly removed. In this case it is 
advisable to compare very carefully the data set before and after despiking for signs of this. On other sites, for 
example those with a much smaller dynamic range, different window sizes and thresholds may be more appropriate 
so you might try different combinations to those suggested above, always testing the result using Cut and Combine, 
along with a visual inspection of the data before and after despiking. 
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Figure 6-32.  Figure 6-31 despiked using X=1, Y=1, Threshold=3 SD, Replacement=mean. 

 

 

Figure 6-33.  Difference between figure 6-31 and 6-32, ie spikes removed. 
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Figure 6-34.  Data of figure 6-31 despiked using X=3, Y=3, Threshold=2 SD, Replacement=mean. 

 

 

Figure 6-35.  Difference between figures 6-31, 6-34, showing signs of feature removal as well as noise 
spikes. 
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Figure 6-36.  Figure 6-31 despiked using X=1, Y=1, Threshold=2 SD, Replacement=mean. 

 

 

Figure 6-37.  Difference between figure 6-31 and 6-36, ie spikes removed. 
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 Destagger 

Application 
The Destagger function is used to correct for displacement of anomalies caused by alternate zig-zag traverses. These 
displacements are often observable in gradiometer data (collected with zig-zag traverses) if sample interval is less 
than 1m. Destagger can operate on alternate lines or pairs of lines, in the X direction only. It can operate on all the 
grids, individual grids or individual lines within a grid. 

Algorithm 
Destagger scans the specified grid data set. It displaces the specified traverses of a grid in the X direction by an 
integer amount, positive or negative, specified by the user. Any data points in a traverse that would project into an 
adjacent grid are discarded. Any data points that would be left blank in a shifted traverse are replaced by the mean 
of the two data points from the previous and subsequent traverses which are immediately adjacent to the blank space 
(ie which are plus and minus one data point in the Y direction). The process can be applied to all grids, individual 
grids or individual lines within a grid. Dummy readings are ignored and remain unchanged. 

Selection 

 Click on the Destagger button about a third of the way down the process toolbar, or select it from the 
Process menu. 

Parameters  
Destagger requires four entries : Traverse Shift, Grid number, Line Pattern and Line Number(s). Traverse Shift may 
be a positive or negative integer value. Grid number is either left as “All”, if you wish to apply Destagger to all 
grids in the composite, or enter a positive integer value (as defined at the start of this chapter) if you wish to apply 
Destagger to an individual grid. Line Pattern can be either set to either “-2-4-6-8” or “--34 –78 Dual DS”. Select “-
2-4-6-8” to displace the even numbered lines 2,4,6,8 etc when using a single instrument. Select “--34 –78 Dual DS” 
to displace pairs of lines, 3 and 4, 7 and 8, 11 and 12 etc when using a dual gradiometer system which is turned 
through 180 degrees when zig-zag surveying. Line Number(s) can be either left as “All” if you wish to apply 
Destagger to all the grid, or enter a positive integer value if you wish to apply Destagger to an individual line. If you 
wish to process a grid or line at a time, clicking the “Reshow dialog box after process” check box before pressing 
OK will cause the form to automatically reappear again after any screen update.  

 

  
Figure 6-39.  Dialog box for entering Destagger parameters. 

Typical History Report 
Destagger All Grids,  X dir,  Shift=1 

Line Pattern –2-4-6-8 
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Remarks 
When using the “-2-4-6-8” Line Pattern, Destagger always assumes that the first (odd numbered) traverse of a grid 
is correct. Likewise, Destagger also assumes that the other odd numbered traverses (3, 5, 7 etc) are also correct. A 
shift is only applied to the even numbered traverses, 2, 4, 6 etc. If you want to Destagger even lines then use Rotate 
on the Edit menu to rotate the composite through 180 degrees first, apply Destagger then rotate back through 180 
degrees.  

When using the “--34 –78 Dual DS” Line Pattern, Destagger always assumes that the first two traverses, 1 and 2, of 
a grid are correct. Likewise, Destagger also assumes that the other pairs of traverses, 5 and 6, 9 and 10 etc are also 
correct. A shift is only applied to the other pairs of traverses, 3 and 4, 7 and 8, 11 and 12 etc. If you want to 
Destagger the other pairs of lines then use Rotate on the Edit menu to rotate the composite through 180 degrees first, 
apply Destagger then rotate back through 180 degrees. 

Make sure you have Despiked the data first if required otherwise these may be replicated when the odd number 
traverses are used to "fill-in" missing readings at the start or end of the even traverses. 

Displacements due to alternate zig-zag traverses are often present in gradiometer data and are particularily noticable 
where a linear anomaly runs perpendicular to the traverse direction. You may therefore wish to only process just 
those parts by specifying individual lines. Alternatively, since you cannot directly specify a block within the 
Destagger function you can use the Cut and Combine function to extract just that part of the grid you wish to 
Destagger, place it on a dummy composite, apply Destagger, and then paste it back again using Cut and Combine. 

Remember that Destagger is only a cosmetic technique and that you are creating artificial data points. Beware of 
reading too much into the resulting data sets, especially after any subsequent data processing. 

Figures 6-40 and 6-41 illustrate the application of the default Destagger to each grid. In this case every grid was 
Destaggered with an even traverse shift of +1, since the traverse shift was consistent for all grids. The shift is not 
perfect since the sampling interval of 1m restricts the resolution with which you can apply a traverse shift. Smaller 
sampling intervals will improve the resolution you can use.  
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Figure 6-40.  Shade plot of gradiometer data before application of Destagger. 

 

 

Figure 6-41.  Data of figure 6-40 after application of Destagger. 
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 Edge Match 

Application 
The Edge Match function may be used to remove grid edge discontinuities. These are often present in Twin 
Electrode resistance surveys as a result of improper placement of the remote electrodes. It operates on individual 
grid positions within the data set.  

Algorithm 
Edge Match compares the mean edge difference between two adjacent grids and subtracts this from one grid to 
achieve an edge match. 

Selection 

 Click on the Edge Match button about a third of the way down the process toolbar, or select it from the 
Process menu. 

Parameters 
Edge Match parameters require two entries : Grid Number and Grid Edge. Grid Number refers to the reference grid 
whose data will remain unchanged after the Edge match. It is entered as a positive integer value  (as defined at the 
start of this chapter). Grid Edge refers to the edge of the reference grid where the discontinuity exists. Grid Edge can 
be tabbed between Right, Bottom, Top and Left edge  (as defined at the start of this chapter). If you wish to process 
more than one grid at a time, clicking the “Reshow dialog box after process” check box before pressing OK will 
cause the form to automatically reappear again after any screen update.  

 

 

Figure 6-44.  Dialog box for entering Edge Match parameters. 

Typical History Report 
Em6R 

Remarks 
Edge Match calculates the mean of the two rows of data within the reference grid next to the Grid Edge. It also 
calculates the mean of the two rows of data in a second grid which is on the opposite side of the Grid Edge, the one 
that will be edge matched. The difference in the means is then subtracted from the second grid to perform the edge 
match. Since this function involves statistical calculations it is very important to remove noise spikes before-hand, 
using the Despike function. 

Edge Match may be used repeatedly, or iteratively, on the same grid or grids until the desired edge match is 
achieved. Note that this function is primarily used for small grid discontinuities. Edge Match may not be able to 
correct for large grid discontinuities or discontinuities that arise because resistance surveys were made at different 
seasons. In the latter situation it is likely that the edge discontinuity will also involve a contrast difference as well as 
a level difference. In such circumstances you may have to use the Multiply function first to restore the correct 
contrast before using Edge Match - see later Guidelines for Processing Resistance Data for more details. Under 
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some extreme circumstances resistance anomalies can have have different polarities in different seasons so it will 
not be possible to achieve any sort of edge match in such circumstances.  

An example of the use of Edge Match to remove grid discontinuities is shown in figures 6-47 and 6-48. Figure 6-47 
shows the raw data, consisting of 16 grids. A discontinuity between regions A and B, figure 6-45, can be clearly 
seen. To remove this discontinuity the data is first Despiked using parameters X=1, Y=1, Threshold = 3SD and 
Replacement = Mean. The Edge Match routine is then used repeatedly, as reported in the Process History, figure 6-
46, to achieve an edge match. A typical entry in Process History might be Em10R. In this example the letters Em 
stand for Edge Match, 10 refers to the Grid Number, and R stands for Right hand edge. The order of edge matching 
reported here is by no means the only order that can be used, nor is it neccessarily the optimum order. Note that 
some edges are returned to, after other edge matches, to try and improve that particular edge match. 

In some circumstances the use of the Add function to remove grid discontinuities may be quicker and more 
appropriate to use than the Edge Match function - see the Add function for an alternative means of edge matching 
this example survey. 

 

                    

Figure 6-45.  Grid numbering and discontinuity visible in figure 6-47. 

 

 

Figure 6-46.  Process History for Despiking and Edge Matching of figure 6-47.  
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Figure 6-47.  Resistance survey showing discontinuity at grid edges. 

 

 

Figure 6-48.  Data of figure 6-47 after Despiking and Edge Matching. 
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 High Pass Filter 

Application 
The High Pass Filter function may be used to remove low frequency, large scale spatial detail. A typical use is the 
removal of a slowly changing geological "background" response commonly found in resistance surveys. It can 
operate over the whole of the data set, or any inclusive or exclusive block. 

Algorithm 
High Pass Filter scans the data set with a gaussian or uniformly weighted window, which may be square or 
rectangular. It calculates the weighted average within the window and subtracts this from the central reading in the 
window. All other readings remain unchanged and dummy readings are ignored. 

Selection 

 Click on the High Pass Filter button about half way down the process toolbar, or select it from the 
Process menu. 

Parameters 
High Pass Filter parameters require three entries : X radius, Y Radius and Weighting. If High Pass Filter is to 
operate over only part of the data set then the Process Area also requires entry. The X and Y radii determine the size 
of window used for the average determination and may have different values. They are entered as positive integer 
values which may be in the range 0 to 10 (radius units used are readings, not metres). The window size is calculated 
as twice the X or Y radius plus 1. Thus a symetric 3 by 3 reading window size would be entered as X=1, Y=1. An 
asymetric 1 by 3 window would be entered as X=1, Y=0 or X=0, Y=1. If you enter X=0 and Y=0 then the High 
Pass Filter function will set all data points, except dummy readings, to zero. The Weighting can be tabbed between 
Gaussian or Uniform. 

 

  

Figure 6-49.  Dialog box for entering High Pass Filter parameters and process area. 

Typical History Report 
HPF  X=10  Y=10  Wt=U 

Remarks 
High Pass Filter preserves high frequency, small scale spatial detail but suppresses lower frequencies such as the 
underlying geology. Removal of the background geology can greatly improve the visibility of the smaller scale 
archaeological changes. The resulting high pass filtered data will be bipolar, with a near zero mean, so graphics 
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plotting parameters may need to be changed if absolute units are being used. The mean can be restored by using the 
Add function. 

In general, it is advisable to use large window sizes, with radii of the order of 5 to 10, preferably nearer 10. Radius 
values of less than 3 to 4 may result in overly "crisp" data and the unwanted appearance of edges of a geological 
response. Note that High Pass Filter is numerically complex and will be slow for large data sets, large radii or 
slower computers. Even so, do not be tempted to use a small radius just to speed up the process - only use small 
radii if you have very good and valid reasons. 

In resistance surveys it is common to use filter window dimensions which are equal in units of metres. Individual 
selection of X and Y radius caters for this if there are asymetric sample and traverse intervals. It also permits greater 
suppression of large spatial detail in one direction than the other. 

Gaussian or Uniform weighting is available. Gaussian weighting is generally recommended because uniform 
weighting will remove certain Fourier components from the data which can have the effect of generating small false 
features. 

It is not usual to apply high pass filtering to gradiometer or similar data since a gradiometer is inherently a high pass 
filter in its own right. However, it may be appropriate to apply local high pass filtering if there is a local perturbation 
present which has superimposed a gradient on the data. Such a situation might arise at the edge of a site bounded by 
a wire fence. 

Examples of the application of High Pass Filters to resistance data are shown in figures 6-50, 6-51, 6-52 and 6-53. 
Figure 6-50 shows the data before High Pass Filtering. It consists of sixteen 20m by 20m grids, each with sample 
and traverse interval of 1m, and has previously been edge matched and despiked. Figure 6-51 was filtered with X = 
3, Y = 3, figure 6-52 was filtered with X = 5, Y = 5, and figure 6-53 was filtered with X = 10, Y = 10, all filters with 
Weighting = Gaussian. 

It can be seen that an X,Y radius of 3 (window size 7m by 7m) produces an unsatisfactory plot which is noisy and 
confused in appearance, figure 6-51. In addition there are signs that this filter has started to remove or suppress 
archaeological features as well as removing the geological response. Filtering with an X,Y radius of 5 (window size 
11m by 11m) produces a less confusing image which retains some of the broader features - these might for example 
represent rubble associated with collapsed or robbed walls, figure 6-51. Filtering with an X,Y radius of 10 (window 
size 21m by 21m) produces a much smoother response which suggests minimal distortion of the archaeological 
response, figure 6-53. It is possible however that there are now vestiges of the geological response still present. 

 

 

Figure 6-50.  Resistance survey before application of High Pass Filter.  
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Figure 6-51.  Data of figure 6-50 after a High Pass Filter with X = 3, Y = 3, Gaussian. 

 

 

Figure 6-52.  Data of figure 6-50 after a High Pass Filter with X = 5, Y = 5, Gaussian.  
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Figure 6-53.  Data of figure 6-50 after a High Pass Filter with X = 10, Y = 10, Gaussian. 

Note that the graphics plotting parameters are entered in units of standard deviation, rather than absolute units, for 
easier visual comparison of the high pass filtered data. The standard deviation of the data before HPF was 15.6, after 
HPF with X,Y = 10 standard deviation = 8.5, after HPF with X,Y = 5 standard deviation = 6.5 and after HPF with 
X,Y = 3 standard deviation was down to 5.2. This decrease in standard deviation reflects the increasing removal of 
information by the High Pass Filter as radius is reduced. 
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 Interpolate 

Application 
The Interpolate function may be used to increase or decrease the number of data points in a survey. Increasing the 
number of data points can be used to create a smoother appearance to the data. Interpolate can also be used to make 
the sample and traverse intervals of differently sampled composites match; this is essential, for example, prior to 
combining them into one composite or prior to generating a correlation plot. Decreasing the number of data points 
using Interpolate (line deletion) can be used to investigate the effect of different sampling strategies. Interpolate 
operates over the whole of the data set. 

Algorithm 
The Interpolate function scans the data set in the X or Y direction. When used in Expand Mode it creates a new 
reading between existing readings using either a Linear or Sin(x)/x interpolation method. When used in the Shrink 
Mode it either combines two adjacent readings (by taking their average) into one reading (Shrink-Linear) or simply 
deletes alternate odd or even lines entirely (Shrink-Delete). Dummy readings are ignored and remain unchanged in 
both Expand and Shrink modes. 

Selection 

 Click on the Interpolate button about two thirds of the way down the process toolbar, or select it from 
the Process menu. 

Parameters 
Interpolate parameters require two or three entries : Direction, Mode, and Expand Method or Odd/Even lines, 
depending on whether Expand or Shrink is selected. Direction may be tabbed between X or Y and specifies the 
direction in which the interpolation will take place. Mode may be tabbed between Expand, Shrink-Linear or Shrink-
Delete. If Mode is set to Expand you can further set the Expand Method to be either Sin(X)/X or Linear. If Mode is 
set to Shrink-Delete then you can specify whether odd or even lines are deleted. Expand will double the number of 
readings in the specified direction, whilst Shrink will halve the number of readings in the specified direction.  

 

       

Figure 6-54.  Dialog box for entering Interpolate parameters. 

Typical History Report 
Interpolate Y,  Expand – SinX/X, x2 

Remarks 
Whenever an interpolation takes place Geoplot modifies the sample or traverse interval accordingly, but the size 
(length, width in units of metres) of a composite remains constant - this can be seen when viewing the Composite 
Information File. It also means graphics plots will remain the same size with respect to screen or hardcopy. 

Interpolation can be used repeatedly to increase the degree of expansion or shrinkage, either alternating between X 
or Y, or staying with one direction for several interpolations. In the case of expansion this can be continued until an 
error message warns you that further expansion would create a composite too large for memory. In the case of 
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shrinkage this can be continued until an error message warns you that the number of readings in the X or Y direction 
would be less than the lower limit of 5. 

Sin(x)/x or Linear expansion is offered. Linear interpolation is the fastest of the two but produces unsatisfactory 
results for greater than x2 expansion. This will be especially the case if you look at the results using a relief or 
artifical sunshine plot - the imperfections in the linear expansion show up clearly. Even though it is slower, Sin(x)/x 
expansion is the prefered and recommended method, since it should generate far fewer artifacts and will produce a 
smoother expansion. If two stages of expansion are required best results are often obtained by first applying a 
Sin(x)/x expansion followed by a linear expansion. It is often beneficial to apply a small amount of low pass 
filtering before interpolation to reduce artifact generation. 

You should generally remove or suppress noise spikes, using Despike or Clip, before using interpolate in order to 
avoid replication of these defects, or excessive ringing - it will be impossible to remove them afterwards. In general 
you should try to use interpolate as the last process of all and as few times as possible.  

Interpolation (expand) can be used to give a smoother appearance to the data and can improve the visibility of 
larger, weak archaeological features. However, remember that this is merely a cosmetic change. You are creating 
artificial data points and you cannot subsequently use other processes to try to extract better information than was 
contained within the original data set. Indeed, beware of the danger of reading too much into expanded data, 
especially if you have used interpolate several times. This may be the case, for example, if you are trying to 
compare gradiometer data, sampled at every 1m, with magnetic susceptibility data, sampled at every 20m. 
Expansion using Interpolate is no substitute for good data sampling in the first place. 

You can use interpolate to improve the appearance of relief or artificial sunshine plots which benefit from greater 
data density. However, remember that the Sin(x)/x interpolation method must be used since the relief plot will 
emphasise the imperfections in linear interpolation, rather than the archaeology, and will defeat the objective.  

If using Interpolate to match the sample and traverse intervals of differently sampled composites, prior to combining 
them into one composite, then you have little control over the required interpolation. However, always consider 
whatever pre-processing (such as Despike etc) can be applied to the individual composites before combining them. 

Two examples of Interpolate in its expand mode are shown in figures 6-55 to 6-59. Figures 6-55 to 6-57 show 
expansion of gradiometer data from 1m to 0.25m in both X and Y directions, with and without first despiking. You 
can clearly see the spikes smearing out if they are not removed first. However, depending on circumstances, the iron 
spikes may be archaeologically significant so it may be preferable to leave them in place. Figures 6-58 to 6-59 show 
expansion of resistance data from 1m to 0.5m in X and Y directions. 

 

Figure 6-55.  Gradiometer data before application of Interpolate. 
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Figure 6-56.  Gradiometer data of figure 6-55 after Interpolation (Expand x 4) , no despiking. 

 

 

Figure 6-57.  Gradiometer data of figure 6-55 after Interpolation (Expand x4) with despiking beforehand. 
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Figure 6-58.  Resistance data before application of Interpolate, despiked. 

 

 

Figure 6-59.  Resistance data of figure 6-58 after application of Interpolate (Expand x2). 
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 Low Pass Filter 

Application 
The Low Pass Filter function may be used to remove high frequency, small scale spatial detail. It is useful for 
smoothing data or for the enhancement of larger weak features. It can operate over the whole of the data set, or any 
inclusive or exclusive block. 

Algorithm 
Low Pass Filter scans the data set with a gaussian or uniformly weighted window, which may be square or 
rectangular. It calculates the weighted average within the window and replaces the central reading in the window 
with this value. All other readings remain unchanged and dummy readings are ignored. 

Selection 

 Click on the Low Pass Filter button about half  way down the process toolbar, or select it from the 
Process menu. 

Parameters 
Low Pass Filter parameters require 3 entries : X radius, Y Radius and Weighting. If Low Pass Filter is to operate 
over only part of the data set then the Process Area group also requires entry. The X and Y radii determine the size 
of window used for the average determination and may have different values. They are entered as positive integer 
values which may be in the range 0 to 10 (radius units used are readings, not metres). The window size is calculated 
as twice the X or Y radius plus 1. Thus a symetric 3 by 3 reading window size would be entered as X=1, Y=1. An 
asymetric 1 by 3 window would be entered as X=1, Y=0 or X=0, Y=1. If you enter X=0 and Y=0 then the Low Pass 
Filter function will set all data points, except dummy readings, to zero. The Weighting can be tabbed between 
Gaussian or Uniform. 

 

 

Figure 6-60.  Dialog box for entering Low Pass Filter parameters and process area. 

Typical History Report 
LPF  X=10  Y=10  Wt=U 

Remarks 
Low Pass Filter can be used to suppress higher frequency components such as noise in the data whilst at the same 
time preserving low frequency, large scale spatial detail. Removal of such local variability in the data can improve 
the visibility of larger, weak archaeological features. It can also be used to improve the appearance of relief or 
artificial sunshine plots, especially if data has been sampled at 0.5m intervals or better. 
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It is common to use filter window dimensions which are equal in units of metres. Individual selection of X and Y 
radius caters for this if there are asymetric sample and traverse intervals, which may often be the case in 
gradiometer surveys. It also permits greater smoothing of data in one direction than the other. 

In general, it is advisable to use small window sizes. If sample and traverse interval are 1m (not uncommon with 
resistance data), then consider radii of the order of 1 to 2. Radius values of greater than 2 may result in increasing 
suppression of the desired archaeology, and greater emphasis of the underlying geological response. Often 
smoothing with radii between 1 and 2 would be desirable. An approximation to this can be made by repeated 
smoothing with radii of X,Y = 1, say three to five times. However, this may be at the expense of slight ringing and 
generation of artifacts in the data so results should be carefully examined. 

If sample and/or traverse interval are 0.5m or 0.25m then there is greater flexibility in the choice of radii to achieve 
the desired smoothing. Use of such data collection intervals avoids having to try and approximate radii of 1.5. Once 
again very large radii, of the order of 4 to 8, will start to suppress the archaeology, and give greater emphasis to the 
underlying geology.  

Gaussian or Uniform weighting is available. Gaussian weighting is always recomended for generalized processing. 
Uniform weighting will introduce processing artifacts in the vicinity of large data values (impulsive, spikes). 
Regardless of weighting, you should always remove or suppress noise spikes first, using Despike or Clip, to prevent 
the noise spike energy from smearing out. Note that Low Pass Filter is numerically complex and will be slow for 
large data sets, large radii or slower computers.  

Examples of the application of Low Pass Filters to resistance data are shown in figures 6-61, 6-62, 6-63 and 6-64. 
Figure 6-61 shows the data before Low Pass Filtering. It consists of sixteen 20m by 20m grids, each with sample 
and traverse interval of 1m, and has previously been edge matched and despiked. Figure 6-62 was filtered with X = 
1, Y = 1, figure 6-63 was filtered with X = 2, Y = 2, and figure 6-64 was filtered with X = 3, Y = 3, all filters with 
Weighting = Gaussian. 

It can be seen that an X,Y radius of 1 (window size 3m by 3m) produces an appreciable degree of smoothing whilst 
still retaining good detail and clarity in the archaeology, figure 6-62. Filtering with an X,Y radius of 2 (window size 
5m by 5m) produces a much more noticable smoothing effect which is starting to smear out, and possibly lose some 
of the archaeogical response, figure 6-63. Filtering with an X,Y radius of 4 (window size 9m by 9m) has almost 
completely removed the archaeology, leaving only the geological response, figure 6-64. 

 

 

Figure 6-61.  Resistance survey before application of Low Pass Filter. 
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Figure 6-62.  Data of figure 6-61 after a Low Pass Filter with X = 1, Y = 1, Gaussian. 

 

 

Figure 6-63.  Data of figure 6-61 after a Low Pass Filter with X = 2, Y = 2, Gaussian. 
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Figure 6-64.  Data of figure 6-61 after a Low Pass Filter with X = 4, Y = 4, Gaussian. 
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 Median Filter 

Application 
The Median Filter function may be used to remove random spurious readings present in survey data and smoothes 
the data at the same time. It is most useful for high sample density data. It can operate over the whole of the data set, 
or any inclusive or exclusive block. 

Algorithm 
Median Filter scans the data with a uniformly weighted window, which may be square or rectangular. It sorts the 
date in the window into ascending order and picks the middle or median value as the new value. All other readings 
remain unchanged and dummy readings are ignored. 

Selection 

 Click on the Median Filter button about half  way down the process toolbar, or select it from the 
Process menu. 

Parameters 
Median Filter parameters require two entries : X radius and Y Radius. If Median Filter is to operate over only part 
of the data set then the Process Area group also requires entry. The X and Y radii determine the size of window used 
for the average determination and may have different values. They are entered as positive integer values which may 
be in the range 0 to 10 (radius units used are readings, not metres). The window size is calculated as twice the X or 
Y radius plus 1. Thus a symetric 3 by 3 reading window size would be entered as X=1, Y=1. An asymetric 1 by 3 
window would be entered as X=1, Y=0 or X=0, Y=1. If you enter X=0 and Y=0 then the Median Filter function will 
have no effect on the data set. 

 

 

Figure 6-65.  Dialog box for entering Median Filter parameters and process area. 

Typical History Report 
Median Filter  X=1  Y=1 

Remarks 
The Median Filter is most useful for for high sample density data (eg sample and traverse interval 0.25m) - data 
which is sparsely sampled (eg 1m sample and traverse interval) may be overly smoothed. It is particularily useful in 
removing artifacts generated by more than one interpolation. Figures 6-66 and 6-67 show inappropriate use of the 
median filter since the data is still sparsely sampled at 1m – the median filter has successfully removed the spikes  
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Figure 6-66.  Gradiometer data (1m sample and traverse interval) before application of Median Filter. 

 

 

Figure 6-67.  Gradiometer data of figure 6-66 after application of Median Filter – an inappropriate use of 
Median Filter. 
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Figure 6-68.  Gradiometer data (0.25m sample and traverse interval) before application of Median Filter. 

 

 

Figure 6-69.  Gradiometer data of figure 6-68 after application of Median Filter (X=1, Y=1). 
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but at the expense of excessive smoothing of the data. In contrast, figures 6-68 and 6-69 show how the Median 
Filter may be used to improve visual appearance by removing artifacts associated with interpolation. Here a median 
filter of X=1, Y=1 was used. A wider median filter would start to overly smooth the data though. 
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 Multiply 

Application 
The Multiply function multiplies data by a positive or negative constant value. It is a general purpose numeric tool 
with a wide variety of applications, including normalisation of data (eg contrast adjustment of resistance data prior 
to edge matching). It can operate over the whole of the data set, or any inclusive or exclusive block. 

Algorithm 
The Multiply function scans the data set, multiplying each data point by the constant. Dummy readings are ignored 
and remain unchanged. 

Selection 

 Click on the Multiply button at the top of  the process toolbar, or select it from the Process menu. 

Parameters 
Multiply requires entry of just the multiplication constant. This may be a positive or negative floating point number. 
If Multiply is to operate over only part of the data set then the Process Area group also requires entry. 

 

 

Figure 6-70.  Dialog box for entering Multiply parameters and process area. 

Typical History Report 
Multiply 2 

Remarks 
You should in avoid multiplying by values which will result in a product equal to 2047.5 (or any other dummy 
value set in Options) because subsequent process functions will ignore this data value. It may be useful to clip the 
data prior to multiplication to achieve this.  

The Multiply function can also be used for Division by first calculating the reciprocal of the divisor (using Windows 
Calculator for example) and then multiplying the data by this value. 

An example of the use of Multiply to convert resistance data to resistivity follows. The RM4 and RM15 resistance 
meters make measurements in terms of resistance (units of ohms), not resistivity (units of ohm-metres). The 
resistance value measured depends on the geometry of the probe array used - different probe arrays and geometries 
will give different resistance values over the same ground. To avoid this dependance on probe array geometry it is 
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usual to convert resistance to resistivity (units of ohm-metres). (Strictly speaking readings are converted to Apparent 
Resistivity, since the equations used for the conversion usually only apply to the ideal situation of a non-layered 
earth). 

Four probes are used to make resistance measurements, two current and two potential. Figure 6-71 shows four such 
probes in a linear arrangement, C1 and C2 are current probes, P1 and P2 are potential probes. A general expression 
for calculating resistivity from resistance measurements is shown in figure 6-71 which can be used for any probe 
configuration. 

 

  
 

 Resistivity (ohm-m)    =  2 π R    = 6.283 R 
      G.F.     G.F. 
 
 where  G.F.   =    1         +    1         -    1         -    1    
    C2 P2  C1 P1  C2 P1  C1 P2 
 
 where C2 P2 = distance between probe C2 and P2 etc. 

 

Figure 6-71.  Formula for conversion of resistance to apparent resistivity. 

 
This expression can be simplified for a number of common probe configurations : 

• Wenner :  Resistivity = 2 π R d  where d = probe separation 
• Double-Dipole : Resistivity = 2 π R d 3  where d = probe separation 
• Twin :  Resistivity = π R d (approx.) where d = mobile = remote separation 
• Twin :  Resistivity = 2 π R d (approx.) where d = mobile separation and where remote 
            spacing >> than mobile spacing 

In the case of the Wenner and Double-Dipole arrangements, d is the equal separation between all four probes, and 
will be 0.5m on a PA5 frame. The first Twin formula is for the situation where the mobile and remote probe 
separation is equal, typically 0.5m to 2m, where the distance between mobile and remote probes is much greater. 
The second Twin formula is for the case when the remote probe spacing is much larger than the mobile spacing, for 
example remote probe spacing 15m, and mobile spacing is 0.25m to 1.5m; again the distance between mobile and 
remote probes must be much greater than their separations. You can use this last formula to calculate resistivies for 
Twin configuration pseudo-sections, providing the remote probes are separated sufficiently. If the value of d is 0.5m 
then multiplying the resistance data by the following factors will convert the data to resistivity : 

• Wenner    Multiply R by 3.1415 for resistivity with d = 0.5 
• Double-Dipole    Multiply R by 9.4245 for resistivity with d = 0.5 
• Twin (mobile = remote separation) Multiply R by 1.5708 for resistivity with d = 0.5 
• Twin (remote >> mobile spacing) Multiply R by 3.1415 for resistivity with d = 0.5 
 

If you convert the data to resistivity then you should also change the units of the data using Units on the Edit Menu 
– in the above case change units from ohm to ohm-m. Graphics scale bars will now be displayed with the correct 
units shown. 

In most cases the above formulae will give a good estimate of resistivity using the Twin array. A more general 
geometry for the Twin configuration is shown in figure 6-72 which can be used as the basis for more detailed 
calculations should you wish. Again, you can use the distances C2 P2, C1 P1 etc to insert in the geometry factor 
(G.F.) to calculate resistivity from a measured resistance value. 
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Figure 6-72.  Plan view of a general Twin probe configuration. 
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 Periodic Filter 

Application 
The Periodic Filter function may be used to remove or reduce the amplitude of regular, periodic features. These may 
be present in the soil (eg plough marks, ridge and furrow) or may arise as operator induced defects during 
gradiometer data collection - the function is especially designed with this latter application in mind. It can operate 
over the whole of the data set or any specific grid.  

Algorithm 
The Periodic Filter function has three phases of operation : (a) it performs an amplitude spectrum analysis of each 
row of data using a one dimensional (X direction) Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). This is in the forward direction 
and is identical to the Amplitude component of the Spectrum function; (b) it reduces the amplitude of the real and 
imaginary components at the offending spectral frequency on a row by row basis; and (c) it performs an inverse 
spectral analysis (inverse FFT) to obtain data with the periodic defect removed or reduced in amplitude. 

The algorithm has special provision for dealing with noise spikes or other strong local features - it removes these 
features prior to transformation and inversion, replacing them after the filter process has been applied. The 
algorithm can also optionally use thresholds which aid correct operation in the presence of high magnitude ferrous 
responses or with non-zero background data. During processing, dummy readings are set to zero because they 
cannot be ignored by the FFT algorithm - this requires the data to be properly prepared to avoid distortion of the 
spectrum. After processing the dummy readings are restored to their original positions. The Spectrum function must 
be used first to identify the frequency of the periodic defect - this information is then used by the Periodic Filter 
function to define its operation. 

Selection 

 Click on the Periodic Filter button just over half way down the process toolbar, or select it from the 
Process menu. 

Parameters 
Periodic Filter parameters requires four entries : Frequency Index, Grid Number Spike Tolerance and Apply 
Thresholds. Frequency Index determines the spectral component to be removed and is entered as a positive integer 
value, obtained from prior use of the Spectrum function. Frequency Index is not the specific frequency of the 
periodic defect but is of course related - see Spectrum, the Remarks section and examples below for further details. 
Grid Number determines whether all the composite or just one grid is processed. Leave the default entry at "All" if 
you wish to process all the grids. It you want to process a specific grid, press Tab to clear the field and then enter the 
number of the required grid as a positive integer value (see start of chapter for definition). Spike Tolerance may be 
tabbed between On and Off, and determines whether the algorithm is set to deal with the effect of noise 
spikes/strong local features or not - it is usual to leave this set to On. If you wish to apply thresholds click the 
“Apply Thresholds” check box and change the threshold values if required. 

 

Figure 6-73.  Dialog box for entering Periodic Filter parameters. 
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Typical History Report 
Periodic Filter, Index=29, Grid=All, Spike=On. Pos.Threshold = +5, Neg. Threshold = -5 

Remarks 

 

Understanding the Spectrum Function 

Periodic Filter is always used in conjunction with the Spectrum function. Please be sure you 
thoroughly understand the Spectrum function, both in its use and terminology, since most of the 
following remarks and examples depend on you doing so. 

 

The Periodic Filter function is designed primarily to remove periodic defects associated with magnetic gradiometer 
data. Typically, the traverse scan of a gradiometer survey will have 2, 4 or 8 data samples per metre. The higher 
sample densities are often used when the archaeological signal is weak to improve data statistics and improve 
feature detection and recognition. A small periodic component may be present due to periodic angular and vertical 
motion induced by the operator - this is usually less than 0.5 nT but can occassionally be up to 5nT if the instrument 
is not properly used or aligned. These periodic defects can obscure archaeologically interesting features. 

Periodic Filter removes weak periodic components from the spatial spectrum of a data set by means of a data 
dependent non-linear filter process. This is required to preserve the stronger features (eg archaeologically significant 
iron and hearth features) and simultaneously not introduce the "ringing" defects associated with linear filters. That is 
to say, a simple linear filter would introduce "ringing" defects (associated with the stronger features) which are 
much larger than the defect being removed. 

Spike Tolerance controls whether this non-linear filter operation is implemented or not. It should normally be set to 
On, especially if iron spikes are present or there are other strong local features. It causes the algorithm to remove 
these features prior to transformation and inversion, replacing them after the filter process has been applied. This is 
a non-linear operation and must be used with care. Some very strong spikes may exceed the capability of Spike 
Accomodation - but providing the data is properly prepared, as suggested in the Processing Guidelines, ie Clipped at 
for example +/-4 SD, then this situation should not arise - see also later for further comments and examples. If 
ferrous responses are strong and extensive then Spike Tolerance may not be suffiicient to avoid ringing etc, even 
with proper data preparation. In this case you should use the Threshold facility. You can set independent positive 
and negative thresholds, though the default +/-5nT values will usually provide a good rejection of the interferening 
responses. Before applying thresholds you should check the level of mismatch between the grids and if it is 
comparable with or greater than the threshold values you should apply Zero Mean Grid first. Similarily if there is 
any comparable slope in a grid then apply Deslope first. 

Note that the Periodic Filter is one dimensional, in the X (ie traverse) direction only. To apply the Periodic Filter in 
the Y direction you must first use the Rotate function to rotate through 90 degrees. You can reduce or remove 
periodic errors that run diagonally across the composite which have a component in both the X and Y directions, for 
example ridge and furrow at 45 degrees to the traverse direction. 

Periodic Filter requires you to enter the Frequency Index of the defect to be removed. This is obtained by first 
performing an Amplitude spectrum analysis with the Spectrum function. The offending frequency can then 
identified by visual examination of the low pass filtered Amplitude spectrum (see Spectrum function for details). Its 
corresponding Frequency Index is obtained by moving the mouse in the X direction until it is at the frequency of 
interest and noting the Frequency Index reported on the status bar – see Spectrum for further details. Alternatively 
you can use the View menu to look at the data - the column number which corresponds with the frequency peak is 
the Frequency Index. The algorithm operates on one spectral component (Frequency Index) at a time. Periodic Filter 
can be used a number of times to remove more than one spectral component. Indeed it can be used more than one 
time on the same spectral component. Often a periodic component will be identified, not by just one Frequency 
Index, but by a number of adjacent Frequency Index values, typically 3. In this case, to remove the periodic error, it 
might be necessary to use the Periodic Filter for each Frequency Index in turn, starting with the central value. 
However, often application of Periodic Filter with just the central Frequency Index value will be sufficient, unlike 
Geoplot 2 where often all three Frequency Index values needed to be used.  

Whilst you are required to use the Spectrum function to first identify the Frequency Index, Periodic Filter also 
performs its own spectral analysis. So when the Periodic Filter function first starts the blue bar on the status bar will 
be labelled “Scanning”. After this phase is completed another blue bar will appear labelled “Processing”. At the end 
of this phase there may a short delay whilst Geoplot finalises the processing. 
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As you use the Periodic Filter function you are strongly advised to save the result at each stage and use Spectrum, 
Cut and Combine and a visual comparison of the data set, before and after filtering, to examine the effect of the 
filter. Do this after every Frequency Index and not just after say a group of three Frequency Index values : Spectrum 
will show if the frequency component of interest has been successfully removed/reduced, Cut and Combine will 
indicate any unwanted artifacts generated and a visual inspection of the data will indicate if wanted features have 
been removed. Remember that if there is archaeology present at the same frequency as the defect it too will be 
removed. 

 

Periodic Filter Procedure 

Prepare data correctly : Clip or Despike if necessary to avoid ringing and non-zero background 
levels should be set to zero to avoid superimposing a periodicity. Alternatively use appropriate 
Thresholds to avoid ringing and non-zero background problems. 

After using the Spectrum function to find the Frequency Index do not forget to re-load the original 
data set BEFORE using the Periodic Filter function. 

It is VITAL that you choose the Frequency Index of the centre of the spectral response correctly - it 
may be a minimum or maximum. 

The first Frequency Index to be filtered will usually be the central Frequency Index. After that, filter 
using adjacent Frequency Index values, but ONLY if required, at +/-1, then +/-2 etc. 

At each stage of filtering (after each Frequency Index) always use Spectrum, Cut and Combine and 
a visual examination of the data to check the results (saving intermediate results first).  

Do NOT, JUST FOR THE SAKE OF COMPLETENESS, use Frequency Index values near to the 
centre frequency – such over filtering may start to introduce artifacts if not required. Checking as 
above should indicate whether further filtering is required. 

     

 

We will now use two of the sites supplied with the Geoplot installation to illustrate some of the uses of Periodic 
Filter and, at the same time, highlight three important points which you need to consider before using the Periodic 
Filter function :  

• The data should be properly prepared, using Clip or Despike if neccessary to avoid ringing or apply thresholds. 
• Non-zero background levels should be set to zero to avoid a periodicity equal to the Frequency Index being 

superimposed right accross the data set. 
• Take appropriate action to ensure dummy readings do not generate ringing. 

Example Survey 1 

Figure 6-74 shows part of a gradiometer survey of an American historic cemetery, composite gcem\1.cmp. This site 
has already been introduced in the Spectrum function but to recap : the composite is 80 readings accross with a 
sample interval of 0.25m. Periodic errors, running perpendicular to the traverse direction can be seen throughout 
much of the site and are due to the way the surveyor walked. They have an amplitude of about 0.2 to 0.4nT and a 
frequency of 1 c/m (cycle per metre). 

Figure 6-75 shows the low pass filtered Amplitude spectrum of the top grid, enhanced by low pass filtering as 
described for figure 6-96 in Spectrum. The periodic error can be clearly seen at 1 c/m along with a smaller harmonic 
at 2 c/m. Note that the shape of the 1 c/m spectral response varies, appearing as both a single and a twin peak 
response. Using the mouse you can see that the periodic error at 1 c/m is fairly broad, corresponding with the 
Frequency Index values of 32, 33, and 34, whilst the periodic error at 2 c/m corresponds with a Frequency Index of  
65. It is extremely important that you correctly identify the centre Frequency Index (33 in this case) - in the upper 
traverses the centre Frequency Index is actually a minimum between two peaks whereas in the lower traverses it 
coincides with the peak maximum. Periodic Filter was used just once with Frequency Index = 33, Grid Number = 
All, Spike Tolerance = On, to remove the periodicity at 1 c/m. Figure 6-76 shows the resulting spectrum after use of 
Periodic Filter and you can see the periodicity has been eliminated.  
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Figure 6-74.  Gradiometer survey survey showing a periodic error of about 1c/m. 

 

 

Figure 6-75.  Amplitude Spectrum of the top grid of data from figure 6-74, after low pass filtering. 
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Figure 6-76.  Amplitude Spectrum of the top grid of data from figure 6-74, after removing the periodic 
error at 1 c/m (Index = 33) – low pass filtered witn X = 0, Y = 4. 

 

                           

Before Periodic filter   After Periodic filter        Difference    Filter and Destagger 

Figure 6-77.  Comparative plots of the data from figure 6-74 (from left to right) : before filtering, after 
filtering, difference between the two (ie periodic error removed), and lastly periodic filtering with additional 
Destaggering. Clip parameters : Min=-1nT, Max=+3nT, Contrast=1. 

The periodic error at 2 c/m still remains and could be removed by using Periodic Filter with a Frequency Number of 
65 but in practice it will make only a very small change to the data.  

Figure 6-77 shows a comparison of the data before and after filtering, along with a plot of the periodicity removed 
(the latter was obtained using the Cut and Combine function) and further processing using Destagger to reveal the 
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grave alignments much more clearly. You can see that across the site the periodicity has disappeared. Looking at the 
difference plot you can see that different traverses, and even different parts of the same traverse show different 
levels of periodic removal, which depends on the local error originally present. 

It is extremely important to select the correct centre frequency. If you use a Frequency Index slightly off the true 
centre, for example a Frequency Index of 32 in our example (based on the first traverse of figure 6-75 which 
indicates a maximum at column 32) then the defect removal will not be as effective. Repeated use of the Periodic 
Defect function in such circumstances will not further reduce it. A symptom of improper use is when parts of the 
site appear to have the periodic error removed whilst in other areas it remains. A useful means of making sure you 
choose the correct centre frequency, especially if there is more than one peak in the spectral response, can be to Low 
Pass Filter the spectrum data (not the survey data) in the X direction, perhaps trying X=1, Y=0, Gaussian weighting 
first. However, this may not help in all cases, and may even mislead, so you must assess its usefulness for each 
situation. Always use Spectrum after Periodic Filter to see if the periodic component has been properly removed. 

Of course if the defect itself changes frequency over the survey, leading to a very broad or complex spectral 
response, then you may have to split the site into smaller blocks and correct each of these separately before 
recombining them. Similarily, if a periodic error exists in just a small part of a site it is advisable to use Periodic 
Defect on just that part, thereby avoiding any possibility of unwanted interference in the other areas. You could do 
this either by using Periodic Defect in Grid mode or by using Cut and Combine to cut and paste a copy of the small 
area to a temporary composite, analyse and process it, and then re-paste it back onto the main composite. 

Always check the effect of Period Defect after using it for each Frequency Index. You may often find that just a 
single use of the centre Frequency Index alone produces the best results, even though the spectral response indicates 
that adjacent Frequency Index values should also be filtered. Similarily, repeated use of Periodic Filter at one 
Frequency Index should in general be avoided, to avoid overcompensation. In other words adopt an iterative 
approach, stopping as soon as you achieve the best results. 

Example Survey 2 

Figure 6-78 shows the results of inappropriate Periodic Filter processing of a resistance survey - this site has already 
been introduced and discussed in the Spectrum function - see figure 6-99. There are two principle problems here : 
(a) ringing due to a noise spike, and (b) unintentional introduction of a periodic error. 

 

 

Figure 9-78.  Resistance survey showing inappropriate application of the Periodic Defect filter. 
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Consider first the ringing due to the noise spike. The background mean is about 68 ohms and three spikes are 
present with amplitudes of about 460, 485 and 595 ohms above the mean. The Periodic Filter algorithm has 
managed to handle two of these large spikes succesfully, even with Spike Tolerance = Off, but it cannot cope with 
the highest amplitude spike, resulting in ringing right across the traverse where the spike occurs. Setting Spike 
Tolerance = On  reduces the amplitude of the ringing by about a factor of 5, but it is still present. If the data had 
been properly prepared, either using Despike, or even Clipping at +/- 4SD (ie at 0 and +150 ohms) the problem 
would not have arisen. Alternatively, applying Thesholds of Minimum = 50, Maximum = 80 (ie the shade graphics 
plotting range) removes the problem entirely, without any need to despike or clip.  

Next, consider the unintentional introduction of a periodic error visible in figure 6-78 as banding running vertically 
through the plot (compare this with the raw data shown in figure 6-99). This is directly related to the requirements 
of both Spectrum and Periodic Filter, namely, you must remove a non-zero background to avoid undue ringing of 
the DC component throughout the rest of the spectrum. Figure 6-78 was produced simply by taking the raw data and 
applying a Periodic Filter with a Frequency Index of 16 in a spectrum width of 33. If the data had previously been 
high pass filtered, or even had the mean subtracted, then application of this filter would have no effect whatsoever 
(presence or absence of noise spikes makes no difference). Therefore, any data that has a non-zero background, eg 
resistance, single sensor magnetometer, magnetic susceptibility etc,  should have this reduced to zero before using 
the Periodic Filter function. Alternatively, applying thresholds of Minimum = 50, Maximum = 80 (ie the shade 
graphics plotting range) removes the problem entirely, since the thresholds have effectively shifted the operating 
point away from a zero background, removing the need to high pass filter or subtract background mean.  

As mentioned in Spectrum, dummy readings can also be a potential cause for problems. Dummy readings are set to 
zero because they cannot be ignored by the FFT algorithm. If the mean of the data is not zero then dummy readings 
will effectively appear as noise spikes. However, as we have just highlighted, the data must be properly prepared in 
any case by removing any background level, so dummy readings should not present a problem. Again, use of 
properly chosen Thresholds can avoid this problem. 

Further Example Surveys 

More complex examples of the use of Spectrum and Periodic Filter are given in the case studies later in this chapter. 
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 Power 

Application 
The Power function raises data to a positive or negative constant power. It is a general purpose numeric tool with a 
wide variety of applications, including conversion of resistivity to conductivity for comparison with EM surveys, 
and compression or expansion of data to change the viewing contrast. It can operate over the whole of the data set, 
or any inclusive or exclusive block. 

Algorithm 
The Power function scans the data set, raising data to the selected power. The power constant may be in the range -
10 to +10. If the power constant is not an integer value then any negative data points are first converted to positive 
values before raising to the power. This prevents errors which could occur, for example when trying to find the 
square root of a negative number. Dummy readings are ignored and remain unchanged.  

Selection 

 Click on the Power button near the top of the process toolbar, or select it from the Process menu. 

Parameters 
Power Parameters require entry of just the power constant. This may be a positive or negative floating point 
number. If Power is to operate over only part of the data set then the Process Area group also requires entry. 

 

 

Figure 6-80.  Dialog box for entering Power parameters and process area. 

Typical History Report 
Power 2 

Remarks 
You should avoid using a power function that will generate a result equal to 2047.5 (or any other dummy value set 
in Options) because subsequent process functions will ignore this data value. It may be useful to clip the data prior 
to applying the power function to achieve this.  

The power constant may lie within the range -10 to +10, and may be a non-integer value. Examples of the effect of 
some power constants are as follows. A power constant of minus one (-1) will give the reciprocal of the data; a 
power constant of zero (0) will set all data points to one; a power constant of one (+1) will leave all data points 
unchanged; a power constant of 0.5 will compress data, a power constant of 2 will expand data. 
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Should the selected power function generate data that cannot be handled by Geoplot then an error message will be 
given : "Overflow - change power or Clip data". If you get this message then you should reload the data before 
trying again with a new power constant or clipped data. 

An example of the use of Power to convert resistivity data to conductivity for comparison with EM surveys is 
shown in figures 6-81 and 6-82. Figure 6-81 shows resistivity data from a 0.5m Twin array survey before applying 
the Power function (resistance data converted to resistivity by multiplying by 1.5708). Figure 6-82 shows the same 
data converted to conductivity by using a power constant of minus one (-1). For comparison both plots use the same 
standard deviation plotting parameters. The resistivity data has a mean of 124 and standard deviation of 15.6 
whereas the conductivity data has a mean of 0.00819 and standard deviation of 0.00102. (The calibration of the 
shade scale does not have enough resolution to indicate the plotting parameters for data with such a low mean. This 
could be overcome by further multiplying the data by 10 or changing the scalebar data format).  

If you convert the data to conductivity then you should also change the units of the data using Units on the Edit 
Menu – in the above case change units from ohm to mho/m. Graphics scale bars will now be displayed with the 
correct units shown. 
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Figure 6-81.  Resistivity data before applying the Power function. 

 

 

Figure 6-82.  Data of figure 6-81 after taking the reciprocal (Power = -1), converting it to conductivity. 
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 Randomise 

Application 
Randomise replaces the data in a composite with random numbers. It may be used to introduce a controlled amount 
of noise so that surveys performed at different times or with different instruments visually match. It may also be 
used for testing other functions, especially in the presence of noise. It only operates over the whole of the data set 
(block operations are not possible). 

Algorithm 
The Randomise function replaces the composite in computer memory with randomly generated data - the 
distribution may be uniform or gaussian. Dummy readings are ignored and remain unchanged. 

Selection 

 Click on the Randomise button near the bottom of the process toolbar, or select it from the Process 
menu. 

Parameters 
The Randomise parameters group requires 2 entries : Random Number Seed and Weighting. The Random Number 
Seed field may be tabbed through predefined values 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Weighting may be tabbed between Gaussian and 
Uniform. 

 

Figure 6-83.  Dialog box for entering Randomise parameters. 

Typical History Report 
Randomise, Seed=2, Gaussian 

Remarks 
The distribution of random numbers has a mean of approximately 0.5, regardless of seed value. If dummy readings 
are present in the data they will be preserved as dummy readings. 

If you require a bipolar distribution (centered around zero) then subtract the mean. For example figure 6-84 shows 
the random function applied to sample data set gstatdet/1.cmp. To obtain a bipolar distribution use the Add function 
to add –0.4993818 to the whole data set.  

If you wish to add noise to a data set to visually match another data set apply a similar procedure to the following 
example. As an illustration we will use the gradiometer data set shown in figure 6-85 which has a sample and 
traverse interval of 0.25m. The top half of the data set is clearly noisier than the bottom half, a situation which could 
arise as a result of two different instruments being used with slightly different noise characteristics. The data should 
have been processed in the normal way (eg Zero Mean Traverse) so that the backround mean is very close to zero. 
Select quiet areas in the noisy and quieter halves of the data set and measure the standard deviation in each block – 
the areas selected in figure 6-85 are shown with rectangles. In this case the standard deviation of the top block is 
0.179nT and that of the bottom block is 0.121nT. This is a very small difference in noise of just 0.058nT yet is 
sufficient to show quite clearly as a difference at the plotting range of Minimum = -1, Maximum = +1.  
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Figure 6-84.  Sample random data set. 

In order to introduce compensating noise to the lower half it is not sufficient to simply add random noise with 
standard deviation of 0.058nT since noise does not add linearly but adds according to the following formula : 

NR
2 = NO

2 + NA
2  where NR = resulting noise, NO = original noise, NA = added noise 

Rearranging the above formula to calculate the random noise required to be added gives : 

NA
 = √ [ NR

2 - NO
2 ] 

Inserting the figures obtained earlier gives : 

  NA
 = √ [ 0.1792 - 0.1212 ] = 0.1319 

This defines the standard deviation of the random noise data set to be added. However, it is vital that the random 
noise data is processed in the same way as the original data. In the example shown in figure 6-85, the original data 
set had a sample interval of 0.125m and traverse interval of 0.5m – processing included Interpolation (Shrink) in the 
X direction, LPF of X=2, Y=1, Interpolation (Expand) in the Y direction. Therefore, to prepare the random noise 
data set, take the original data set before processing, apply the Randomise function, subtract 0.4993568 to produce 
bipolar data, process the data as above and then, based on the resulting standard deviation, multiply by a factor to 
normalise the data for a standard deviation of 0.1 (in this case multiply by 3.622). Since we require a standard 
deviation of 0.1319 multiply the data set by 1.319 to give the data set shown in figure 6-x, ready for combining with 
the lower half, less noisy part of the data set in figure 6-86. Save this random noise data set and load the processed 
data shown in figure 6-85. Use the Cut and Combine function to add the bottom half of the prepared random noise 
data set 0-1319.cmp to the bottom half of 1ph-0_05.cmp to produce the plot shown in figure 6-87. There is now no 
difference visible between the top and bottom halves. 

Further Example Survey 

An example of the use of Randomise to match FM256 dual gradiometer data is given in the processing techniques 
section later in this chapter. 
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Figure 6-85.  Gradiometer data set with noisy (top) and quiet (bottom) halves. 

 

 

Figure 6-86.  Random noise data set prepared for combining with 6-85. 
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Figure 6-87.  Data of figure 6-85 with random noise from figure 6-86 added to the lower half. 
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 Search and Replace 

Application 
This function looks for numbers in a specified band and replaces them by another specified number. It is a general 
purpose numeric tool with a wide variety of applications when used in conjunction with other process functions. For 
example, (when used with clip) regions which are strongly perturbed by nearby iron fences, pipelines etc can be 
converted to dummy regions, allowing other statistical functions to perform correctly. It can operate over the whole 
of the data set, or any inclusive or exclusive block. 

Algorithm 
The Search and Replace function scans the data set, looking for any occurance of numbers in the specified band. If 
those number are found they are replaced by another specified number. Unlike most other functions, dummy 
readings can be searched for and replaced if so desired.  

Selection 

 Click on the Search and Replace button near the bottom of the process toolbar, or select it from the 
Process menu. 

Parameters 
The Search and Replace Parameters group requires three entries : Search From, To, and Replace With. All these 
parameters may be positive or negative floating point numbers. If Search and Replace is to operate over only part of 
the data set then the Process Area group also requires entry. 

 

Figure 6-90.  Dialog box for entering Search and Replace parameters and process area. 

Typical History Report 
Search –10 to +20 
Replace 2047.5 

Remarks 
If you wish to search for a specific number, rather than a band of numbers, make the entries for "Search From..." 
and "To..." both equal to the specific number. An example of the effect of the Search and Replace function is shown 
in figures 6-91 and 6-92. Figure 6-91 shows a typical pipeline response that can cause problems with the Zero Mean 
Traverse function – see figure 6-126. The problem can be reduced by replacing high readings with dummy readings 
before applying ZMT (though a better solution is to use the ZMT thresholds). To replace positive readings above 
+5nT search from +5 to +5000 and to replace negative readings below –5nT search from –5 to –5000. The result is 
shown in figure 6-92. A more complex example of the use of Search and Replace is given later in this chapter where  
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Figure 6-91.  Gradiometer data with pipeline before applying Search and Replace. 

 

Figure 6-92.  Gradiometer after applying Search and Replace twice to replace high +/- readings. 

it is used in conjunction with other process functions to generate contour plots. 
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 Spectrum 

Application 
The Spectrum function allows you to analyse the frequency spectrum of the data, splitting it into Amplitude, Phase, 
Real or Imaginary components. The Amplitude spectrum is typically used to identify periodic defects in 
gradiometer data which can then be removed with the Periodic Filter function. It can operate over the whole of the 
data set or any inclusive block (exclusive blocks are not allowed in Spectrum). 

Algorithm 
The Spectrum function applies a one-dimensional (X direction) Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to each row of data. It 
replaces the composite in computer memory with the corresponding Amplitude, Phase, Real or Imaginary spectrum. 
The algorithm has provision for reducing the effect of noise spikes. When invoked, this feature reduces the broad 
spectral energy due to the spike, which otherwise might obscure weak spectral features of interest (Despiking may 
also be neccessary, even so). The algorithm can also optionally use thresholds which aid correct operation in the 
presence of high magnitude ferrous responses. During processing, dummy readings are set to zero because they 
cannot be ignored by the FFT algorithm - this requires the data to be properly prepared to avoid distortion of the 
spectrum. 

Selection 

 Click on the Spectrum button two thirds of the way down the process toolbar, or select it from the 
Process menu. 

Parameters 
Spectrum parameters require three entries: Display, Spike Tolernace and Apply Thresholds. If Spectrum is to 
operate over only part of the data set then the Process Area also requires entry - exclusive blocks are not allowed. 
The Display field determines which portion of the spatial frequency spectrum is generated - it may be tabbed 
through : Amplitude, Phase, Real or Imaginary. If you wish to process a specific block then set Block to On and 
enter the desired coordinates in the Process Area. Spike Tolerance may be tabbed between On and Off, and 
determines whether the FFT algorithm is set to reduce the effect of noise spikes or not - it is usual to leave this set to 
On. If you wish to apply thresholds click the “Apply Thresholds” check box and change the threshold values if 
required. 

 

 

Figure 6-93.  Dialog box for entering Spectrum parameters and process area. 
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Typical History Report 
Spectrum, Amplitude, Spike=On. Pos.Threshold = +5, Neg Threshold = -5 

Remarks 
Note that the generated spectrum is one dimensional, in the X (ie traverse) direction only. To look for periodic 
errors in the Y direction you must first use the Rotate function to rotate through 90 degrees. You can examine 
periodic errors that run diagonally across the composite which have a component in both the X and Y directions, for 
example ridge and furrow at 45 degrees to the traverse direction. 

The Spectrum function presents its results by replacing the composite already loaded with a new set of numbers 
representing the frequency spectrum. These numbers can be presented or viewed, just like any other composite, by 
using the Graphics menu or View (data) menu - see the examples below for more details. Therefore, you should 
remember to save any composites required before using the Spectrum function since all data in memory will be 
replaced by the generated spectrum. Also, after you have finished with the spectrum data, remember to reload the 
original survey data if you want to do further processing (such as Periodic Defect) or presentation. 

Although you can save the spectrum data for future viewing as conventional composite files, they cannot be used 
for further data analysis and processing i.e. the FFT of an Amplitude composite is not the inverse FFT of the 
amplitude spectrum of the original data file. In words, these are terminal analysis files, valid and useful for display 
of the Amplitude, Phase, Real and Imaginary components only. You can, however, apply and save other process 
functions used to clarify the spectrum, for example the use of LPF functions, as described below. Note that you can 
generate just one component (Amplitude, Phase, Real, Imaginary) at a time. To look at each component in turn you 
must reuse the Spectrum function with Display set to the appropriate component.  

A primary use of the Spectrum function is to detect and measure periodic defects in magnetic gradiometer data. In 
this application, the Amplitude spectrum is the component of principal interest. A strong spectral component will be 
present at a harmonic of the sampling frequency - other harmonic components may also be present. This application 
is discussed below and is taken one step further in the Periodic Filter function where this information is used to 
remove the offending defect. 

It is also possible to study the Amplitude and Phase spectrum of various activity areas within a survey. In prehistoric 
native American sites it is common to find habitation, midden and other activity areas. These are characterized by 
different spectral distributions as well as different statistical characteristics - in this application the Process Area can 
be used to select specific areas for study. 

We will use two of the sites supplied on the Geoplot source disks to illustrate some of the uses of Spectrum and, at 
the same time, highlight three important points which you need to consider before using Spectrum :  

• Use of the Despike function and Apply Thresholds may reduce distortion of the spectrum. 
• Non-zero background levels should be set to zero to reduce distortion of the spectrum (unless you wish to 

examine the spectrum of the background). 
• Take appropriate action to remove the effect of dummy readings on the resulting spectrum. 

Example Survey 1 

Figure 6-94 shows part of a gradiometer survey of an American historic cemetery. Although all the source data is 
supplied in the Geoplot installation, gcem\1.cmp (a composite of 5 grids, each 20m by 20m with a sample interval 
of 0.25m, traverse interval 0.5m) we will, for clarity, consider just the western half of the site (top 2.5 grids). This is 
shown plotted in figure 6-95 using block coordinates (1,1 80,100). The data provided has already had the Zero Mean 
Traverse function applied. The grave positions were marked with igneous rocks (remanant magnetic) as well as 
some iron grave goods (buttons), resulting in a clear east-west linear alignment. Periodic errors, running 
perpendicular to the traverse direction (ie also running east-west), can be seen throughout much of the site (best seen 
in the shade plot, but a trace plot is also shown to indicate the size of iron spikes present) and are due to the way the 
surveyor walked. They have an amplitude of about 0.2 to 0.4nT and a frequency of 1c/m (cycle per meter). Since 
the raw data has a SD of less than 1nT, calling for narrow plotting parameters, the periodic defects become quite 
visible and tend to obscure weak archaeological features. 

Figure 6-95 shows the Amplitude spectrum of the data of figure 6-94 displayed as a trace plot, Hidden Line on. 
Since the amplitude of the resulting spectrum plot will not generally be known in advance it is best to set Units = 
Standard Deviation and resolution of the order of 0.1 to 0.5. The plot was obtained with Spectrum settings of 
Display = Amplitude and Spike Accommodation = On. Since this is now the display of a frequency spectrum some 
of the information on the right-hand side (North direction, amplitude scale) is meaningless and although the plot 
covers the same area as the original data the X axis bears no relationship with the original data. Instead, you should 
interpret the plot using the superimposed axes, as described next. 
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Figure 6-94.  Gradiometer survey survey showing a periodic error of about 1c/m. 

 

 

Figure 6-95.  Amplitude Spectrum of figure 6-94 data, showing the periodic error frequency and effect of 
spikes in the data. 
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The Y axis is now labelled Traverse, and corresponds directly with the original data traverses. However, each trace 
now represents the frequency spectrum for that individual traverse, displayed along the X axis. The X axis 
calibration is linear and spans zero frequency at the far left side to 2c/m which is near, but not exactly, at the right 
hand side. Note that there is no activity at all in the band at the far right hand side and in fact the frequency spectrum 
display stops at 2c/m. We shall explain the reason for the position of 2c/m, why it should be 2c/m and why the dead-
band occurs shortly. 

When you use Spectrum the graphics view (shade, trace, pattern and dot-density) is modified : the type of spectrum 
generated is displayed just above the graphics scale bar, the dimensional scalebar becomes a frequency scalebar 
(calibrated in cycles per metre) and the right hand side of the bottom status bar also changes. In a conventional 
graphics plot you normally observe X , Y and Data values on the status bar. In a spectrum plot you observe instead : 
Index, Y, Frequency and Data value. The Y value gives mouse position, in metres, in the Y direction ie the position 
of the traverse of data being referenced. Frquency gives the frequency coordinate, in units of c/m, as the mouse is 
moved in the X direction across the spectrum. Index tracks the Frequency value and provides a simpler number to 
enter in the Periodic Filter form when specifying a frequency component to be removed. 

You can see in figure 6-95 that, running through all the traces, there is an increase in frequency amplitude at around 
1c/m - this corresponds with the frequency of the periodic error noted in figure 6-94. (Note that this has nothing 
whatsoever to do with the linear alignment of graves which coincidentally runs eastwest - even if the grave 
alignment were not present the periodic error would still show in the frequency spectrum). There is also a smaller 
amplitude harmonic at 2c/m which is probably also associated with the periodic errors (you will probably find that 
all periodic errors will have some harmonic content). You could also use a shade plot to view the spectrum but the 
amplitude information in trace plots is a useful extra. 

Effect of Ferrous Responses on the Frequency Spectrum and Application of Thresholds 

Observe also in figure 6-95 : (a) the large wedge shaped frequency spectrum in the traverse roughly half way down 
the plot, and (b) the frequency spectrum of a traverse towards the bottom of the plot that shows ringing. These both 
correspond with the iron spikes clearly seen in figure 6-94. Even though they only have amplitudes of +/-40nT and 
+18nT respectively, and Spike Accomodation is On these iron features still cause a considerable disruption to the 
frequency spectrum. Iron spikes with even greater amplitude will cause the whole of that traverse spectrum to have 
a very large, flat frequency response, totally obliterating any other frequency information. Similarily, more 
extensive ferrous responses can obliterate the frequency information in several adjacent traverses, You must 
therefore decide before using the Spectrum function whether the response due to iron or spike-like objects are likely 
to be archaeologically significant, or just interference with the archaeology. In the latter case you could consider 
using the Despike function and/or Clip function to remove/reduce their amplitude before using the Spectrum 
function or, better still, use the Threshold facility in Spectrum. You can set independent positive and negative 
thresholds, though the default +/-5nT values will usually provide a good rejection of the interferening responses. 
Before applying thresholds you should check the level of mismatch between the grids and if it is comparable with or 
greater than the threshold values you should apply Zero Mean Grid first. Similarily if there is any comparable slope 
in a grid then apply Deslope first. In the case of the data of figure 6-94, applying the default thresholds will result in 
a spectrum like that of figure 6-95 but without the wedge or ringing interference. 

Improvement of Frequency Spectrum Display using Low Pass Filtering 

Figure 6-96 shows the frequency spectrum of just the top grid with size doubled - looking at just one grid at a larger 
size will help in clarifying the frequency spectrum. The spectrum has been further enhanced by using the Low Pass 
filter function to smooth the data. The window for the filter was set at X=0, Y=4 and Weight = Uniform so as to 
emphasise any periodice frequencies present without losing frequency resolution. Not only is the frequency 
spectrum easier to interpret visually, it will also make it much easier to identify frequency components. 

We will now discuss in more detail the form of the frequency spectrum. It is determined by a combination of two 
factors : (a) the original data sample interval, which determines the maximum frequency that can be shown and (b) 
the length of the composite, which determines the resolution of the frequency spectrum and the calibration, 
including position of the maximum frequency on the X axis.  
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Figure 6-96.  Amplitude Spectrum of the top grid of data of figure 6-94, after low pass filtering. 

 

Maximum Frequency of Spectrum 
Figure 6-97 shows a plot of the survey sampling pattern per meter for four sample intervals, 1, 2, 4 and 8 samples 
per metre. As you can see from the diagram, if you use a sample interval of 0.125m, ie 8 samples per metre, then the 
highest frequency that these samples can represent is 4 complete cyles per metre (4c/m). Similarily, if sample 
interval is 1m the highest frequency component you can show on the spectrum is 0.5c/m, at 0.5m sample interval it 
is 1c/m, at 0.25m sample interval it is 2c/m (as in our first sample survey). 

 

Figure 6-97.  Diagram showing the link between the maximum spectrum frequency and sampling interval. 
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Spectrum Resolution and Maximum Frequency Position 

If you look at figure 6-96 visually and also use the View data menu (you will probably have to use a number format 
of ####.## in View), you will see that there is valid data only from column 1 to column 65 - data in columns 66 to 
80 are all zero and contain no spectrum information at all. For reasons too complex to go into here, the frequency 
spectrum is generated as a set of 8, 16, 32, 64 or 128 data points etc., plus one for the zero frequency, ie 9, 17, 33, 
65 or 129 data points etc. The actual number of data points used depends on the composite length since we use the 
memory occupied by the original data set as a convenient place on which to superimpose our frequency spectrum. In 
our example data set, which is 80 columns long (20m at a sample interval of 0.25m), the frequency spectrum is 
generated as a set of 64+1=65 numbers since this is less than 80 - the next largest set of 128+1=129 numbers is too 
large to fit in our 80 columns and so is not used. If the survey had in fact extended over two grids in the N-S 
direction, giving a composite length of 2x80=160 data points, the spectrum would be generated as a set of 129 data 
points. Conversely, if the survey had used a sample interval of just 1m, ie 20 columns in the X direction, the 
frequency spectrum would be generated as a set of just 16+1=17 data points.  

The highest frequency possible, determined by the sample interval, always corresponds to the highest valid data 
point, ie the 9th, 17th, 33rd, 65th or 129th data point etc. 

Clearly, the larger the composite length or higher the sample interval, the better the resolution will be for the 
frequency spectrum (remember that composite width and traverse interval play no part in this) though the spectrum 
FFT introduces limits to the narrowness of an individual spectral component. Note that if you select a grid or block 
of data for spectrum analysis then the number of readings (in the X direction) of the grid or block governs the 
resolution (usually a composite will have more than one grid in the X direction, unlike our example survey). For 
example, if we look at the frequency spectrum of block (41,21 80,30), ie 40 readings in the X direction, which 
covers a small area in the top right hand corner of figure 6-94, then the frequency spectrum will be generated as a 
set of 32+1=33 data points, not 65 as before, giving less resolution, figure 6-98.  

Once again we can see the periodic error at 1c/m though not as clearly as figure 6-96 since resolution is lower due to 
fewer data points that can be used to represent the spectrum. Note that the frequency spectrum now only occupies a 
small part of the overall composite size - compare figures 6-95 and 6-98. Moreover, the frequency spectrum has 
zero frequency starting at the left hand side as before, even though the original data block is situated at the right 
hand side. You could if you wish use block (1,21 80,30) in trace plot to look at just the significant part and also 
magnify it at the same time. (Note that figure 6-98 is low pass filtered as before to produce a smooth plot, using a 
process area of (1,21 80,30)). 

Note that the periodic error does not occur at just one column frequency, but is spread over about 3 adjacent 
columns. This indicates that the periodic error is not exactly at one frequency but varies slightly over each traverse. 
The exact form and width of the spectral component is discussed further in Periodic Filter. 

Frequency Calibration 

In figure 6-96 we saw that the spectrum width was 65 columns and we know that column 65 represented the highest 
frequency possible, which was 2c/m, determined by the sample interval of the survey. If you wish to find what 
frequency another column number represents (either taken from the data View or read off from Index) then this is 
given by :  

Frequency = FMAX x (column number - 1) / (spectrum width - 1) 

So for example in figure 6-96, column 33 or an Index value of 33 would represent a frequency of 2 x (33-1) / (65-1) 
= 1c/m, which is the frequency of the periodic error. Column 1 is always zero frequency. In figure 6-98, the 
maximum frequency is still 2c/m but the Spectrum Width is now just 33 columns. Here, column 17 or an Index 
value of 17 would now represent our periodic error at a frequency of 1c/m. 

Example Survey 2 

Figure 6-99 shows a resistance survey over part of a Romano-British field system, composite rgrv\2.cmp (installed 
as part of the Geoplot example data and the same as the composite you should have created earlier as part of the 
tutorial). This consist of 6 grids, each 20m by 20m with a sample and traverse interval of 1m. Figure 9-75 shows its 
Amplitude spectrum displayed as a trace plot, this time with Hidden Line on and an X-Displacement of -100% to 
give more perspective to the plot. The Spectrum settings were Display = Amplitude, Grid Number = All and Spike 
Accommodation = On. As with the previous cemetary survey, the effects of two noise spikes can be seen extending 
across the frequency spectrum of two traverses.  
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Figure 6-98.  Amplitude spectrum of block (41,21 80,30) from data of figure 6-94, after low pass filtering 
of block (1, 21, 80, 30) with X=0 and Y=4. 

 

Figure 6-99.  Resistance survey (background mean of 68 ohms) - note the noise spikes. 
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Effect of a Non-Zero Background on the Frequency Spectrum 

Figure 6-100 shows, unlike the gradiometer survey, a considerable low frequency and DC component (the vertical 
“wall” visible at the left hand side), along with significant ringing right across the frequency spectrum of each 
traverse. This is the effect of the background resistance feeding through into the spectrum, and the modulation in the 
Y direction at zero frequency reflects the local variation in background resistance across the site. The ringing is also 
associated with the background resistance and completely swamps any underlying spectrum due to the archaeology. 

Any data which has a non-zero background (resistance, single sensor magnetometer, susceptibility) should have this 
removed prior to using the Spectrum function. Subtraction of the background mean helps considerably but the best 
solution is to use the High Pass filter function. Gradiometers inherently perform their own high pass filtering, but it 
is still possible for them to also have a non-zero background, for example due to incorrect choice of Zero Reference. 
If that is the case then use of the Zero Mean Grid or Zero Mean Traverse function should prevent any potential 
problems due to a non-zero background. 

Figure 6-101 shows a spectrum of the resistance data after despiking and using a High Pass filter with radius of 10 
readings. All trace of the DC component and associated ringing has disappeared. There are no signs of periodic 
errors but there does exist a very broad low frequency component centered about 0.125c/m. This is equivalent to a 
distance of 9m and probably arises due to the three strong ditch features in the top half of the composite (if you use 
Periodic Filter to remove this frequency the ditches start to disappear). Other low frequency features to look out for 
in resistance surveys might be ridge and furrow. 

Effect of Dummy Readings on the Frequency Spectrum 

During processing, dummy readings are set to zero because they cannot be ignored by the FFT algorithm - this 
requires the data to be properly prepared to avoid distortion of the spectrum. If the mean of the data is not zero, then 
the dummy readings will effectively appear as noise spikes (of negative amplitude for a positive mean and vice-
versa) and will accordingly generate considerable disturbance in the spectrum. However, as we have just discussed 
in the previous section, the data should have been properly prepared to avoid any DC or background component and 
if so, dummy readings should not therefore present a problem. 

 

 

Figure 6-100.  Amplitude Spectrum of figure 6-99 data, showing effects of a non-zero background and 
spikes. 
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Figure 6-101.  Amplitude Spectrum of figure 6-99 data, after despiking, high pass filtering and the 
resulting spectrum low pass filtered with X=0 and Y=4. Note the change (increase) in display resolution 
from figure 6-100. 

Further Example Surveys 

More complex examples of the use of Spectrum and Periodic Filter are given in the case studies later in this chapter. 
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 Standard Deviation/  
Variance Map 

Application 
The Standard Deviation / Variance Map function replaces the data set by either the local Variance or Standard 
Deviation, whichever parameter is chosen. A graphics plot of this new data set indicates areas of statistically 
different activity. It only operates over the whole of the data set (block operations are not possible). 

Algorithm 
The function scans the data set with a gaussian or uniformly weighted window, which may be square or rectangular. 
It calculates the Variance or Standard Deviation within the window and replaces the central reading with this value. 
Dummy readings are ignored in these calculations. 

Selection 

 Click on the Standard Deviation / Variance Map button near the bottom of the process toolbar, or 
select it from the Process menu. 

Parameters 
The Standard Deviation / Variance Map parameters group requires four entries : X radius, Y Radius, Weighting and 
Map Type. The X and Y radii determine the size of window used for the standard deviation or variance 
determination and may have different values. They are entered as positive integer values which may be in the range 
0 to 10 (radius units used are readings, not metres). The window size is calculated as twice the X or Y radius plus 1. 
Thus a symetric 3 by 3 reading window size would be entered as X=1, Y=1. An asymetric 1 by 3 window would be 
entered as X=1, Y=0 or X=0, Y=1. If you enter X=0 and Y=0 then the function will set all data points, except 
dummy readings, to zero. The Weighting can be tabbed between Gaussian or Uniform and Map Type can be tabbed 
between Standard Deviation and Variance. 

 

 

Figure 6-102.  Dialog box for entering Standard Deviation / Variance Map parameters. 

Typical History Report 
Std.Dev. Map, X=1 Y=1, Wt=Gaussian 

Remarks 
The new data set generated by the Standard Deviation / Variance Map function will consist of all positive numbers. 
A value of zero indicates uniform data in that region. Numbers greater than zero indicate by their magnitude the 
increasing level of activity or degree of change in that region. 

It is common to use window dimensions which are equal in units of metres. Individual selection of X and Y radius 
caters for this if there are asymetric sample and traverse intervals. Small window sizes (radii 1m to 3m) will give a 
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more detailed picture of activity, whereas larger window sizes (5m to 10m) will give a less detailed broader picture 
of changes. If large window sizes are used over non-high pass filtered resistivity data then the map is more likely to 
reflect the geology than the archaeology. It may be preferable therefore, if you want just a broad view of the 
archaeology using a large window, to perform a high pass filter, with small window size, prior to using Standard 
Deviation / Variance Map. Note that Standard Deviation / Variance Map is numerically complex and will be slow 
for large data sets, large radii or slower computers.  

Gaussian or Uniform weighting is available. Gaussian weighting is generally recommended because uniform 
weighting is more likely to generate unattractive rectangular patches when looking at a graphics plot. 

The Standard Deviation / Variance Map may be either a Variance or Standard Deviation Map, with Standard 
Deviation the default (Variance = Standard Deviation2). If data values are very high, and Variance is the chosen 
map type, then it may be neccessary to reduce the magnitude of the data set to keep the resulting data points within a 
range that can be handled by Geoplot. This may be done by pre-multiplying the data set by 0.1 for example. 

In addition, it is often useful to clip or despike the data prior to using the Standard Deviation / Variance Map 
function in order to limit the maximum and minimum values to a known range. Data values greater than 2.5 
standard deviations can generate unattractive rectangular patches when looking at a graphics plot. 

Examples of the application of Standard Deviation / Variance Map to resistance data are shown in figures 6-103 to 
6-106. Figure 6-103 shows the data before applying the function. It consists of sixteen 20m by 20m grids, each with 
sample and traverse interval of 1m, and has previously been edge matched and despiked. Figure 6-104 is a standard 
deviation map using X = 1, Y = 1, figure 6-105 is a standard deviation map using X = 4, Y = 4, and figure 6-106 is a 
standard deviation map using X = 10, Y = 10. Weighting was Uniform and Map Type = Standard Deviation in all 
three cases. The plotting parameters for the shade plots were entered in absolute terms, using the Minimum and 
Maximum values reported in the Complete statistics floating form. Very similar plotting ranges would be obtained 
by using Minimum = -1.5 Standard Deviations, Maximum = 2.5 Satandard Deviations.  

It can be seen that an X,Y radius of 1 (window size 3m by 3m) gives strong prominence to regions of great change 
in the data such as that encountered at the wall running horizontally across the middle of the plot. The walls of the 
building in the top left hand corner also show clearly. Note also that the probable geological response in the bottom 
right hand corner also has its edges well defined, so care needs to be taken to differentiate archaeology from 
geology for small radii. 

Increasing the X,Y radius to 4 (9m by 9m) gives a smoother response, reflecting more the localised activity rather 
than location of a specific feature. As the radii are increased towards their maximum values of 10 (11m by 11m) 
greater and greater emphasis on geological information occurs. Figure 6-106 almost entirely reflects the magnitude 
of geological activity. (Applying a high pass filter with small window size of X=3, Y=3 prior to using such a wide 
window gives a slightly different plot which emphasises the archaeology more). 

The Standard Deviation / Variance Map function can also be used to provide a form of histogram equalisation to 
give greater emphasis to low level features – see later in this chapter for an example. 
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Figure 6-103.  Resistance data before applying Standard Deviation / Variance Map function. 

 

 

Figure 6-104.  Data of figure 6-103 after calculating Standard Deviation Map with X = 1, Y = 1, Gaussian. 
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Figure 6-105.  Data of figure 6-103 after calculating Standard Deviation Map with X = 4, Y = 4, Gaussian. 

 

 

Figure 6-106.  Data of figure 6-103 after calculating Standard Deviation Map with X = 10, Y = 10, 
Gaussian. 
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 Statistics 

Application 
The Statistics function provides a statistical analysis of any block of data within the data set : localised mean, 
standard deviation, minimum, maximum and a localised histogram (this is in addition to the floating statistics report 
for the whole of the data set). Statistics can often be used to determine appropriate parameters for other process 
functions. The report form can be positioned anywhere on screen or minimised and can be retained whilst a new 
data set is loaded, so that the statistics can be compared. It can operate over the whole of the data set or any 
inclusive or exclusive block. 

Algorithm 
The Statistics function scans the data set, calculating mean, standard deviation, minimum, maximum and histogram. 
Statistics does not change the data in any way. Dummy readings are ignored in these calculations. 

Selection 

 Click on the Statistics button at the bottom of the process toolbar, or select it from the Process menu. 

Parameters 
There are no entries required in the Statistics Parameters group, so the highlight will, instead, be placed in the 
Process Area group. If Statistics is to operate over only part of the data set then the Process Area group also requires 
entry. 

 

Figure 6-109.  Dialog box for entering Statistics parameters. 

Typical History Report 
There is no History Report generated. Instead the current statistics are shown in a floating form – see text. 

Remarks 
Statistics can be reported for the whole of the composite or just a selected block - figure 6-110 shows a process area 
selected for the statistics report. The statistics are reported in their own floating form, figure 6-111 – this includes 
mean, standard deviation, minimum, maximum, histogram, coordinates of the statistics area and whether this is 
inclusive or exclusive. This form can be positioned anywhere on the screen or minimised to make more screen 
space. The statistics information is retained unchanged in the form even when a composite is modified, unloaded or 
replaced by another. This provides a means of (a) comparing the statistics of two different composites directly on 
screen, (b) comparing the histogram of different parts of a composite with the overall histogram or (c) observing the 
effect of process functions on the histogram. If the statistics function is used again the form contents are updated. 

Statistics can also provide a quick means of reporting the overall dimensions of a composite (in readings) if block is 
turned to off. 
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Figure 6-110.  Coordinates of a process area selected for a statistics report. 

 

Figure 6-111.  Floating form showing a statistics report for the selected (inclusive) process area. 
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 Zero Mean Grid 

Application 
The Zero Mean Grid function sets the background mean of each grid to zero. It is useful for removing grid edge 
discontinuities often found in gradiometer or similar bipolar data. It operates over the whole of the data set. 

Algorithm 
The Zero Mean Grid function scans the data set, grid by grid. It evaluates the mean of a grid, using only those 
values below a specified threshold. The calculated mean is then subtracted from that grid, resulting in a background 
with zero mean (note that the normal statistics of that grid will not neccessarily be zero though, due to the presence 
of anomalies above the threshold). The process is repeated for each grid. Dummy readings are ignored and remain 
unchanged. 

Selection 

 Click on the Zero Mean Grid button in the middle of the process toolbar, or select it from the Process 
menu. 

Parameters 
The Zero Mean Grid parameters group requires one entry, a Threshold value. The Threshold can be tabbed through 
predefined values : 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 or 2.5 standard deviations. 

 

Figure 6-112.  Dialog box for entering Zero Mean Grid parameters. 

Typical History Report 
Zero Mean Grid, Threshold=0.25 

Remarks 
Zero Mean Grid is only applicable to bipolar data that would normally be expected to have a zero background mean, 
such as gradiometer data. It should not be applied to monopolar data such as resistance or magnetometer data, which 
has a varying background. (Although in principle it is possible to apply Zero Mean Grid to such data that has 
previously been high pass filtered, there is little point since that data should already have been edge matched first, 
prior to applying a high pass filter). 

The default Threshold is 0.25 standard deviations and works well for most sites. A threshold of 0.25 standard 
deviations means that only data points below that level are used in the estimate of the background mean. Consider 
using a higher threshold value if Zero Mean Grid does not achieve the desired results - this might occur on a noisy 
site where the lowest threshold may reject too many data points and ends up with too few to make an accurate 
estimate of the background mean. It is generally not neccessary to use the Clip function prior to using Zero Mean 
Grid since the Threshold value effectively clips the data used for its estimate of the grid mean - the example shown 
below corroborates this. 

Note that Zero Mean Grid cannot compensate for slopes in the data, so you should always use the Deslope function 
first if neccessary. Nor can Zero Mean Grid correct for small traverse to traverse differences, or striping, which may 
be found in fluxgate gradiometer data. If you need to remove these then consider using the Zero Mean Traverse 
function, which also provides for removal of grid edge discontinuities, though in a different manner. However, one 
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of the disadvantages of Zero Mean Traverse is its side effect of also removing features that parallel with the traverse 
direction - in this situation Zero Mean Grid may well be a better choice. 

An example of the use of Zero Mean Grid is given in figures 6-113, 6-114 and 6-115. Figure 6-113 shows 
gradiometer data before applying Zero Mean Grid. The plotting parameters are deliberately chosen to emphasise the 
grid edge discontinuities. Figure 6-114 shows the same data after applying Zero Mean Grid with a Threshold setting 
of 0.25 standard deviations. This has greatly improved the matching though the results are not perfect - for example 
the bottom left hand corner grid does not match perfectly due to a probable small slope in the x direction. 

The amount each grid is shifted by Zero Mean Grid can be examined by using Cut and Combine to subtract the 
original data set from figure 6-114. The result of this is shown in figure 6-115, with the amount of grid shift ranging 
from -2.4nT to +1.1nT. Zero Mean Grid gives virtually similar results if the Threshold is set to 2.5 standard 
deviations - the grid shifts are different by a maximum of 0.2nT. See also Zero Mean Traverse for a comparative 
treatment of the same data set. 

 

 

Figure 6-113.  Gradiometer data showing discontinuities at the grid edges. 
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Figure 6-114.  Data of figure 6-113 after applying Zero Mean Grid, Threshold 0.25 SD. 

 

 

Figure 6-115.  Difference between figures 6-113 and 6-114, showing shift applied to each grid. 
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 Zero Mean Traverse 

Application 
The Zero Mean Traverse function sets the background mean of each traverse within a grid to zero. It is useful for 
removing striping effects in the traverse direction which often occur in Fluxgate gradiometer data. This also has the 
effect of removing grid edge discontinuities at the same time. It operates over the whole of the data set. 

Algorithm 
The Zero Mean Traverse function scans the data set, grid by grid, traverse by traverse. It evaluates the mean of a 
traverse in a grid, using only those values below an internal threshold (an iterative process is used to define the 
threshold, depending on the data set itself). The calculated mean is then subtracted from that traverse, resulting in a 
background with zero mean (note that the normal statistics of that traverse will not neccessarily be zero though, due 
to the presence of anomalies above the threshold). The process is repeated for each traverse and each grid. 
Optionally, a least mean square straight line fit and removal can also be applied to each traverse to further reduce 
striping effect caused by drift within a traverse. The algorithm can also optionally use thresholds which aid correct 
preservation and operation in the presence of extended high magnitude ferrous responses or can be used to preserve 
linear features running in the traverse direction. Dummy readings are ignored and remain unchanged. 

Selection 

 Click on the Zero Mean Traverse button in the middle of the process toolbar, or select it from the 
Process menu. 

Parameters 
The Zero Mean Traverse parameters group requires three entries: the Least Mean Square Fit status, Grid Number 
and Apply Thresholds. Least Mean Fit may be tabbed to either On or Off. Grid Number is entered either as a 
positive integer value (as defined at the start of this chapter) or left as All if the whole composite is to be processed. 
If you wish to apply thresholds click the “Apply Thresholds” check box and change the threshold values if required. 

  

 

Figure 6-116.  Dialog box for entering Zero Mean Traverse parameters. 

Typical History Report 
Zero Mean Traverse, Grid=All, LMS=On. Pos.Threshold = +5, Neg.Threshold = -5 

Remarks 
Zero Mean Traverse is only applicable to bipolar data that would normally be expected to have a zero background 
mean, such as gradiometer data - this is where it finds its main use. It should not be applied to monopolar data such 
as resistance or magnetometer data, which has a varying background. However, it should, in principle, be possible 
to apply Zero Mean Traverse to such data providing it has previously been high pass filtered. 
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The default is to have least mean square straight line fit and removal set to On. This will remove any residual striped 
effect due to drift within a line, though if the algorithm does not produce the desired effect then try setting straight 
line fit to Off - this might occur on a noisy site where the internal threshold rejects too many data points and ends up 
with too few to make an accurate estimate of the background mean and slope. 

It is most important to realise that the Zero Mean Traverse function is designed to work with traverses in the x 
direction only, that is horizontally across the screen. It cannot work with the traverse directions in the y direction. 
Remember also that since Zero Mean Traverse operates in the x direction, any slope in the y direction will be 
automatically removed, regardless of whether straight line fit is set on or off. However, if straight line fit is set to on, 
then it will additionally remove slope in the x direction. 

An example of the use of Zero Mean Grid is illustrated by figures 6-117, 6-118, 6-119 and 6-120. Figure 6-117 
shows gradiometer data before applying Zero Mean Traverse. The plotting parameters are deliberately chosen to 
emphasise the striping effect and the grid edge discontinuities. Figure 6-118 shows the same data after applying 
Zero Mean Traverse with straight line fit set to On. This has greatly improved the appearance of the data, removing 
striping effects and edge matching the grids. An added benefit in this case is that an unwanted, fairly broad linear 
feature, a hedge-row running along the lower half of the site, has been removed. Very similar results are obtained 
with straight line fit set to Off, figure 6-119, though there is then some residual slope left in some traverses. The 
amount each traverse is shifted by Zero Mean Traverse can be examined by using Cut and Combine to subtract the 
original data set from that of figure 6-118. The result of this is shown in figure 6-120. See also Zero Mean Grid for 
comparative treatment of the same data set. 

Application of Thresholds 

Whilst Zero Mean Traverse is extremely useful for removing small traverse to traverse differences, or striping, and 
will edge match gradiometer grids, it does have one side effect that may be a major problem on some sites (but a 
slight advantage on others). The side effect is its tendancy to remove long linear features that run parallel with the 
traverse direction. We have seen with the above example that in this case it poses no problem and might be viewed 
beneficial in that it removes the effect of the hedge row. However on other sites where this side effect is likely to 
cause difficulties then Zero Mean Grid might be a better choice. If you still need the benefits of Zero Mean Traverse 
but also have linear features running in the traverse direction then you should apply thresholds, setting the threshold 
values just below the magnitude of the linear feature you wish to preserve. You can set independent positive and 
negative thresholds – so setting a large value for one threshold will make it have very little effect, yet setting a low 
value for the other threshold will allow that to have an effect. Before applying thresholds you should check the level 
of mismatch between the grids and if it is comparable with or greater than the threshold values you should apply 
Zero Mean Grid first. Similarily if there is any comparable slope in a grid then apply Deslope first. The thresholds 
are applied only internally during processing and the relative magnitudes of resulting processed features are 
preserved. 

An example of the use of thresholds to preserve linear features is illustrated in figures 6-121, 6-122, 6-123 and 6-
124. Figure 6-121 shows gradiometer data before applying Zero Mean Traverse. Figure 6-122 shows the same data 
after applying Zero Mean Traverse with straight line fit set to On but no thresholds applied. The two linear features 
running in the x direction have unfortunately been removed by the Zero Mean Traverse function, though the striping 
effect and grid edge discontinuities have been successfully removed. Since the postive features we wish to preserve 
have a magnitude of between +3 and +5 setting a postive threshold just below this range should preserve them. 
Figure 6-123 shows the effect of applying Positive Threshold = +2, Negative Threshold = -5 and you can see that 
the linear features are much better preserved. Figure 6-124 shows the effect of applying Positive Threshold = +2, 
Negative Threshold = -50 and you can see this time that the linear features are still preserved in the same way but 
the weak linear feature running EW in NE corner is better preseved too. 

An alternative technique to preserving linear features in the traverse direction which may help if the number of 
linear features is not too great and are well defined is described later in this chapter. This involves temporarily 
cutting out and pasting only the linear features onto a blank composite, performing a Zero Mean Traverse on the 
normal composite, and then pasting back the linear features. This could be used if the features are too small in 
magnitude for thresholds to be used successfully. 

 

The Zero Mean Traverse function works well when there is not a large, extended change in data value along the 
traverse. If this does occur then the algorithm may not work - for example in the vicinity of a broad, strong response 
to a pipeline – since there may not be sufficient numbers of low level readings to estimate the true background level. 
If you still need the benefits of Zero Mean Traverse but also have broad, strong data values present then you should 
apply thresholds, setting the threshold values typically at the default values of Postive Threshold = +5, Negative 
Threshold = -5. Before applying thresholds you should check the level of mismatch between the grids and if it is 
comparable with or greater than the threshold values you should consider applying Zero Mean Grid first – though 
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do not do this as a matter of routine since in some cases applying Zero Mean Grid can reduce the effects of applying 
thresholds. Similarily if there is any comparable slope in a grid then apply Deslope first. 

An example of the use of thresholds to overcome the effects of broad strong responses is illustrated in figures 6-125, 
6-126, 6-127 and 6-128. Figure 6-125 shows gradiometer data before applying Zero Mean Traverse. Figure 6-126 
shows the same data after applying Zero Mean Traverse with straight line fit set to On but no thresholds applied. 
Gross distortion due to the pipeline response is visible. Figure 6-127 shows the effect of applying Zero mean 
Traverse with Positive Threshold = +5, Negative Threshold = -5 and you can see that there is now no gross 
distortion, the striping is removed, edges are nearly all matched and the pipeline response is preserved. There is 
some residuel edge matching problem visible but this can be corrected by simply adding –1 to a small block, figure 
6-128.  

It is generally not neccessary to use the Clip function prior to using Zero Mean Traverse since the internal 
thresholding and user defined thresholds effectively clips the data used for estimates of the grid mean and slope. 

Further Example Surveys 

Further examples of the use of Zero Mean Traverse with thresholding is given in the case studies section later in this 
chapter. 
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Figure 6-117.  Gradiometer data showing grid edge discontinuities and striping. 

 

Figure 6-118.  Data of figure 9-86 after applying Zero Mean Traverse, straight line fit On. 
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Figure 6-119.  Data of figure 6-117 after applying Zero Mean Traverse, straight line fit Off. 

 

Figure 6-120.  Difference between figures 6-117 and 6-118, showing shift applied to each traverse. 
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Figure 6-121.  Gradiometer data showing grid edge discontinuities and striping. 

 

Figure 6-122.  Data of figure 6-121 after applying Zero Mean Traverse, straight line fit On, No thresholds. 
Note loss of linear features. 
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Figure 6-123.  Data of figure 6-121 after applying Zero Mean Traverse, straight line fit On, Positive 
Threshold = +2, Negative Threshold = -5. Positive linear features now preserved. 

 

Figure 6-124.  Data of figure 6-121 after applying Zero Mean Traverse, straight line fit On, Positive 
Threshold = +2, Negative Threshold = -50. Positive linear features now preserved but with better 
preservation of weak linear feature running EW in NE corner. 
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Figure 6-125.  Gradiometer data showing edge discontinuity and striping.  

 

Figure 6-126.  Data of figure 6-125 after applying Zero Mean Traverse, straight line fit On, No thresholds. 
Note gross distortion due to presence of strong pipeline response. 
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Figure 6-127.  Data of figure 6-125 after applying Zero Mean Traverse, straight line fit On, Positive 
Threshold = +5, Negative Threshold = -5. Striping removed but without gross distortion, though there is 
some residual edge match problem due to too few low level readings for an accurate ZMT. 

 

Figure 6-128.  Data of figure 6-127 after adding –1 to a small block at 41, 13, 55, 20 to correct for the 
slight edge match problem.  
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Introduction to Processing Guidelines 
The following four sections present general guidelines on how to approach data processing. This includes the 
purpose and order of processing, typical process parameters and use of graphics with processing. The first three 
sections are dedicated to specific survey types, resistance, gradiometer and magnetometer data. The fourth section 
gives general advice for data that does not fall into any of these categories, along with brief guidance for differential 
magnetometer, magnetic susceptibility and electromagnetic data. 

It is very important for you to be aware that there is a distinct difference between gradiometer, magnetometer and 
differential magnetometer data - be careful not to confuse the three. Gradiometer refers to a two sensor instrument, 
with sensors fixed relative to one another (eg Geoscan FM18, FM36 or FM256 Fluxgate Gradiometer). A 
gradiometer inherently produces data that is already high pass filtered and centered around zero. Magnetometer 
refers to a single sensor instrument, where there is no second reference sensor (eg a single bottle proton 
magnetometer). Single sensor magnetometer data will be single polarity, with the small reading changes of interest 
superimposed on a much larger background. Differential magnetometer refers to a two sensor instrument where one 
sensor moves, the other is a fixed reference sensor and both are time synchronised (eg a pair of single sensor proton 
magnetometers). Differential magnetometer data will be bipolar and is generated by taking the difference between 
the roving and fixed sensor readings. 

These sections do not present specific examples for each possible step in the processing sequence - specific 
examples for each Process function may be found in the preceding section. Examples of how several process 
functions are brought together may be found in the following case studies section and processing techniques section. 

Before further discussion, there are four points relevant to all data processing that should be made: 

• Except for the initial viewing of raw data, it is recommended that all processing results be reviewed with 
graphics plotting parameters entered as absolute units rather than Standard Deviation units since some process 
functions can have a very significant effect on the subsequent standard deviation, eg Despike. It is much easier 
to compare graphics before and after processing using absolute units. 

• Remember that the distance units used in process functions are entered in units of readings, not metres. This is 
especially relevant to block coordinates and process window sizes. 

• Interpolation should, in general, be one of the final functions to be used. There is nothing to be gained and, 
indeed, process time can significantly increase if you expand data prematurely. An exception may be if you 
need to modify the sample or traverse interval of one composite to enable it to be merged with another 
composite prior to a process session.  

• The following sections should be read as guidelines only,  not a rigid set of rules. They may well need 
modifying for specific data sets and circumstances. In particular, sample and traverse interval can have a 
significant impact on your choice of process parameters. 

 

Before reading any further, please make sure you have followed the tutorial and are familiar with the general 
approach to processing in the Geoplot environment. As you read on, the purpose and application of each of the 
functions will become clearer, and you will see how they are used in relation to the other functions.  

Guidelines for Processing Resistance Data 
Introduction 
These guidelines are written primarily for large area resistance surveys performed with the Twin-Electrode 
configuration. However, most of the advice will be equally relevant to other configurations, such as Wenner and 
Double-Dipole, though, for example, in these cases edge matching may not be a problem. The guidelines for 
resistance data may also be used with electromagnetic (conductivity) data if it is first converted to resistivity by 
taking the reciprocal. Note that we principaly refer to resistance data in the text, not resistivity data, though it is 
simple to convert between from one to the other using the Multiply process function. 

Processing Sequence 
A typical processing sequence would be to initially display and review the data, remove data collection defects, 
convert to appropriate units, reduce the geological response, and finally enhance and present the archaeological 
response. Defect removal includes : (a) removal of noise spikes and (b) edge matching. Unit conversion may include 
(a) resistance to resistivity and (b) resistivity to conductivity. Reduction of the geological response involves the use 
of high pass filters. Enhancement and presentation includes : (a) smoothing, (b) interpolation, (c) separation of high 
and low resistance features, (d) variability plots, and (e) use of compression to optimise graphics plots. 
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The order of processing can be very important for some functions  - for example we saw in Chapter 3 that you 
should despike before applying a low pass filter, to avoid the spike energy smearing out. As another example, you 
should edge match grids before applying a high pass filter otherwise the edge mismatch will show up strongly in 
subsequent plots. Pay particular attention to the recommended sequence which closely mirrors the following 
discussion. 

Initial Data Display and Review 
Before starting any process session you should look at the data using the Graphics menu. Shade plots (Clip 
parameters) and Trace plots (Standard parameters) using the default plotting parameters are the best way to view the 
raw data. Examine the plots for archaeological features, geological features and data collection defects.  

The archaeological response will be superimposed on a background signal representative of the local geology. 
Archaeological features may show up strongly or weakly, depending on the depth, size and contrast of the features 
with respect to the surroundings. Generally speaking, they tend to be weaker than the geological response, which 
often dominates the plot. 

The geological features tend to be relatively strong and slowly changing across the plot. Often the background 
resistance will vary markedly from one end of a site to the other, especially over large areas. Smaller scale 
geological responses may also occur due to local changes in topsoil thickness, natural depressions in the subsoil, etc 
which can sometimes produce anomalies similar to those produced by archaeological pits. 

The principal defects in Twin Electrode resistance data are noise spikes and discontinuities at the edges of grids. 
Noise spikes arise in two ways, with both most likely to be a problem in very dry conditions. Firstly, you may 
observe low level noise spikes, or "noisy" looking data, and this is usually due to very high contact resistances. 
Secondly, you may observe occasional wild readings, sometimes as large as +/-1000% changes about the mean, and 
these are due to an open circuit at the potential probe at the moment of logging a data point - Trace plots are ideal 
for highlighting these spikes. Grid edge discontinuities are usually due to improper remote electrode placement 
during moves between grids. They can also arise if adjacent grids are surveyed at different times of the year, and the 
resistivity contrast or background has changed. They may even arise if weather conditions change from very dry one 
day, to very wet the next. 

Defect Removal - Noise Spikes 
It is best to remove noise spikes prior to any further processing. This can be done using the Despike function alone 
but using the Clip function first to limit the data is recommended. This will make the statistical calculations used in 
Despike more realistic as the Despike window scans across the data. 

Depending on the data set, you could initially consider clipping at +/- 3 standard deviations (SD) about the mean - 
you can obtain a value for 1 SD using the Statistics function or, for saved data, look at the histogram and statistics in 
the Graphics dialog screen, which gives a value for 3 SD already calculated. However, it is very important that you 
subsequently check that the chosen clipping level has not clipped features of interest - this is quite likely if the 
underlying geology has a regional gradient. You can check the effect of clipping, either by careful inspection of the 
graphics plots (shade colour plots especially), or by using Cut and Combine to examine the clipped data. If clipping 
is removing data then consider clipping instead at +/- 4SD about the mean, or higher if neccessary. Clipping levels 
of below +/-3 SD about the mean are very likely to start removing data in resistance plots. 

After using Clip, noise spikes will still remain in the data and should be removed using the Despike function. In 
general, it is advisable to start with a symetric, square window with radii X=Y, Threshold set to the maximum value 
of 3 standard deviations (SD), and Spike Replacement set to Mean. Remember that the window radius is expressed 
in units of readings, not metres, and that the actual diameter of a processing window is equal to (2 x radius + 1) 
readings.    

With these settings a window of X=Y=3 will apply moderate despiking. Decreasing X and Y to X=Y=1 will 
substantially increase the despiking effect. Decreasing the window size to increase the amount of despiking is 
preferable to decreasing the Threshold since lower Threshold values (2 SD and below) can start to remove features 
as well. A combination of larger window sizes and lower Threshold values also can be prone to removing features 
as well as noise spikes. 

If grid edge discontinuities are very bad then consider using X=Y=1, Threshold=3 SD, so that the window is least 
affected when it straddles a discontinuity. If this approach does not work then we recommend that you adopt an 
iterative procedure by performing an approximate edge match first (see next section), despiking the data, and then 
performing a second, final, edge match. 

Whichever parameter values you try, you are strongly advised to save the despiked data. Then use the Cut and 
Combine (subtract) function to examine the effect of the despike operation - if you can see traces of features present 
in the difference plot then you should reduce the despiking. 
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Defect Removal - Edge match  
There are three methods for removal of grid edge discontinuities, depending on the origin and extent of the edge 
match problem. These are, in order of increasing complexity, : (a) use of the Add function, (b) use of the Edge 
Match function, (c) use of the Multiply and Edge Match functions in combination. 

The first approach is most often used if you have deliberately introduced a background shift at some stage in the 
survey. For example, if there was insufficient cable on the remote probes to achieve a proper match with previous 
grids, then you may have to set a new background level. In this case you will probably have two, perhaps three, 
large areas with an edge discontinuity between them, requiring just the addition of a constant value to match them 
up again. This could have been introduced as a Bias when creating a Mesh Template, but if this was not done then it 
can be introduced at the Composite stage using the Add function. An example of this approach may be found in the 
entry for Add in the Reference section. An estimate of the shift required could come from field notes or by using the 
Statistics function in block mode to compare the overall means either side of the discontinuity. 

The second approach, using the Edge Match function, may be used for more routine situations, usually where the 
difference between edges is relatively small, though it can cope with large differences too. These edge match 
problems usually originate from improper field procedures with respect to placement of the remote electrodes (see 
the RM4 and RM15 manuals for details). First, examine a Shade plot of the composite and identify areas where you 
are satisfied there are no edge match problems - there is no point in applying the Edge Match function to these grids. 
Next, work out from these areas into regions of discontinuity using the Edge Match function. If one route does not 
work satisfactorily then try another - the example in the Edge Match function description shows a survey where it 
was neccessary to take an indirect route to edge matching and involved several repeated edge matches. 

The third approach, using a combination of Edge Match and Multiply, may be called for if you cannot achieve a 
satisfactory edge match using either of the above methods. You will almost certainly have to use this approach if 
you are trying to match two surveys done at different times. This is because not only will there be a difference in the 
background resistance, there will probably be a difference in the contrast mechanism that produced the 
archaeological or geological responses. This will require use of the multiplication function to re-normalise one set of 
data to the other, prior to using the Edge Match function. 

The procedure is to first adjust one grid, which we will call M, with respect to an adjacent, reference grid, which we 
will call R, by multiplication (not addition). Next, you adjust grid M with respect to grid R using the Edge Match 
function. The result will be that grid M will be modified to match grid R. This procedure is described in detail next. 

First select the edge to be matched. Use Statistics in block mode to select 1,2 or 3 rows of data on the reference side 
of the edge - use 1 row of data if you can see that a wider block will start to overlap strong anomalies not located 
immediately adjacent to the edge. Process and note the mean value of the selected block, meanR. Next, repeat this 
process on the other side of the edge, noting the mean value of this block, meanM. Use the multiply function in 
block mode to multiply grid M by the ratio meanM / meanR. This will re-normalise any contrast differences, and in 
the process will raise or lower grid M with respect to the reference grid, R. Next use the Edge Match function, as 
described earlier, to match grid M to grid R, and hence produce the final edge match. This completes the edge match 
procedure for one grid. Proceed throughout the area of the composite that needs edge matching, grid by grid, 
correcting all edge defects by means of the Multiply and Edge Match functions in turn. 

In some circumstance it may be impossible to achieve a satisfactory edge match using the above techniques. This 
may arise if the mobile probes have been brought too close to the remote probes and a complex change to the 
background resistance is introduced. Occasionally the polarity of an anomally may reverse from one season to 
another, or it may disappear altogether. In this case, if a feature crosses the edge boundary, it will be impossible to 
edge match the polarity of the response and hence match the grid edges. 

Conversion of Resistance to Resistivity 
The RM4 and RM15 resistance meters make measurements in terms of resistance (units of ohms), not resistivity 
(units of ohm-metres). The resistance value measured depends on the geometry of the probe array used - different 
probe arrays and geometries will give different resistance values over the same ground. To avoid this dependance on 
probe array geometry it is usual to convert resistance to resistivity. (Strictly speaking readings are converted to 
Apparent Resistivity, since the equations used for the conversion usually only apply to the ideal situation of a 
uniform, non-layered, earth). 

An approximate equation to convert Twin array resistance data to resistivity (providing the distance to the remote 
probes is much greater then the mobile probe separation) is : 

Resistivity (ohm-metres) = 3.1415 x Resistance (ohms) x Mobile Probe Separation (metres) 

For example, if the mobile probe separation is 0.5m, then multiplying resistance by (3.1415 x 0.5) = 1.5707 will 
convert the data to resistivity. 
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If you only wish to look for changes within the survey data and are not concerend with comparing the response for 
different probe configurations then you may wish to omit this stage of processing. This approach fits the present 
release of Geoplot which assumes the presence of resistance data, rather than resitivity data - any graphics plot will 
be labelled in units of ohms, rather than ohm-metres. 

Conversion from Resistivity to Conductivity  
If you wish to compare the results of a resistance survey with that of an Electromagnetic instrument, such as the 
EM31 or EM38, then you must first convert resistance data to resistivity data, as described above. The resistivity 
data can then be converted to conductivity data by using the Power function with Power Value set to -1. Of course, 
conductivity plots will show anomalies inverted with respect to resistivity plots. 

Removal of Geological Background   
The geological response, which sets the background resistance, is often much stronger than the archaeological 
response and can change significantly from one end of a site to the other. Thus the response due to weaker 
archaeological features can be very difficult to observe if the graphics plotting parameters are set to give an overall 
view of the data. This is especially the case where a geological gradient exists accross the site : if the plotting 
parameters are chosen to emphasise a weak archaeological feature at one end, you will probably not be able to 
observe weak features at the other end. 

Fortunately, the geological response usually (but not always) changes slowly throughout the survey, whereas 
cultural features such as pits, ditches, and foundations change more rapidly. Cultural features usually have a scale of 
the order of 0.5 to 2m while geological features have a scale of 10m or more. Great improvement in small feature 
visibility can be obtained by using the High Pass Filter function, described next, to remove the geological 
background response. It is very important that data is edge matched before applying a high pass filter otherwise the 
edge mismatch will show up strongly in subsequent plots. 

Select the High Pass Filter function; this requires entry of a window size and type of weighting. It is advisable to use 
as large a window size as possible, with X and Y radii of the order of 5 to 10 readings, preferably nearer 10. Radius 
values of less than 3 to 4 may result in overly "crisp" data and the unwanted appearance of edges due to a geological 
response. It is common to use filter window dimensions which are equal in units of metres, rather than readings so 
take into account differences in sample and traverse intervals when entering X and Y radii. Uniform weighting is 
recommended. 

Note that the High Pass Filter function is numerically complex and will be slow for large data sets, large radii or 
slower computers. Even so, do not be tempted to use a small radius just to speed up the process - only use small 
radii if you have very good and valid reasons. 

The resulting high pass filtered data will be bipolar, with a near zero mean, because the High Pass Filter will have 
subtracted a moving average from the original composite. This will affect the way graphics plotting parameters are 
entered. For example if you were using Shade plot (Clip) the plotting parameters would be entered as absolute 
values (monopolar) for the non-high pass filtered data, probably determined more by the geology than archaeology. 
After high pass filtering these will have to be changed from monopolar to bipolar entries with new magnitudes to 
reflect the archaeology, not the geology (for example Min = 100, Max = 160 might become Min = -20, Max = +20). 
If you want to compare the effect of different window sizes then you may find it useful to enter the parameters in 
units of standard deviation, since these will then track the increasing removal of information as High Pass Filter 
radii are reduced. The mean can be restored by using the Add function, though this is not a neccesary step. See the 
entry for High Pass Filter in the function reference for examples. 

Be sure to compare the data before and after high pass filtering for residual signs of the underlying geology. It is 
important that these are not subsequently interpreted as an archaeological response. 

Smoothing 
Occasionally it may be desirable to smooth resistivity data. This process is implemented with the Low Pass Filter 
function which reduces the local variability from the data at the expense of spatial detail. This can improve the 
visibility of weak archaeological features such as deeply buried foundations, wide ditches, subtle linear features. It 
can also be used to improve the appearance of relief or artificial sunshine plots, especially if data has been sampled 
at 0.5m intervals or finer. The procedure is as follows. 

Select the Low Pass Filter function; this requires entry of a window size and type of weighting. In general it is 
advisable to use small window sizes. If sample and traverse interval are 1m (not uncommon with resistance data), 
then consider X and Y radii of the order of 1 to 2 readings. Radius values of greater than 2 may result in increasing 
suppression of the desired archaeology, and more emphasis of the underlying geological response. Often smoothing 
with radii between 1 and 2 would be desirable. An approximation to this can be made by repeated smoothing with 
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radii of X,Y = 1, say three to five times. However, this may be at the expense of slight ringing and generation of 
artifacts in the data so results should be carefully examined. It is common to use filter window dimensions which 
are equal in units of metres, rather than readings so take into account differences in sample and traverse intervals 
when entering the X and Y radii. 

If sample and/or traverse interval are 0.5m then there is greater flexibility in the choice of radii to achieve the 
desired smoothing. Use of such data collection intervals avoids having to try and approximate radii of 1.5. Once 
again very large radii, this time of the order of 4 readings, will start to suppress the archaeology, with more 
emphasis of the underlying geology. 

Gaussian and Uniform weighting is available. Gaussian weighting is always recomended for Low Pass Filtering. 
Uniform weighting will introduce processing artifacts in the vicinity of large data values (impulsive, spikes) and 
will remove Fourier components with a period equal to multiples of the window diameter. Regardless of weighting, 
you should always remove or suppress noise spikes first, using Despike and/or Clip as described earlier, to prevent 
the noise spike energy from smearing. 

Interpolation 
Interpolation (expand) can also be used to give a smoother appearance to the data and can improve the visibility of 
larger, weak archaeological features. However, it does this at the expense of increasing the number of data points, so 
for medium to large composites there may not be enough memory to use this function. In this a large composite can 
be split into a number of smaller composites. 

Remember that if you are using interpolation to improve the visual appearance, this is only a cosmetic change. You 
are creating artificial data points and you cannot subsequently use other processes to try to extract better information 
than was contained within the original data set. Indeed, beware of the danger of reading too much into expanded 
data, especially if you have used interpolate several times. Expansion using Interpolate is no substitute for good data 
sampling in the first place. Also, if used too soon it will unneccessarily increase subsequent processing times. It is 
recommended that Interpolation is one of the last process functions to be used in a process session. 

If you do use Interpolate then always choose the Sin(x)/x expansion method for best results. You can use interpolate 
(expand) to improve the appearance of relief or artificial sunshine plots which benefit from greater data density. 
However, remember that the Sin(x)/x interpolation method must be used since the relief plot will emphasise the 
imperfections in linear interpolation, rather than the archaeology, and would thus defeat the objective. 

One caution : multiple expansions using Sin(x)/x can introduce “ringing” distortion at edges. It may be better to use 
Sin(x)/x for the first expansion and Linear for second and subsequent expansions; try both and examine the results 
for the chosen display  display format. 

Separation of High Resistance or Low Resistance Features 
It is possible to separate out high and low resistance features within a composite that has previously been High Pass 
Filtered since such data has a zero mean. This can help when trying to interpret some sites. In most cases it will be 
found that high resistance features such as walls, rubble, paving areas, etc will occur as positive readings and low 
resistance features such as pits, ditches, clay dumps etc will occur as negative readings. The Clip function may be 
used to separate these two types of features as follows. To isolate just the high resistance, positive, features set the 
Minimum clip level to zero and Maximum clip level equal to the most positive reading. To isolate just the low 
resistance, negative, features set the Minimum clip level equal to the most negative reading and the Maximum clip 
level to zero.  

There are several ways of looking at the clipped data. You can use Shade plots (Clip parameters), where plotting 
parameters Min and Max are symetrical about zero (for example Min=-20, Max=+20), and Contrast=1. Use of the 
colour palettes will be useful here. If you use Pattern plots then the corresponding Clip plotting parameters are best 
entered as Min=0 and, for example, Max=20. Alternatively you could use either Shade plots or Pattern plots with 
Relief plotting parameters which can be especially effective. 

Areas of Statistically Different Activity 
Areas of statistically different activity can be located by using the Standard Deviation / Variance Map function and 
may be used to compliment standard graphical methods for site interpretation. This function replaces the data set by 
either the local variance or local standard deviation, whichever parameter is chosen, so make sure you have saved 
any intermediate results. The new data set will consist of all positive numbers, with a value of zero indicating 
uniform activity in that region. Numbers greater than zero indicate by their magnitude the increasing level of 
activity or degree of change in that region. 

Small window sizes (radii 1m to 3m) will give a more detailed picture of activity, whereas larger window sizes (5m 
to 10m) will give a less detailed, broader picture of changes. If large window sizes are used over non-high pass 
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filtered resistivity data then the variability plot is more likely to reflect the geology rather than the archaeology. It 
may be preferable therefore, if you want just a broad overall view of the archaeology, to perform a high pass filter 
prior to creating a Variance Map. 

Graphics in Processing and Use of Compression 
The Graphics menu contains a versatile suite of tools for viewing resistance data, whether it be raw, high pass 
filtered, smoothed, high/low separated, or variability data. Shade and Pattern plots are particularily useful, with 
either Clip, Compress or Relief plotting parameters. However, it is very important to keep in mind the dynamic 
range of the data and the dynamic limits of the screen and the printer. With few exceptions, resistance data will 
exceed the capability of these display devices. 

Often use of Clip plotting parameters is sufficient to cope with such circumstances, and large value readings are 
simply limited to a set level. If you wish to view both large and small magnitude features at the same time then you 
can do this by compressing the data. Three of the Graphics types, Shade, Pattern, Dot-Density (but not Trace) offer 
Compress plotting parameters, which apply an auto-scaling arctangent compression to help in this respect. However, 
for maximum flexibility, it may be best to use the Compress function in the Process menu, then you are free to 
choose subsequent plotting parameters, which can then include Clip and Relief. You can then also look at 
compressed data using Trace plots. The entry under Compression in the process reference gives guidance on how to 
compress the desired range of data into the number of available display levels, using either Logarithmic or 
Arctangent compression. 

Finally, it is recommended that resistance data be viewed using all the parameter modes of Shade or Pattern plots : 
Clip, Compress or Relief. A combination of these will often help resolve subtle archaeological and cultural features. 
For example, rotating the sun direction and changing the elevation in Relief plotting parameters often reveals 
features that would otherwise be missed - usually this is best applied to non-high pass filtered data. Similarly, 
adjusting the Contrast between 0.1 and 10 in Clip and Compress will render subtle features visible.  

Guidelines for Processing Gradiometer Data 
Introduction 
These guidelines are primarily written for large area magnetic surveys performed with a fluxgate gradiometer such 
as the Geoscan Research Fluxgate Gradiometers FM256, FM9, FM18 or FM36. Note that there is a distinct 
difference between gradiometer and magnetometer data - see the introduction to Processing Guidelines for further 
clarification. 

Processing Sequence 
A typical processing sequence would be to initially display and review the data, clip the data, identify and neutralise 
the effect of major geological and ferrous responses if they are a potential problem, remove data collection defects, 
and finally enhance and present the archaeological response. Initial clipping is to reduce the effect of iron spikes. 
Neutralisation of the effect of major geological and ferrous responses involves replacement with dummy readings, 
where necessary, though in many cases the process functions are able to handle these situations without 
replacement. Defect removal includes: (a) removal of grid slope, (b) edge matching, (c) removal of traverse stripe 
effects, and (d) removal of traverse stagger effects, (e) removal of periodic errors. Enhancement and presentation 
includes: (a) removal of iron spikes (b) smoothing, (c) interpolation, (d) separation of positive and negative features, 
(e) variability plots, (f) use of compression to optimise graphics plots. Statistical analysis can also be applied and an 
example of this is discussed later in this chapter. The order of processing can be very important for some functions - 
for example you should despike before applying a low pass filter, to avoid the spike energy smearing out.  

Initial Data Display and Review 
Before starting any process session you should look at the data using the Graphics menu. Shade plots (Clip 
parameters) and Trace plots are the best way to view the raw data. Since gradiometer data is bipolar, centred around 
zero, it is best to use absolute plotting parameters, say Clip plotting parameters of Minimum=-10nT, 
Maximum=+10nT initially, and Trace resolution of 1nT initially. This is because surface iron can significantly 
distort the standard deviation of a composite and hence, if you used standard deviation parameters, you would get a 
distorted initial view of the data, showing the ferrous response rather than the archaeology. Examine the plots for 
archaeological features, ferrous objects, geological features and data collection defects. 

The archaeological features may show up strongly or weakly, depending on the depth, size and contrast of the 
features with respect to the surroundings. Generally speaking, they tend to be weaker than the ferrous response that 
can predominate on some sites, especially in an urban environment. If the survey is over a quiet site, with few 
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apparent features, then you should try much smaller Clip plotting parameters, say Minimum=-2nT, 
Maximum=+2nT to see if there are any very low level features present - some weak, but archaeologically 
significant, features may have strengths of under 1nT. 

Ferrous objects are usually unwanted modern iron features that are deemed to be archaeologically uninteresting 
(although occasionally there may be ferrous responses of archaeological interest). These objects may be scattered 
randomly throughout the site, often near the surface, have a strong response, often bipolar (depending on the sample 
interval used), and are very localized. We refer to these as "iron spikes". Some iron dumps may show up as broad 
regions of very strong positive or negative response, surrounded by a region with strong response of opposite 
polarity (as opposed to kilns which have a more characteristic response). Modern ferrous pipelines usually show up 
as strong regular alternating patterns of positive and negative regions, distributed along the length of the pipeline, 
although they can also show up as strong, linear, single polarity, responses. Wire fences at the boundary of a survey 
often give a strong response. 

Geological features are often more difficult to positively identify. Since gradiometers inherently perform their own 
high pass filter they will already have reduced the broad scale geological response (and, incidentally, any broad 
scale archaeological response such as that due to an extensive midden). The high pass filtering action may not, 
however, have reduced any response to local changes in topsoil thickness, natural depressions in the subsoil etc 
which can produce anomalies similar to those produced by archaeological pits. Nor will this action have removed 
the strong response due to large linear regions such as igneous dykes. 

There are several data collection defects that can arise in a fluxgate gradiometer survey. These include: slope in the 
grid data, discontinuities at the edges of grids, traverse striping, traverse staggering and periodic errors.  

Slope errors in grid data show as a very small and slow drift in the average data value throughout a grid, leading to a 
small difference in the background levels between the first and last traverses. However, it is essentially constant 
during the time required to scan an individual traverse.  

Grid edge discontinuities arise due to improper choice of the zero reference point, incorrect zeroing at the reference 
point, or failure to regularly check alignment and re-zero the instrument every few grids. 

Traverse striping is where alternate traverses have a slightly different background level. They show up in graphics 
plots as a series of stripes orientated in the traverse direction, and are especially noticeable if the plotting parameters 
are set to look at very weak features. They occur because lf instrument tilt, usually due to improper alignment, 
failure to check alignment regularly or inattention of the operator to carrying angle. It can be particularly noticeable 
with zig-zag traverses. 

Stagger defects arise due to poor positioning of the instrument along the traverse when a reading was recorded. For 
example, a linear anomaly running perpendicular to the traverse direction shows, not as a clean linear response, but 
as a chevron type pattern, with the maximum of the response being displaced first forward and then backwards in 
each alternate traverse. It usually occurs when zig-zag traverses are being used at a rapid walking pace and small 
sample interval. 

Periodic errors (periodic modulation of the data) show up as a series of linear bands, perpendicular to the traverse 
direction, with a periodicity usually approximately equal to one or two walking paces (1 c/m or 0.5 c/m). They 
usually arise because the operator changes his stance or elevation slightly whenever the left or right foot is placed on 
the ground, or when launching forward for the next pace. It is more likely to be a problem if the speed of walking is 
high, the ground has a higher than normal magnetic susceptibility, the terrain is uneven e.g. ploughed, the alignment 
of the gradiometer sensors is not checked often enough or done over a poor alignment and balance station, or any 
combination of these factors. It is also more likely to be noticeable if you are setting plotting parameters to look at 
very weak responses.  

Clipping of Iron Spikes 
It is useful to clip noise spikes prior to any further processing. This will make the statistical calculations of some 
other process functions less liable to be compromised by wild data values. It is further useful because it reduces the 
demands on the limited dynamic range of the display devices. 

Depending on the data set, you could initially consider clipping at +/- 3 standard deviations (SD) about the mean - 
you can obtain a value for 1 SD using the Statistics function or, for saved data, look at the histogram and statistics in 
the Graphics dialog screen, which gives a value for 3 SD already calculated. However, it is very important that you 
subsequently check that the chosen clipping level has not clipped features of interest - this can often happen on sites 
with low standard deviation. You can check the effect of clipping, either by careful inspection of the graphics plots 
(shade colour plots especially), or by using Cut and Combine to examine the clipped data. If clipping is removing 
data then consider clipping instead at +/- 4SD about the mean, or higher if necessary. You may even wish to clip at 
standard levels, e.g. +/-10 nT about the mean, but this depends on the features of interest. For example to preserve 
kiln responses you may have to clip at levels greater than +/-100 nT about the mean. 
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Note that after using Clip, noise spikes will still remain in the data, though at a reduced and controlled magnitude. 
However, it is best not to consider using the Despike function until much later. In any case, the process functions 
that might be used next, Zero Mean Grid, Zero Mean Traverse, Spectrum and Periodic Filter, will not be affected by 
the presence of these spikes, since they have their own internal mechanisms for dealing with spikes. The only 
process function that may be affected, Deslope, can have its parameters set manually so again noise spikes can be 
present and still accounted for. Destagger has its parameters set manually also and will be unaffected. 

Neutralisation of Major Responses. 
Major anomalies such as pipelines, ferrous dumps, wire fences and igneous dykes can occasionally cause problems 
with some of the subsequent process functions such as Spectrum, Periodic Defect, Zero Mean Grid, and Zero Mean 
Traverse. The net effect may be that the functions make the graphics plot far worse than if they were not used. The 
problem becomes noticeable as the sphere of influence of the major anomaly becomes comparable with the grid 
dimensions. This leaves the process functions with very few, possibly no, data points with which to calculate the 
true background. Simply clipping the data will not help.  

To see if there will be a problem you should try each of the above processes in turn (having first saved any previous 
processes). If the anomaly is not too wide (for example less than half a grid wide) then the functions will probably 
work correctly. If it is wider than this and the functions cannot cope then you should adjust the threshold value in 
Zero Mean Grid and set ‘Apply Threshold’ to ‘On’ in the other functions that should allow the functions to operate 
correctly. Should the response still be very disruptive you can reduce the problem by replacing the major anomaly 
with dummy readings using the Search and Replace function. Be sure to restrict Search and Replace to just the areas 
in the immediate vicinity of the major anomaly, by using the block facility.  

Defect Removal - Slope Errors 
If required, the Deslope function can be used to remove small linear trends with grid data. Remember, though, that 
if you plan to subsequently use the Zero Mean Traverse function (see next section), and any slope is in the Y 
direction, then there may be no need to use the Deslope function itself.  The Zero Mean Traverse function will 
automatically perform any slope correction for you in each grid. However, there are times when you would not want 
to use the Zero Mean Traverse function (for example, if it removes linear features in the traverse direction). Also, if 
the slope is in the X direction then Zero Mean Traverse cannot help in this regard. In such situations you will have 
no alternative but to use the Deslope function if there are slope errors. Often, though, you will find there is no need 
to apply any slope correction. 

Defect Removal - Edge Match 
The principle method of removing grid edge discontinuities is to use the Zero Mean Grid function. Initially use the 
default settings for the Threshold and ensure that you have applied Deslope first, if necessary, to individual grids. 
Zero Mean Grid will simply shift each grid up or down with respect to zero, hence producing minimal distortion to 
the data. If grids are not edge matched using the default Threshold value then increase the value a step at a time until 
better matching is achieved – this may not be totally possible in grids where there is an extensive ferrous response. 
Also, if there is a non-linear slope within grids, which Deslope is unable to completely correct for, then you may 
still observe edge discontinuities even after use of Zero Mean Grid.  

To overcome these last two problems you could consider using the Zero Mean Traverse function, providing 
traverses are in the X direction. This function will perform a very effective edge match (as well as removing stripe 
effects - see next section). However, Zero Mean Traverse does have a tendency to remove linear features in the 
traverse direction unless ‘Apply Thresholds’ is activated. For this reason it is perhaps best to consider Zero Mean 
Grid as a first method of correcting edge match problems, and if that fails consider using Zero Mean Traverse, 
though you must then examine the results carefully for signs of feature removal or distortion.  

In general you should apply Zero Mean Grid to match grids prior to merging dual gradiometer data as we have just 
seen in the earlier section, ‘Merging Dual Gradiometer Data’. 

Defect Removal - Traverse Stripe Errors 
The Zero Mean Traverse function can be used to remove stripe effects within grids. It can also correct for any slope 
or drift along a traverse if the Least Mean Square Fit parameter is set to On, the default setting. As an additional 
benefit it will also automatically edge match grids. Try using Zero Mean Traverse with Least Mean Square Fit set to 
‘Off’ if the site is noisy or results are unsatisfactory. As noted earlier, major anomalies such as pipelines, ferrous 
dumps, wire boundary fences and igneous dykes can occasionally cause problems, so either activate ‘Apply 
Thresholds’ and vary the levels or neutralise the source using dummy readings prior to application of Zero Mean 
Traverse. 
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Remember that Zero Mean Traverse tends to remove linear features in the traverse direction unless you activate 
‘Apply Thresholds’ so you must examine the results carefully for such signs and vary the threshold values 
accordingly. If this is apparent, even using thresholds then it is sometimes feasible to correct for this by using the 
Cut and Combine function to temporarily store linear features before using Zero Mean Traverse and then restore 
them afterwards. 

Defect Removal - Stagger Errors 
Stagger defects can be corrected for by using the Destagger function. You will probably find that different parts of 
the survey require different degrees of stagger correction and so the function is applied on a grid by grid basis. 

Defect Removal - Periodic Errors 
Periodic defects are removed by using a combination of the Spectrum and Periodic Filter functions. Spectrum is first 
used to identify the frequency of the offending periodic error and this information is then used by the Periodic Filter 
function to adjust the offending spectral components in each traverse, generating a new filtered data set with any 
periodicity removed. An internal, non-linear, filter caters for spurious effects associated with large dynamic range 
spikes (e.g. modern iron) if they are also present. If extensive ferrous responses are present then set ‘Apply 
Thresholds’ to ‘On’ in both Spectrum and Periodic Filter to allow these responses to be catered for. If periodic 
errors are low level, say < 1nT, then it is normal to remove these at this point in the processing sequence. If, 
unusually, the periodic errors are significant, say > 5nT, then they may require removing fairly early on in the 
process sequence otherwise they could distort any estimation of the normal background level by functions such as 
Zero Mean Grid or Zero Mean Traverse.  

Removal of Modern Iron Spikes 
Modern surface and near surface iron objects are often found, scattered randomly over archaeological sites. Their 
presence can clutter the survey results and make interpretation difficult, sometimes impossible. It is possible to 
minimize these features with the application of the Despike function, and possible additional use of the Clip 
function. 

The data will already have been clipped. However, it may be useful to perform a further clip prior to use of the 
Despike function. Examine the data set using a Trace plot and note the maximum data values (both positive and 
negative) associated with the archaeology of interest. Clip the data with the Minimum and Maximum Clip 
parameters set equal to these positive and negative data values. Check that the archaeological features are still 
present after clipping. 

After using Clip, noise spikes will still remain in the data and can be removed using the Despike function as 
follows. In general, it is advisable to start with a symmetrical, square window with radii X=Y, Threshold set to the 
maximum value of 3 standard deviations (SD), and Spike Replacement set to Mean. Remember that the window 
radius is expressed in units of readings, not metres, and that the actual diameter of a processing window is equal to 
(2 x radius + 1) readings.    

With these settings a window of X=Y=3 will apply moderate despiking. Decreasing X and Y to X=Y=1 will 
substantially increase the despiking effect. Decreasing the window size to increase the amount of despiking is 
preferable to decreasing the Threshold since lower Threshold values (2 SD and below) can start to remove features 
as well. A combination of larger window sizes and lower Threshold values also can be prone to removing features 
as well as noise spikes. Whichever parameter values you try you are strongly advised to save the despiked data then 
use the Cut and Combine (subtract) function to examine the effect of the despike operation - if you can see traces of 
features present in the difference plot then you should reduce the despiking. 

Asymmetric window sizes (e.g. Y=0, X=4) may be useful if the spatial distribution of iron spikes is predominately 
in the X or Y direction. However, use such windows with great caution since they will tend to remove features 
perpendicular to the length of the window, even with a high Threshold value. It is especially important to use Cut 
and Combine afterwards to examine the effect of despike for asymmetric windows. 

If you Despike gradiometer data then it is very important that you remember the Despike function will only remove 
the large positive or negative readings and may leave behind associated, encircling low level negative or positive 
readings. You should take great care not to forget the origin of such areas when subsequently interpreting the 
processed data - it is all too easy for ‘pits’ to appear in this way. This is one very good reason why you might like to 
leave despiking of gradiometer until this late stage in the process sequence. 

Remember also that, whilst Despike can remove most modern iron spikes features, it can also remove 
archaeological features if they are spike like, i.e. have a strong response and have dimensions comparable with the 
sample and traverse interval. For example a 1m pit surveyed using a sample and traverse interval of 1m may only 
show as one reading. If it has a strong response, then, depending on the window size and Threshold, Despike might 
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possibly remove it. However, if the sample and/or traverse interval is smaller then there is much less chance of the 
feature disappearing. 

Smoothing 
It is often desirable to smooth gradiometer data. This process is implemented with the Low Pass Filter function that 
reduces the variability of the data at the expense of spatial detail. This can improve the visibility of weak 
archaeological features such as deeply buried foundations, wide ditches, subtle linear features. It can also be used to 
improve the appearance of relief or artificial sunshine plots, especially if data has been sampled at 0.5m intervals or 
better. The procedure is as follows. 

Select the Low Pass Filter function; this requires entry of a window size and type of weighting. In general it is 
advisable to use small window sizes. If sample and traverse interval are both 1m then consider X and Y radii of the 
order of 1 to 2 readings. Radius values greater than 2, may result in increasing suppression of the desired 
archaeology. Often smoothing with radii between 1 and 2 would be desirable. An approximation to this can be made 
by repeated smoothing with radii of X,Y = 1, say three to five times. However, this may be at the expense of slight 
ringing and generation of artifacts in the data so results should be carefully examined. It is common to use filter 
window dimensions that are equal in units of metres, rather than readings, so take into account differences in sample 
and traverse intervals when entering the X and Y radii. 

If sample intervals are 0.5m, 0.25m or 0.125m, not uncommon in gradiometer surveys, then there is greater 
flexibility in the choice of radii, especially in the X direction, to achieve the desired smoothing. Window radii 
(readings) may be set to different values in the X and Y directions so you might consider initially setting Y=0 and X 
set to a length equal to or slightly greater than the features to be smoothed. By adjusting the X and Y radii it is 
possible to obtain the desired smoothing. In general it is better that the X and Y radii of the window are chosen to 
match the ratio of sample and traverse intervals so that the resulting window size, in terms of metric dimensions, is 
square; this will help reduce artifact generation when interpolation is used next.  

Gaussian or Uniform weighting is available. Gaussian weighting is always recommended for generalized 
processing. Uniform weighting will introduce processing artifacts in the vicinity of large data values (impulsive, 
spikes) and will remove Fourier components with a period equal to multiples of the window diameter. Regardless of 
weighting, you should always remove or suppress noise spikes first, using Despike and/or Clip as described earlier, 
to prevent the noise spike energy from smearing. 

Interpolation 
Interpolation (expand) can also be used to give a smoother appearance to the data and can improve the visibility of 
larger, weak archaeological features. Remember that if you are using interpolation to improve the visual appearance, 
this is only a cosmetic change. You are creating artificial data points and you cannot subsequently use other 
processes to extract better information than was contained within the original data set. Indeed, beware of the danger 
of reading too much into expanded data, especially if you have used interpolate several times. Expansion using 
Interpolate is no substitute for good data sampling in the first place. Also if used too soon it will unnecessarily 
increase subsequent processing times. It is recommended that Interpolation is one of the last process functions to be 
used in a process session. 

If you do use Interpolate then always choose the Sin(x)/x expansion method for best results. You can use interpolate 
(expand) to improve the appearance of relief or artificial sunshine plots which benefit from greater data density. 
However, remember that the Sin(x)/x interpolation method must be used since the relief plot will emphasise the 
imperfections in linear interpolation, rather than the archaeology, and would thus defeat the objective. 

One caution: multiple expansions using Sin(x)/x can introduce “ringing” distortion at edges. In some cases it may be 
better to use Sin(x)/x for the first expansion and Linear for second and subsequent expansions; try both  approaches 
and examine the results for the chosen display format. 

Separation of Positive or Negative Magnetic Features 
It is possible to separate out positive and negative magnetic features within a composite since gradiometer data has a 
zero mean. This can help when trying to interpret some sites. Features such as ditches, pits, kilns, hearths etc will 
usually (but not always) occur as positive readings and stone features such as walls etc will usually (but not always) 
occur as negative readings. The Clip function may be used to separate these two types of features as follows. To 
isolate just the positive magnetic features set the Minimum clip level to zero and Maximum clip level equal to the 
most positive reading. To isolate just the negative magnetic features set the Minimum clip level equal to the most 
negative reading and the Maximum clip level to zero. 

There are several ways of looking at the clipped data. You can use Shade plots (Clip parameters), where plotting 
parameters Min and Max are symmetrical about zero (for example Min=-3, Max=+3), and Contrast=1. Use of the 
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colour palettes will be useful here. If you use Pattern plots then the corresponding Clip plotting parameters are best 
entered as Min=0 and, for example, Max=3. Alternatively you could use either Shade plots or Pattern plots with 
Relief plotting parameters, as these can be especially effective. Trace plots are especially useful since you can 
observe both the location and magnitude of features at the same time.  

Areas of Statistically Different Activity 
Areas of statistically different activity can be located by using the Standard Deviation / Variance Map function and 
may be used to compliment standard graphical methods for site interpretation. This function replaces the data set by 
either the local variance or local standard deviation, whichever parameter is chosen, so make sure you have saved 
any intermediate results. The new data set will consist of all positive numbers, with a value of zero indicating 
uniform activity in that region. Numbers greater than zero indicate by their magnitude the increasing level of 
activity or degree of change in that region. 

Small window sizes (radii 1m to 3m) will give a more detailed picture of activity, whereas larger window sizes (5m 
to 10m) will give a less detailed, broader picture of changes (remember radii are entered in units of readings, not 
metres). 

Graphics in Processing and Use of Compression 
The Graphics menu contains a versatile suite of tools for viewing gradiometer data, whether it be raw, smoothed, 
high/low separated, or variability data. Shade and Pattern plots are particularly useful with Clip, Compress or Relief 
plotting parameters. Trace plots are especially useful since you can observe both the location and magnitude of 
features at the same time. However, it is very important to keep in mind the dynamic range of the data and the 
dynamic limits of the screen and the printer. Often gradiometer data will exceed the capability of these display 
devices. 

Often use of Clip plotting parameters is sufficient to cope with such circumstances, and large value readings are 
simply limited to a set level. If you wish to view both large and small magnitude features at the same time then you 
can do this by compressing the data. Three of the Graphics types, Shade, Pattern, Dot-Density (but not Trace) offer 
Compress plotting parameters, which apply an auto-scaling arctangent compression to help in this respect. However, 
for maximum flexibility, it may be best to use the Compress function in the Process menu, then you are free to 
choose subsequent plotting parameters, which can then include Clip and Relief. You can then also look at 
compressed data using Trace plots. The entry under Compression in the Geoplot 3 manual gives guidance on how to 
compress the desired range of data into the number of available display levels, using either Logarithmic or 
Arctangent compression. 

Finally, it is recommended that gradiometer data be viewed using all the parameter modes of Shade or Pattern plots: 
Clip, Compress or Relief, along with Trace plots, with hidden line turned on and off. A combination of these will 
often help resolve subtle archaeological and cultural features. For example, rotating the sun direction and changing 
the elevation in Relief plotting parameters often reveals features that would otherwise be missed. Similarly, 
adjusting the Contrast between 0.1 and 10 in Clip and Compress will render subtle features visible.  

Guidelines for Processing Magnetometer Data 
Introduction 
These guidelines are primarily written for large area magnetic surveys performed with single sensor magnetometers. 
Note that there is a distinct difference between gradiometer, magnetometer and differential magnetometer data - see 
the introduction to Processing Guidelines for further clarification. 

Processing Sequence 
A typical processing sequence would be to initially display and review the data, clip the data, remove any regional 
gradient, and finally enhance and present the archaeological response. Initial clipping is to reduce the effect of iron 
spikes. Removal of the regional gradient involves the use of high pass filters. Enhancement and presentation 
includes : (a) removal of iron spikes (b) smoothing, (c) interpolation, (d) separation of positive and negative 
features, (e) variability plots, and (f) use of compression to optimise graphics plots. 

The order of processing can be very important for some functions - for example we saw in the tutorial that you 
should despike before applying a low pass filter, to avoid the spike energy smearing out. So pay particular attention 
to the recommended sequence which closely mirrors the following discussion. 
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Initial Data Display and Review 
Before starting any process session you should look at the data using the Graphics menu. Shade plots (Clip 
parameters) and Trace plots using the default plotting parameters are the best way to view the raw data. Examine the 
plots for archaeological features, ferrous objects, geological features and data collection defects. 

The archaeological response will be superimposed on a large background signal. This background signal is 
representative of the local magnetic field, is typically 30000nT to 60000nT and may have a regional gradient. (This 
is very different to a gradiometer signal which has a bipolar response centered around zero). The archaeological 
features may show up strongly or weakly, depending on the depth, size and contrast of the features with respect to 
the surroundings. Generally speaking, they tend to be weaker than the ferrous response which can predominate on 
some sites, especially in an urban environment. If the survey is over a quiet site, with few apparent features, and the 
regional gradient is negligable, then try smaller Clip plotting parameters to see if there are any very low level 
features present - some weak, but archaeologically significant, features may have strengths of under 1nT. 

Ferrous objects are usually unwanted modern iron features which are deemed to be archaeologically uninteresting 
(although on historic American sites the ferrous responses may be of archaeological interest). These objects may be 
scattered randomly throughout the site, often near the surface, have a strong response, often consisting of an 
adjacent increase and decrease in response, and are very localized. We refer to these as iron spikes. Some iron 
dumps may show up as broad regions of very strong increases or decreases in background response, surrounded by a 
region with strong response of opposite polarity (as opposed to kilns which have a more characteristic response). 
Modern ferrous pipelines usually show up as strong regular alternating patterns of increase or decrease in the 
magnetic response, distributed along the length of the pipeline, although they can also show up as strong, linear, 
non-alternating increases or decreases in response. Wire fences at the boundary of a survey can often give a strong 
response. 

Geological features are often more difficult to positively identify, and may appear as broad and/or narrow responses. 
As already noted above, archaeological features appear superimposed on a background which may have a regional 
gradient. This gradient may be be due to variations in the main earth's field or due to very deep or distant geological 
sources, both of which may be reduced using a high pass filter. Smaller scale geological responses may occur due to 
local changes in topsoil thickness, natural depressions in the subsoil etc which can produce anomalies similar to 
those produced by archaeological pits. 

Clipping of Iron Spikes 
It is useful to clip noise spikes prior to any further processing. This will make the statistical calculations of some 
other process functions less liable to be compromised by wild data values. It is further useful because it reduces the 
demands on the limited dynamic range of the display devices. 

Depending on the data set, you could initially consider clipping at +/- 3 standard deviations (SD) about the mean - 
you can obtain a value for 1 SD using the Statistics function or, for saved data, look at the histogram and statistics in 
the Graphics dialog screen, which gives a value for 3 SD already calculated. However, it is very important that you 
subsequently check that the chosen clipping level has not clipped features of interest - this can often happen on sites 
with low standard deviation or where there is a regional gradient. You can check the effect of clipping, either by 
careful inspection of the graphics plots (shade colour plots especially), or by using Cut and Combine to examine the 
clipped data. If clipping at that level is removing data then consider clipping instead at +/- 4SD about the mean, or 
higher if neccessary. You may even wish to clip at standard levels, eg +/-25nT about the mean, but this depends on 
the features of interest. For example to preserve kiln responses you may have to clip at levels greater than +/-100nT 
about the mean. 

Note that after using Clip, noise spikes will still remain in the data, though at a reduced and controlled magnitude. 
However, it is best not to consider using the Despike function until much later - see Removal of Iron Spikes further 
on for a discussion of the reasons. 

Removal of Regional Gradient 
The background magnetic response will be much stronger than the archaeological response and can change 
significantly from one end of a site to the other, introducing a regional gradient. Thus the response due to weaker 
archaeological features can be very difficult to observe if graphics plotting parameters are set to give an overall 
view of the data. Equally, if plotting parameters are chosen to emphasise weak archaeological features at one end, 
you will probably not be able to observe weak features at the other end. 

Fortunately, the regional gradient usually (but not always) changes slowly throughout the survey, whereas cultural 
features such as pits, ditches, and foundations change more rapidly. Cultural features usually have a scale of the 
order of 0.5 to 2m while geological features have a scale of 10m or more. Great improvement in small feature 
visibility can be obtained by using the High Pass Filter function to remove the regional gradient. If you decide a 
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high pass filter might be beneficial then before proceeding you should consider whether this might also remove any 
wanted archaeological response. For example, an extensive midden area with enhanced suspectibility may also give 
a broad, regional, increase in response, but this too would be removed with a high pass filter. If this is likely then 
you may not want to high pass filter the data. The High Pass Filter procedure is described next. 

Select the High Pass Filter function; this requires entry of a window size and type of weighting. It is advisable to use 
as large a window size as possible, with X and Y radii of the order of 5 to 10 readings, preferably nearer 10. Radius 
values of less than 3 to 4 may result in overly "crisp" data and the unwanted appearance of edges of a sharp regional 
gradient. It is common to use filter window dimensions which are equal in units of metres, rather than readings so 
take into account differences in sample and traverse intervals when entering X and Y radii. Gaussian weighting is 
recommended because uniform weighting will remove certain Fourier components from the data which can have the 
effect of generating small false features. 

Note that the High Pass Filter function is numerically complex and will be slow for large data sets, large radii or 
slower computers. Even so, do not be tempted to use a small radius just to speed up the process - only use small 
radii if you have very good and valid reasons. 

The resulting high pass filtered data will be bipolar, with a near zero mean, because the High Pass Filter will have 
subtracted a moving average from the original composite. This will affect the way graphics plotting parameters are 
entered. For example if you were using Shade plot (Clip) the plotting parameters would be entered as absolute 
values (monopolar) for the non-high pass filtered data, probably determined more by the geology than archaeology. 
After high pass filtering these will have to be changed from monopolar to bipolar entries with new magnitudes to 
reflect the archaeology, not the regional gradient (for example Min=50000, Max=50100 might become Min=-20, 
Max=+20). If you want to compare the effect of different window sizes then you may find it useful to enter the 
parameters in units of standard deviation, since these will then track the increasing removal of information as High 
Pass Filter radii are reduced. The mean can be restored by using the Add function, though this is not a neccesary 
step. See the entry for High Pass Filter in the function reference for examples.  

Be sure to compare the data before and after high pass filtering for residual signs of the underlying geology. It is 
important that these are not subsequently interpreted as an archaeological response. 

Removal of Modern Iron Spikes 
Modern surface and near surface iron objects are often found, scattered randomly over archaeological sites. Their 
presence can clutter the survey results and make interpretation difficult, sometimes impossible. It is possible to 
minimize these features with the application of the Despike function, and possible additional use of the Clip 
function. 

The data will already have been clipped. If the data has been high pass filtered (resulting in bipolar data centered 
around zero) then it may be useful to perform a further clip prior to use of the Despike function. Examine the data 
set using a Trace plot and note the maximum data values (both positive and negative) associated with the 
archaeology of interest. Clip the data with the Minimum and Maximum Clip parameters set equal to these positive 
and negative data values. Check that the archaeological features are still present after clipping. 

Noise spikes will still remain in the data and can be removed using the Despike function as follows. In general, it is 
advisable to start with a symetrical, square window with radii X=Y, Threshold set to the maximum value of 3 
standard deviations (SD), and Spike Replacement set to Mean. Remember that the window radius is expressed in 
units of readings, not metres, and that the actual diameter of a processing window is equal to (2 x radius + 1) 
readings.    

With these settings a window of X=Y=3 will apply moderate despiking. Decreasing X and Y to X=Y=1 will 
substantially increase the despiking effect. Decreasing the window size to increase the amount of despiking is 
preferable to decreasing the Threshold since lower Threshold values (2 SD and below) can start to remove features 
as well. A combination of larger window sizes and lower Threshold values also can be prone to removing features 
as well as noise spikes. Whichever parameter values you try you are strongly advised to save the despiked data then 
use the Cut and Combine (subtract) function to examine the effect of the despike operation - if you can see traces of 
features present in the difference plot then you should reduce the despiking. 

Asymmetric window sizes (eg Y=0, X=4) may be useful if the spatial distribution of iron spikes is predominately in 
the X or Y direction. However, use such windows with great caution since they will tend to remove features 
perpendicular to the length of the window, even with a high Threshold value. It is especially important to use Cut 
and Combine afterwards to examine the effect of despike for asymmetric windows. 

If you Despike magnetometer data it is very important that you remember the Despike function will only remove the 
large amplitude readings and may leave behind associated, encircling low level readings of opposite polarity. You 
should take great care not to forget the origin of such areas when subsequently interpreting the processed data - it is 
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all too easy for "pits" to appear in this way. This is one very good reason why you might like to leave despiking of 
magnetometer until this late stage in the process sequence. 

Remember also that, whilst Despike can remove most modern iron spikes features, it can also remove 
archaeological features if they are spike like, ie have a strong response and have dimensions comparable with the 
sample and traverse interval. For example a 1m pit surveyed using a sample and traverse interval of 1m may only 
show as one reading. If it has a strong response, then, depending on the window size and Threshold, Despike might 
possibly remove it. However, if sample and/or traverse interval are smaller then there is much less chance of the 
feature disappearing. 

Smoothing 
Occasionally it may be desirable to smooth magnetometer data. This process is implemented with the Low Pass 
Filter function which reduces the variability of the data at the expense of spatial detail. This can improve the 
visibility of larger, weak archaeological features such as deeply buried foundations, wide ditches, subtle linear 
features. It can also be used to improve the appearance of relief or artificial sunshine plots, especially if data has 
been sampled at 0.5m intervals or better. The procedure is as follows. 

Select the Low Pass Filter function; this requires entry of a window size and type of weighting. In general it is 
advisable to use small window sizes. If sample and traverse interval are both 1m then consider X and Y radii of the 
order of 1 to 2 readings. Radius values of greater than 2 may result in increasing suppression of the desired 
archaeology. Often smoothing with radii between 1 and 2 would be desirable. An approximation to this can be made 
by repeated smoothing with radii of X,Y = 1, say three to five times. However, this may be at the expense of slight 
ringing and generation of artifacts in the data so results should be carefully examined. It is common to use filter 
window dimensions which are equal in units of metres, rather than readings so take into account differences in 
sample and traverse intervals when entering the X and Y radii. 

If sample intervals are 0.5m, 0.25m or even 0.125m, then there is greater flexibility in the choice of radii, especially 
in the X direction, to achieve the desired smoothing. Window radii (readings) may be set to different values in the X 
and Y directions so you might consider initially setting Y=0 and X set to a length equal to or slightly greater than 
the features to be smoothed. By adjusting the X and Y radii it is possible to obtain the desired smoothing. Once 
again very large radii, this time of the order of 4, 8 or 10 readings respectively, will start to suppress the 
archaeology. 

Gaussian or Uniform weighting is available. Gaussian weighting is always recomended for generalized processing. 
Uniform weighting will introduce processing artifacts in the vicinity of large data values (impulsive, spikes) and 
will remove Fourier components with a period equal to multiples of the window diameter. Regardless of weighting, 
you should always remove or suppress noise spikes first, using Despike and/or Clip as described earlier, to prevent 
the noise spike energy from smearing. 

Interpolation 
Interpolation (expand) can also be used to give a smoother appearance to the data and can improve the visibility of 
larger, weak archaeological features. However, it does this at the expense of increasing the number of data points, so 
for medium to large composites there may well not be enough memory to use this function, especially if a small 
sample interval has been used. In this case use of the Low Pass Filter is the only option, unless a single composite is 
split into several smaller composites. 

Remember that if you are using interpolation to improve the visual appearance, this is only a cosmetic change. You 
are creating artificial data points and you cannot subsequently use other processes to try to extract better information 
than was contained within the original data set. Indeed, beware of the danger of reading too much into expanded 
data, especially if you have used interpolate several times. Expansion using Interpolate is no substitute for good data 
sampling in the first place. Also, if used too soon it will unneccessarily increase subsequent processing times. It is 
recommended that Interpolation is one of the last process functions to be used in a process session. 

If you do use Interpolate then always choose the Sin(x)/x expansion method for best results. You can use interpolate 
(expand) to improve the appearance of relief or artificial sunshine plots which benefit from greater data density. 
However, remember that the Sin(x)/x interpolation method must be used since the relief plot will emphasise the 
imperfections in linear interpolation, rather than the archaeology, and would thus defeat the objective. 

One caution : multiple expansions using Sin(x)/x can introduce “ringing” distortion at edges. It may be better to use 
Sin(x)/x for the first expansion and Linear for second and subsequent expansions; try both and examine the results 
for the chosen display  display format. 
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Separation of Positive or Negative Magnetic Features 
It is possible to separate out positive and negative magnetic features within a composite that has previously been 
High Pass Filtered since such data has a zero mean. This can help when trying to interpret some sites. Features such 
as ditches, pits, kilns, hearths etc will usually occur as positive readings and stone features such as walls etc will 
occur as negative readings. The Clip function may be used to separate these two types of features as follows. To 
isolate just the positive magnetic features set the Minimum clip level to zero and Maximum clip level equal to the 
most positive reading. To isolate just the negative magnetic features set the Minimum clip level equal to the most 
negative reading and the Maximum clip level to zero.  

There are several ways of looking at the clipped data. You can use Shade plots (Clip parameters), where plotting 
parameters Min and Max are symetrical about zero (for example Min=-20, Max=+20), and Contrast=1. Use of the 
colour palettes will be useful here. If you use Pattern plots then the corresponding Clip plotting parameters are best 
entered as Min=0 and, for example, Max=20. Alternatively you could use either Shade plots or Pattern plots with 
Relief plotting parameters which can be especially effective. Trace plots are especially useful since you can observe 
both the location and magnitude of features simultaneously. 

Areas of Statistically Different Activity 
Areas of statistically different activity can be located by using the Standard Deviation / Variance Map function and 
may be used to compliment standard graphical methods for site interpretation. This function replaces the data set by 
either the local variance or local standard deviation, whichever parameter is chosen, so make sure you have saved 
any intermediate results. The new data set will consist of all positive numbers, with a value of zero indicating 
uniform activity in that region. Numbers greater than zero indicate by their magnitude the increasing level of 
activity or degree of change in that region. 

Small window sizes (radii 1m to 3m) will give a more detailed picture of activity, whereas larger window sizes (5m 
to 10m) will give a less detailed, broader picture of changes (remember radii are entered in units of readings, not 
metres). If large window sizes are used over non-high pass filtered data then the variability plot is more likely to 
reflect changes in the regional gradient rather than the archaeology. It may be preferable therefore, if you want just a 
broad overall view of the archaeology, to perform a high pass filter prior to using the Standard Deviation / Variance 
Map function. 

Graphics in Processing and Use of Compression 
The Graphics menu contains a versatile suite of tools for viewing magnetometer data, whether it be raw, smoothed, 
high/low separated, or variability data. Shade and Pattern plots are particularily useful, with either Clip, Compress 
or Relief plotting parameters. Trace plots are especially useful since you can observe both the location and 
magnitude of features at the same time. However, it is very important to keep in mind the dynamic range of the data 
and the dynamic limits of the screen and the printer. Often magnetometer data will exceed the capability of these 
display devices. 

Often use of Clip plotting parameters is sufficient to cope with such circumstances, and large value readings are 
simply limited to a set level. If you wish to view both large and small magnitude features at the same time then you 
can do this by compressing the data. Three of the Graphics types, Shade, Pattern, Dot-Density (but not Trace) offer 
Compress plotting parameters, which apply an auto-scaling arctangent compression to help in this respect. However, 
for maximum flexibility, it may be best to use the Compress function in the Process menu, then you are free to 
choose subsequent plotting parameters, which can then include Clip and Relief. You can then also look at 
compressed data using Trace plots. The entry under Compression in the process reference gives guidance on how to 
compress the desired range of data into the number of available display levels, using either Logarithmic or 
Arctangent compression. 

Finally, it is recommended that magnetometer data be viewed using all the parameter modes of Shade or Pattern 
plots : Clip, Compress or Relief, along with Trace plots, with hidden line turned on and off. A combination of these 
will often help resolve subtle archaeological and cultural features. For example, rotating the sun direction and 
changing the elevation in Relief plotting parameters often reveals features that would otherwise be missed - usually 
this is best applied to non-high pass filtered data. Similarly, adjusting the Contrast between 0.1 and 10 in Clip and 
Compress will render subtle features visible.  
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Guidelines for Processing Other Data 
Introduction 
This section attempts to give some general advice on processing surveys other than resistance, gradiometer or 
magnetometer. This includes surveys made by the following instruments : differential magnetometer, proton 
gradiometer, magnetic susceptibility meter, and electromagnetic (EM) instruments.  

The following advice is restricted to general comments. For more detailed advice you should look for parallels with 
the survey types already discussed and examine the advice given there. Whilst the advice on defect removal and 
dealing with regional gradients may be different, the general sequence of processing may well be relevant. For 
example, differential magnetometer data processing will be very similar to magnetometer data processing, the base 
station readings being the primary difference. Proton gradiometer data processing will be very similar to fluxgate 
gradiometer data processing, except that many of the defect functions may not be needed. EM conductivity data 
processing will be similar to resistance data processing if conductivity is converted to resistivity. EM magnetic data 
processing will be similar to magnetometer data processing, with the very important exception of possibly 
preserving regional gradients. Magnetic susceptibility data processing will be similar to magnetometer data 
processing, with the very important exception of preserving regional gradients in some situations. 

Processing Sequence 
A typical processing sequence would be to initially review the data, clip the data, remove data collection defects, 
remove any regional gradient if appropriate, and finally enhance and present the archaeological response. 

Initial clipping is used to reduce the effect of instrumental noise spikes or surface iron spikes on subsequent 
statistical calculations. These calculations may occur in other process functions or in graphics plots that use standard 
deviation units for plotting parameter entry. 

Defect removal may include some of the following : (a) removal of instrumental noise spikes, (b) removal of 
periodic errors, (c) removal of grid slope, (d) edge matching, (e) removal of traverse stripe effects, (f) removal of 
stagger effects. Note, however, that the exact order of use may be different from that shown above, depending on 
the combination of functions used and the nature of the data type. These are discussed briefly in the following sub-
sections for each survey type. 

Removal of any regional gradient, or geological background, would involve the use of a high pass filter with large 
window area. 

Enhancement and presentation includes : (a) removal of ferrous and non-ferrous spikes (b) smoothing, (c) 
interpolation, (d) separation of positive and negative features, (e) variability plots, and (f) use of compression to 
optimise graphics plots. 

Differential Magnetometer Data 
If the differential magnetometer data consists of two data sets, one for the roving single sensor and one for the fixed 
base station, use of the Cut and Combine function to find the difference will yield the required differential data set. 
If the data set is already presented as the difference then clearly this step will not be required. Subsequent 
processing will be virtually identical to that described for magnetometers, except that the data set will now be 
bipolar - even so, removal of any regional gradient may still be desirable in some circumstances. Edge matching 
may also be required if the reference magnetometer is moved during a survey. 

Proton Gradiometer Data 
Treatment of proton gradiometer data will be virtually identical to that described for fluxgate gradiometers. The 
principle difference will be that the defect errors : (a) periodic, (b) slope, (c) edge match, (d) traverse stripe and (e) 
stagger will not need to be corrected. 

Magnetic Susceptibility Data 
Treatment of magnetic susceptibility will be virtually identical to that described for magnetometers with the very 
important exception of whether to remove a regional gradient or not. If the data sampling has been done on a fine 
grid, say every 0.5m or 1m, in order to locate fine structure, then you may wish to consider removal of any large 
regional gradients in order to see this detail. However this would also remove possibly important archaeological 
information about regional magnetic susceptibility, a major attribute of the magnetic susceptibility measurement. If 
data sampling is done on a much coarser grid, say every 5m or greater, with the intention of identifying local trends 
in magnetic susceptibility, then you would clearly not want to use a high pass filter to remove regional gradients. 
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Often interpolation is used to expand magnetic susceptibility data, either for comparison with fluxgate gradiometer 
data or to present a smoother appearance to the data. Since this can involve several interpolations, great care should 
be taken not to interpret too much into the subsequent data set. If you do interpolate then always choose the Sin(x)/x 
expansion method for best results. 

Electromagnetic (EM) Data 
Treatment of EM conductivity data will be virtually identical to that described for resistance data. The principle 
difference to remember is that conductivity is the reciprocal of resistivity, so anomalies will be inverted with respect 
to the description for resistance data. However, there may also be more defect errors present such as : (a) periodic, 
(b) slope, (c) edge match, (d) traverse stripe and (e) stagger. These defects are more typical of fluxgate gradiometer 
data so if these are present then you should additionaly consult the relevant processing advice for fluxgate 
gradiometer data. There may also be a response to metallic objects, both ferrous and non-ferrous so again the advice 
given for dealing with modern iron spikes in fluxgate gradiometer data may be relevant. 

Treatment of EM magnetic data will be virtually identical to that described for magnetometers with the very 
important exception of whether to remove a regional gradient or not. Data sampling is usually done on a fine grid, 
say every 0.5m or 1m, in order to locate fine structure, so you may wish to consider removal of any large regional 
gradients in order to see this detail. However this would also remove possibly important archaeological information 
about regional magnetic susceptibility. There may also be more defect errors present in EM data than magnetometer 
data such as : (a) periodic, (b) slope, (c) edge match, (d) traverse stripe and (e) stagger. These defects are more 
typical of fluxgate gradiometer data so if these are present then you should additionaly consult the relevant 
processing advice for fluxgate gradiometer data. There may also be a response to metallic objects, both ferrous and 
non-ferrous so again the advice given for dealing with modern iron spikes in fluxgate gradiometer data may be 
relevant. 
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Introduction to Processing Case Studies 
The following case studies illustrate how the preceding processing advice may be applied to real life data sets. The 
examples concentrate on gradiometer surveys since these can be the most complex to process, and often require a 
larger number of process steps compared to resistance surveys. Some of the special processing techniques described 
towards the end of this chapter are used as part of the processing sequences. Examples of processing of resistance 
surveys are given in the earlier process function reference section. 

Example Survey 1 – Single Gradiometer 
The first example is a fluxgate gradiometer survey made over a Romano British enclosure in a heavily ploughed 
field. A single gradiometer was used with parallel traverses 1m apart and sample interval of 0.125m. The survey 
comprises 9 x 20m x 20m grids, one of which is a dummy grid. 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-140. Single Fluxgate gradiometer survey over 
a Romano-British enclosure, heavily ploughed field. 
Shade plotting parameters : Maximum = +2, Minimum 
= -2nT, Contrast = 1.5. Trace plot resolution = 0.5nT, 
absolute units. Histogram range +/-3 standard 
deviations. 

 

 

 

 

 

For comparison all the shade plots, apart from the spectrum plot, are made using absolute parameters of Minimum = 
-2nT, Maximum = +2nT, Contrast = 1.5. The spectrum plot uses the same Minimum and Maximum but standard 
deviation units. The trace plot above used a resolution of 0.5, absolute units. 
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Following the suggested sequence in the processing guidelines first review and identify : background, archaeology, 
weak and strong ferrous, geology and defects. We can see from the statistics form that the data is roughly bipolar 
(mean = -0.298). Archaeology is clearly present in the form of enclusures and ditches, with anomaly strength 
ranging from +1 to +3nT (obtained by tracing the mouse over the plot and observing the data value reported in the 
bottom right hand corner. The trace plot and statistics clearly show weak ferrous anomalies most likely due to 
surface iron. There does not appear to be any significant broad scale change in background. Defects that are present 
include some slope errors, grid edge mismatch and traverse striping, but overall these errors are under 1nT. 

The first step is usually to clip the data using the Clip function. This is safe to do at this stage since we have seen the 
data is roughly bipolar. Since archaeology is no more than 5nT, we can clip at +/-3SD; this is calculated by 
multiplying the reported  ie Minimum = -6.9nT, Maximum = +6.9nT. Using the notation suggested at the beginning 
of this chapter we could give this new processed file the name c as a shorthand for the process applied. There will 
be no obvious change in the shade plot but the spikes will be much reduced in a trace plot – figure 6-141, left hand 
plot, made by subtracting the clipped data from the original, shows the clipped spikes. If the data had an offset then 
you should take this into account when calculating the clipping levels, making sure clipping is symmetrical about 
the offset. If the archaeology is stronger or you are looking for stronger features, eg kilns or hearths, then you may 
need to broaden the clip range. 

The second step is to remove the defects. Although you could attempt to use the Deslope function we will not at this 
stage since they are very small and it is likely we will be using the Zero Mean Traverse function later which will 
automatically remove any slop errors. Instead, we will use Zero Mean Grid, default threshold of 0.25SD, to edge 
match the data. The result is shown in the right hand plot of figure 6-141 which shows noticable improvement : 
ZMG shifts the grids by up to +/-0.7nT. Note that now we have clipped the data the histogram to the right of figure 
6-141 is now broader and reflects more archaeology and less irong spikes. This data set could be saved as cy. 
              

   

Figure 6-141.  Left hand plot shows iron spikes removed by clipping at +/-3 standard deviations. Right 
hand plot shows data after edge matching using Zero Mean Grid. 

It is obvious that some striping and sloping is present in the data so the Zero Mean Traverse function is used with 
Least Mean Fit = On to remove these; since there are no extensive responses there is no need to use Thresholds. The 
resulting plot is shown in figure 6-142 on the right hand plot whilst the left hand plot shows the shifts applied to 
each traverse. Save the processed data set as cyz. The maximum negative shift was –3nT, maximum negative shift 
was +2.2nT and most shifts were in the range +/-0.5nT. The plot now shows considerable improvement, though 
note that the light coloured negative that ran between the two central parallel ditches is now reduced in amplitude 
which should be noted in final interpretations. 

Now that the individual traverse backgrounds have been shifted relative to one another, the next step is to 
investigate whether there are any periodic errors present. Applying the Spectrum function with Thresholds Off 
produces the left hand plot of figure 6-143 where the plotting parameters are now in terms of standard deviations for 
ease of display. A single periodic response can be seen at a frequency index of 65, equivalent to a frequency of 1c/m 
(the plotting range is between +0.07nT and –0.04nT). Reloading the data and applying Periodic Filter with Spike 
Tolerance On, Thresholds Off produces the right hand plot of figure 6-143, saved as cyzd. There is very little 
difference to be seen in fact, indicating the error is due to very low level system noise. Examining the effect of the 
Periodic Filter using Cut and Combine produces the plot of figure 6-144; the statistics show that the standard 
deviation is less than 0.1nT, explaining why it is virtually invisible to the naked eye on this site. 
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Figure 6-142.  The right hand plot shows the data after applying Zero Mean Traverse and the left hand 
plot shows the shifts applied to each traverse.  

 

   

Figure 6-143.  The left hand plot shows a frequency spectrum plot of the data (+/-2SD plotting 
parameters) with a periodic error at 1c/m. The right hand plot shows the data after using Periodic Filter to 
remove the 1c/m frequency component.  

 

Figure 6-144.  Difference plot showing the periodic error of 1c/m removed using Periodic Filter. The 
statistics show this to be a low level noise component of magnitude less than 0.1nT standard deviations.  
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All the errors noted in the preliminary examination of the data have now been dealt with so the final stage is to 
enhance the graphic plot. At this stage consider whether to despike or not, remembering that if sample interval is 
large (say 0.5m to 1m) then wanted features such as pits could be inadvertently removed by this process and should 
be avoided in such cases. Similarily if there is a possibility of post hole alignments, which may be smaller in size 
then also avoid despiking. In the case of this survey we have used a small sample interval of 0.125m which gives us 
greater opportunity to despike and we know from the results and field walking that there is a noticable scatter of 
surface iron which could potentially be removed. Figure 6-145, left hand plot, saved as cyzdk, shows the result of 
using default despiking whilst the right hand plot identifies the spikes removed for future reference (a trace plot can 
also be useful here). All the spikes removed are very small scale, low amplitude (+/-2 to +/-5nT) and show no 
discernable pattern so the despiking, in this case, will be useful in reducing overall noise or clutter in the survey – 
the obvious iron spikes observed at the start are still present though. Increasing the amount of despiking by lowering 
the threshold, for example, starts to remove parts of the observable archaeology so is not performed. 

 

  

Figure 6-145.  The right hand plot shows the data after applying Despike and the left hand plot shows the 
spikes removed.  

As a general rule, aim for final presentation plots which have an equal sample and traverse interval, typically 0.25m. 
This is done using a mixture of shrink (when needed) and expand in the Interpolate function, togther with a small 
amount of smoothing applied first using Low Pass Filter; this reduces noise and reduces production of interpolation 
artifacts. We can apply these functions safely at this point since we have done all we can to reduce spike amplitude. 
First shrink the sampling interval in the X direction from 0.125m to 0.25m, using Interpolate, X, Sin x/x, Shrink, 
resulting in plot of figure 6-146 (saved as cyzdki). Next apply smoothing using Low Pass Filter to the data.  First of 
all we will apply an asymmetrical low pass filter that preserves information in the X direction a much as possible: 
X=2, Y=1, Gaussian – this ratio of X and Y results in a window size of 0.5m in the X direction and 1m in the Y 
direction. The resulting plot is shown in the left hand plot of figure 6-147, saved as cyzdkil.  
 

  

Figure 6-146.  Data after shrinking the sample interval from 0.125m to 0.5m.  
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The final step is to interpolate twice in the Y direction using the Sin x/x  method – the right hand plot of figure 6-
147 shows the final result, with the final plot being saved as cyzdkili. 
 

  

Figure 6-147.  The left hand plot shows the data after low pass filtering with X = 2, Y = 1, Gaussian (0.5m 
x 1m window). The right hand plot shows the results of interpolation twice in the Y direction using the 
Sinx/x method. 

Although the detail in the X direction is retained there are signs of artifacts being generated in the Y direction due to 
the asymmetrical low pass filter window used before interpolation. To avoid these a symmetrical low pass filter 
window can be used : X=4, Y=1, Gaussian – this ratio of X and Y results in a window size of 1m in both the X and 
Y direction. The resulting plot is shown in the left hand plot of figure 6-148. Again, interpolation twice in the Y 
direction is used to obtain the right hand plot of figure 6-148. There is virtually no sign of artifacting in the Y 
direction now, though the plot is not as crisp. However, the small semi-circular feature at the top is now better 
defined. A comparison of background noise in the bottom left hand corner shows this reduces from 0.3nT to 0.2nT 
when the 1m width filter is used. 

 

  

Figure 6-148.  The left hand plot shows the data after low pass filtering with X = 4, Y = 1, Gaussian (1m 
square window). The right hand plot shows the results of interpolation twice in the Y direction using the 
Sinx/x method. 
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 Example Survey 2 – Dual Gradiometer Survey 
The second example is a dual fluxgate gradiometer survey made over an iron-age enclosure. This was situated in a 
grassy field that was somewhat waterlogged and grazed by cows, making walking difficult at times. An FM256 was 
used as the master ‘b’ gradiometer and an FM36 was used as the slave ‘a’ gradiometer in Double Speed mode; 
resolution was 0.1nT. Zig-zag traverses were used with traverse interval set at 2m and sample interval set at 0.25m. 
The survey comprises 25 x 20m x 20m grids, 1 hectare, and was surveyed in just over 2 hours. 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             
 

Figure 6-17.  Slave FM36 ‘a’ gradiometer data. Figure 6-18.  Master FM256 ‘b’ gradiometer data. 

Shade plotting parameters : Maximum = +3, Minimum = -3nT, Contrast = 1.5. Trace plot resolution = 
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0.5nT, absolute units. Histogram range +/-3 standard deviations. 

For comparison all the shade plots, apart from the spectrum plot, are made using absolute parameters of Minimum = 
-3nT, Maximum = +3nT, Contrast = 1.5. The spectrum plot use Minimum = -2, Maximum = +2 and standard 
deviation units. The trace plots above used a resolution of 0.5, absolute units. 

Following the suggested sequence in the processing guidelines first review and identify: background, archaeology, 
weak and strong ferrous, geology and defects. We can see from the statistics forms and shade plots that although the 
data is roughly bipolar (means of 1.14 and –1.60) a bias will be required before the two data sets are merged. 
Archaeology is clearly present in the form of the enclosure and possible inner ditch, with anomaly strength ranging 
from +1 to +6nT (obtained by tracing the mouse over the plot and observing the data value reported in the bottom 
right hand corner. The trace plots and statistics clearly show ferrous anomalies most likely due to surface iron. The 
shade plots and narrowness of the histogram indicate very large ferrous responses – these are visible in the upper 
right hand corner (a probable anchor point for a barrage balloon) and along the lower edge (due to two metal gates). 
There does not appear to be any significant broad scale change in background. Defects that are present include grid 
edge mismatch of up to 2nT and smaller levels of traverse striping. There is no obvious sign of periodic errors. 

Before preparing the data sets for merging some pre-processing is required. Data set ‘a’ was collected with an FM36 
that records over-range readings as the maximum reading possible, 2047.5, which also happens to be the dummy 
reading. We need to ensure that FM36 data in the area of the possible barrage balloon mooring appears as valid data 
values – in figure 6-17 it appears as a block of dummy readings. Equivalent FM256 data appears as a large value 
204.7 that is distinct from the dummy value of 2047.5. Therefore Search and Replace is used to replace +2047.5 
with +204.7 in data set ‘a’ in a block at the mooring point. Using the notation suggested in the Geoplot 3 manual we 
could save this new processed file as ap as a shorthand for the process applied. 

The next step is usually to clip the data using the Clip function. This is safe to do at this stage since we have seen 
the data is roughly bipolar for both ‘a’ and ‘b’. Since archaeology is no more than 6nT, we can clip at +/-3SD; 
which is calculated from the statistics form, giving a maximum clip value of 3 x 8.6 = 25.8 nT. However, since there 
is fairly extensive ferrous clutter we will lower this clip level to +/-10 nT, still above the archaeology, to allow 
subsequent process functions to work better. The data sets could be saved as apc and bc respectively. There will be 
no obvious change in the shade plot but the spikes will be much reduced in a trace plot. The left plots of figure 6-19, 
made by subtracting the clipped data from the original, shows the clipped spikes. If the data had a significant offset 
then you should take this into account when calculating the clipping levels, making sure clipping is symmetrical 
about the offset. If the archaeology is stronger or you are looking for stronger features, e.g. kilns or hearths, then 
you may need to broaden the clip range. 

 

  

Figure 6-19.  Plots showing locations of ferrous responses reduced by clipping at +/- 10 nT. Data set ‘a’ 
on the left hand side, data set ‘b’ on the right hand side. 

The next pre-process step is to prepare the composites for merging using Zero Mean Grid. Whilst using the default 
threshold value of 0.25 SD works well throughout most of the survey, figure 6-20 shows that the proces does not 
work properly in the vicinity of the balloon mooring point. Adjusting the threshold value to 1.5 SD enables Zero 
Mean Grid to produce a much better leveling of the background response in all the grids, figure 6-21. Zero Mean 
Grid shifts the grids by up to +/-2.7 nT in this example. 
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Figure 6-20.  Data after applying Zero Mean Grid with default threshold value of 0.25 SD, showing 
mismatch in the vicinity of the large ferrous response. Data set ‘a’ left, data set ‘b’ right. 

  

Figure 6-21.  Data after applying Zero Mean Grid with threshold value of 1.5 SD, showing much better 
matching in the vicinity of the large ferrous response. Data set ‘a’ left, data set ‘b’ right. 

  

Figure 6-22.  Data sets ‘a’ and ‘b’ combined using ‘Merge Composites’ on the File Menu of Geoplot. 
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The two data sets could be saved with file names apcya and bcyb respectively, where we have added the letters ‘a’ 
and ‘b’ at the end of the file names so they are in the correct format for using the merge facility in Geoplot – see 
earlier. Figure 6-22 shows the two data sets combined using ‘Merge Composite’ on the File Menu. Save the new 
merged composite with the name ab. Note that now we have clipped the data the histogram to the right of figure 6-
22 is now broader and reflects more archaeology and less ferrous response, with the ferrous response now apparing 
as the single width responses at the outer limits of the histogram. 

The next step is to remove the defects. There is no slope present in the data, but should there have been note that we 
woud not have been able to use the Deslope function here since each grid is composed of two different merged data 
sets. The Zero Mean Traverse function used next this will automatically remove any slope errors. 

Some striping is present in the data so the Zero Mean Traverse function is used with Least Mean Fit = On to remove 
these; since there are extensive ferrous responses in places we need to use Thresholds. Low Thresholds values of +/-
2 nT are chosen to try and preserve as much of the linear enclosure responses running parallel with the traverse 
direction. The resulting plot is shown in figure 6-23 on the right hand plot whilst the left hand plot shows the shifts 
applied to each traverse. Save the processed data set as abz. The maximum negative shift was –2nT, maximum 
positive shift was +2.2nT and most shifts were in the range +/-0.5nT or less.  

 

  

Figure 6-23.  The right hand plot shows the data after applying Zero Mean Traverse (ZMT) and the left 
hand plot shows the shifts applied to each traverse.  

 

  

Figure 6-24.  The right hand plot shows the ZMTdata after pasting back some areas from the data set 
prior to application of the Zero Mean Traverse – these areas are shown in the left hand plot.  
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Striping is much reduced, though note that the light coloured negatives that ran either side of the upper ditch 
response are now reduced in amplitude and, more noticeably, part of the lower ditch response has started to 
disappear in places. We can restore these areas by using Cut and Combine to select areas from the data set prior to 
application of Zero Mean Traverse and pasting theses back onto the Zero Mean Traversed data. The result is shown 
in figure 6-24 on the right hand side, with the selected areas on the left hand side. Data is saved as abzt. 
The next step is to investigate whether there are any periodic errors present. Since there are large ferrous responses, 
apply the Spectrum function with Thresholds On and set to +/-5nT; this produces the left hand plot of figure 6-25 
where the plotting parameters are now in terms of standard deviations for ease of display. A pair of periodic 
response can be seen at centre frequency indices of 90 and 180, equivalent to frequencies of 0.7 c/m and 1.4 c/m 
(the plotting range is between +0.09nT and –0.05nT). The higher frequency component, being high frequency and 
low in amplitude, will have very little effect on the data. The lower frequency component is stronger in magnitude 
and needs removing. Its spectral response is broad, equivalent to three frequency indices, so Periodic Filter will 
need applying three times. Reloading the data and applying Periodic Filter in turn at Frequency Indices of 90, 89 
and 91, all with Spike Tolerance On, Thresholds On and equal to +/- 5nT, produces the right hand plot of figure 6-
25, which is saved as abztd. There is very little difference to be seen in fact, indicating the error is due to very low-
level system noise. Examining the effect of the Periodic Filter using Cut and Combine produces the plot of figure 6-
12; the statistics show that the standard deviation is less than 0.15nT, explaining why it is virtually invisible to the 
naked eye on this site. 

 

  

Figure 6-25.  The left hand plot shows a frequency spectrum plot of the data (+/-2SD plotting parameters) 
with a periodic errors at 0.7c/m and 1.4 c/m. The right hand plot shows the data after using Periodic Filter 
three times to remove the 0.7c/m frequency component. 

 

Figure 6-26.  Difference plot showing the periodic error of 1c/m removed using Periodic Filter. The 
statistics show this to be a low level noise component of magnitude less than 0.15nT SD. 
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All the errors noted in the preliminary examination of the data have now been dealt with so the final stage is to 
enhance the graphic plot. At this stage consider whether to despike or not, remembering that if sample interval is 
large (say 0.5m to 1m) then wanted features such as pits could be inadvertently removed by this process and should 
be avoided in such cases. Similarly if there is a possibility of post hole alignments, which may be smaller in size 
then also avoid despiking. In the case of this survey we have used a small sample interval of 0.25m that gives us 
greater opportunity to despike and we know from field walking that there is a noticeable scatter of surface iron 
which could potentially be removed. Figure 6-26, right hand plot, saved as abztdk, shows the result of using 
default despiking whilst the left hand plot identifies the spikes removed for future reference (a trace plot can also be 
useful here). All the spikes removed are very small scale, low amplitude (+/-2 to +/-9nT) and show no discernable 
pattern so the despiking, in this case, will be useful in reducing overall noise or clutter in the survey – the obvious 
iron spikes observed at the start are still present though. Increasing the amount of despiking by lowering the 
threshold, for example, starts to remove parts of the observable archaeology so is not performed. 

 

  

Figure 6-27.  The right hand plot shows the data after applying Despike and the left hand plot shows the 
spikes removed.  

As a general rule, aim for final presentation plots which have an equal sample and traverse interval, typically 0.25m. 
This is done using a mixture of shrink (when needed) and expand in the Interpolate function, together with a small 
amount of smoothing applied first using Low Pass Filter; this reduces noise and reduces production of interpolation 
artifacts. We can apply these functions safely at this point since we have done all we can to reduce spike amplitude. 
First of all we will apply an asymmetrical low pass filter that preserves information in the X direction a much as 
possible: X=2, Y=1, Gaussian – this ratio of X and Y results in a window size of 0.5m in the X direction and 1m in 
the Y direction. The resulting plot is shown in the left hand plot of figure 6-28, saved as abztdkl. The final step is 
to interpolate twice in the Y direction using the Sin x/x method – the right hand plot of figure 6-28 shows the final 
result, with the final plot being saved as abztdkli. 
Although the detail in the X direction is retained there are signs of artifacts being generated in the Y direction due to 
the asymmetrical low pass filter window used before interpolation. To avoid these a symmetrical low pass filter 
window can be used: X=4, Y=1, Gaussian – this ratio of X and Y results in a window size of 1m in both the X and 
Y direction. The resulting plot is shown in the left hand plot of figure 6-29. Again, interpolation twice in the Y 
direction is used to obtain the right hand plot of figure 6-29. There is virtually no sign of artifacting in the Y 
direction now, though the plot is not as crisp. However, broad low-level responses are now better defined.  

 

Thanks for permission to use the above data set goes to the Huddersfield and District Archaeological Society who 
first discovered and investigated the site. 
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Figure 6-28.  The left hand plot shows the data after low pass filtering with X = 2, Y = 1, Gaussian (0.5m x 
1m window). The right hand plot shows the results of interpolation twice in the Y direction using the 
Sinx/x method. 

  

Figure 6-29.  The left hand plot shows the data after low pass filtering with X = 4, Y = 1, Gaussian (1m 
square window). The right hand plot shows the results of interpolation twice in the Y direction using the 
Sinx/x method. 
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Introduction to Processing Techniques 
A range of processing techniques are described next which make good use of the flexibility of the “toolbox” of 
process functions to achieve more complex tasks and extend their capability. Some techniques, such as merging 
dual gradiometer data are relatively simple whilst others, such as the generation of contour lines illustrate how, with 
some thought, quite complex results can be achieved. The techniques on dealing with difficult periodic errors shows 
how the standard functions can be improved by combining with novel use of other functions. 

Merging Dual Gradiometer Data 
Introduction 
The FM256 fluxgate gradiometer system can be operated as a dual gradiometer system whereby two gradiometers 
are carried together 1m apart and are used to collect data simultaneously. Depending on the configuration used, this 
may be for covering a given area twice as fast or for covering the area with more detailed sampling. The grid data 
from each instrument is downloaded normally, and combined, using a master grid, into two separate composites. 
The Merge facility on the File menu is then used to combine the two data sets into one final composite. Some pre-
processing is usually required before the merge.  

When merging data Geoplot uses the suffix at the end of a composite name to identify slave and master data sets. 
By convention the data set ending in ‘a’ is the slave gradiometer data and that ending in ‘b’ is the master 
gradiometer data. This corresponds with the positions of the gradiometers on the carrying frame – see FM256 
manual.  

As outlined above, the grid data from each instrument is first downloaded using file names such as ‘1a’, ‘2a’, ‘3a’ 
etc for the slave gradiometer data and ‘1b’, ‘2b’, ‘3b’ etc for the master gradiometer data. A Master Grid is then 
created for each data set – these might called ‘ma’ and ‘mb’ to identify slave and master data. A composite is then 
created for each data set – likewise these might called ‘ma’ and ‘mb’ to identify slave and master data. The Merge 
Composites facility on the File menu can then be used to merge the two data sets into one final composite – see 
figure 6-2 for the Merge Composites form. 

Before the two composites are merged however, they may require some processing to make them match properly. 
This may include: (a) shifting the background level of one data set relative to the other, caused by any slight 
remanent magnetisation of the carrying frame or different instrument zero points, (b) application of Deslope to 
correct for drift within the grids within the data sets and (c) adding some random noise to one data set to enhance 
visual matching (usually not required). In addition, if periodic errors are present these may be different for each 
instrument so you should then consider using Spectrum and Periodic Filter before merging data sets; this avoids the 
unnecessary introduction of artifacts at a particular frequency into a data set had no problem. The data is usually 
clipped as a matter of routine. 

Step (a) is usually achieved using either Zero Mean Grid to quickly and easily match the background levels. 
However, if there are extended high magnitude ferrous responses, individual grid background levels may not match, 
even when the Zero Mean Grid Threshold is adjusted. In this case the Add function can be used to bias individual 
grid pairs – see the next section, ‘Dealing with Difficult Merging of Composites’ for details. Usually Step (b) is not 
required since the Zero Mean Traverse function will be applied to the merged data at a later stage and this will 
automatically remove slope errors. Once data is successfully merged follow the steps discussed in ‘Guidelines for 
Processing Gradiometer Data’. 

Example Merge 
Figures 6-3 and 6-4 show two gradiometer composites collected using the dual carrying system operated in Double 
Density mode, prior to merging. Data set ‘a’ was collected with an FM36 acting as a slave whilst data set ‘b’ was 
collected with an FM256 acting as a master to the FM36; zig-zag traverses were used. Sample interval was 0.25m 
and traverse interval was 1m for both instruments. The resultant traverse interval after merging becomes 0.5m. 

There is no slope in the data and no signs of periodic error (confirmed using Geoplot’s Spectrum process function). 
In order to estimate any random noise that might need adding, either compare the noise characteristics of the two 
instruments prior to surveying in the lab or select the same quiet area in each composite and compare standard 
deviations. Adopting the latter route here, and selecting a rectangle of 28 x 6 readings in the bottom left hand corner 
which was clear of iron responses, gave standard deviations of 0.59 and 0.58 indicating no need to add any noise. 
This is in agreement with the known noise characteristics of the two instruments. If noise needs to be added, use 
Geoplot 3’s Random process function. In general, routine final processing applied to the merged data, i.e. low pass 
filtering and interpolation, will remove any need to match noise characteristics closely. 
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A comparison of the images of figures 6-3 and 6-4 indicates that a bias needs to be added before the data sets are 
merged. The Complete Statistics forms also indicate this but since iron spikes are present these will distort the 
statistics; standard clipping of the data at +/-3 SD still gives different background means: 0.23 nT for ‘a’ and –1.63, 
confirming a bias is still required. The simplest approach for preparing the data is to use Zero Mean Grid and this is 
used in our example, saving the composites as ‘acya’ and ‘bcyb’ to comply with the suffix requirements of the 
Merge facility. If edge matching is not correct adjust the Zero Mean Grid Threshold until matching is correct. If 
Add is used to prepare the data then the data is clipped at +/-5nT to reject the effect of iron spikes and the mean is 
noted. In the data sets in our example, the resulting means are –0.3094 for ‘a’ and –1.5836 for ‘b’ and these are 
subtracted from each standard clipped data set respectively before saving as ‘aa’ and bb’. 

 

  

Figure 6-2.  Merge Composites form showing composites ‘acya’ and ‘bcyb’ selected.  

When no further processing is required choose ‘Merge Composites’ on the File menu to combine the two data sets 
into one final composite. Figure 6-2 shows the Merge form and the selections that would be made to merge these 
two particular data sets. The graphic in the bottom left hand corner of the Merge form reminds you of the two 
gradiometer positions whilst the instructions in the top right hand corner remind you of the two files to select – they 
must have suffixes of ‘a’ and ‘b’. 

Figure 6-5 shows the two data sets ‘acya’ and ‘bcyb’ merged to form composite ‘cyab’. Further processing includes 
application of Zero Mean Traverse (with thresholds of +/-5nT) to remove the slight banding in the right hand grid, 
figure 6-6. Use of Spectrum still shows no periodic error and there is no need to Destagger the data. Final 
processing is a small amount of low pass filtering (X=2, Y=1) and a single interpolation in the Y direction to 
produce the final plot of figure 6-7 which has sample and traverse intervals of 0.25m. 
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Figure 6-3.  Data set ‘a’, half of a dual gradiometer data set, prior to merging with data set ‘b’. 

 

Figure 6-4.  Data set ‘b’, half of a dual gradiometer data set, prior to merging with data set ‘a’. 
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Figure 6-5.  Data sets ‘acya’ and ‘bcyb’ merged. 

 

 

Figure 6-6.  Application of Zero Mean Traverse to remove slight banding present in figure 6-5.  
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Figure 6-7.  Final processing stages with application of Low Pass Filter (X=2, Y=1) and Interpolate x2 in 
the Y direction, resulting in a sample and traverse interval of 0.25m. 
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Difficulties in Merging of Composites 
As we noted in the previous section, if there are extended high magnitude ferrous responses, individual grid 
background levels may not match, even when the Zero Mean Grid threshold is varied. To work around this problem 
some grid pairs must have bias added on an individual basis using the Add function. These are then pasted onto the 
main merged composite. Figure 6-8 illustrates the problem. This is part of a much larger dual gradiometer survey 
over a Roman Fort, the majority of which was merged successfully using just Zero Mean Grid. However this 
particular section was surveyed over the edge of the ramparts and ditches where the ground slope was nearly 45 
degrees in places. This made carrying the system difficult and has resulted in background zero errors. Some large 
magnitude ferrous responses compound the problems making merging of the grids difficult. 

 

 Data set ‘a’, of dual gradiometer data set 

 Data set ‘b’, of dual gradiometer data set 

 Data sets ‘a’ and ‘b’ merged 

 Data sets ‘a’ and ‘b’ merged after first using 
Zero Mean Grid for each composite. 

 

Figure 6-8.  Group of four 20m square grids illustrating the problems sometimes encountered when trying 
to merge composites that were surveyed in difficult conditions. Sample interval is 0.25m and merged 
traverse interval is 1m. Plotting range is –5nT to +5nT. 

 

      

Figure 6-9.  The first two plots show the ‘a’ and ‘b’ parts of the end grid of figure 6-146. The right hand 
plot shows the resulting merged composite after shifting each composite according to the mean value in 
the process areas shown. Plotting range is –5nT to +5nT. 

The bottom two plots of figure 6-8 show signs of mismatch striping that could normally be removed using Zero 
Mean Traverse, especially on the right hand side. However, in this situation Zero Mean Traverse removes the ditch 
responses, even using the thresholding facility, so an alternative means of matching the grids prior to merge is 
required. This is done by converting the ‘a’ and ‘b’ parts of each grid into individual composites and then measuring 
the mean of a quiet area in each composite using the Statistics function. A number equal in value to the mean, but 
opposite in sign, is then added to the whole of each composite to shift its background level to zero. Figure 6-9 
shows, in order, the ‘a’ and ‘b’ parts of the end grid of the group of four (converted into composites), followed by 
the resulting merged composite after each part has been shifted by the mean value. In this case ‘a’ was shifted by 
+0.36nT and ‘b’ by +2.56nT. The matching is now much better with the striping effect no longer apparent. 
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Figure 6-10 (bottom plot) shows the results of applying the same process to each grid in turn and pasting them all 
together using Cut and Combine. For comparison, the usual approach of using Zero Mean Grid is shown in the 
upper plot of figure 6-10 – processing grids individually in this case greatly improves the resulting merged 
composite. Figure 6-11 shows the same data after final processing with Low Pass Filter and Interpolate. 

 

 Merge using Zero Mean Grid 

 Merge using statistics of quiet areas 

Figure 6-10. Comparison of (a) merged composites after biasing individual grids by the mean of selected 
quiet areas (top plot), with (b) merged composites using normal Zero Mean Grid. 

 

 
Figure 6-11.  Final processing stages with application of Low Pass Filter (X=2, Y=1) and Interpolate x2 in the Y 
direction, resulting in a sample and traverse interval of 0.25m. 
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Dealing with Difficult Periodic Errors 
Some periodic errrors can be very difficult to deal with and applying Spectrum and Peridic Filter in the normal way 
will still result in large residual errors. Usually this is because the errors are very large or because the error changes 
as it goes from one side of a grid to the other. This section shows some approaches you can use to try to tackle these 
difficult data sets. 

Using Median Filter as a Residual Error Detector 
Figure 6-150 shows a plot of gradiometer data that has a large periodic error superimposed on it – the bands are of 
the order of 3nT. The spectrum plot on the right shows the priciple frequencies at Frequency Indexes of 17, 18, 30 
and 32, though there are also smaller responses at 16, 31 and 33. Figure 6-151 (left) shows the result of first 
applying the Periodic Filter at Frequency Indexes of  16, 17 and 18 – normally just one or two frequency indexes 
would be applied but since the response is so strong all three indexes are required here. Checking with Spectrum 
confirms that this reduces the lower frequency components, leaving the higher frequency components still visible in 
the data plot and spectrum plot. Further applying the Periodic Filter at Frequency Indexes 30, 31, 32 and 33 removes 
these high frequency components, and checking a Spectrum plot of the resulting data set indicates that a final 
Periodic Filter at a Frequency Index of 18 is required to remove any residual responses in the spectrum.  

The centre data plot of figure 6-151 shows the overall final plot after full use of the Periodic Defect filter and the 
spectrum plot,  far right of figure 6-151 confirms the periodic errors have been successfully removed. However, 
there are still residual errors visible which cannot be removed by the Periodic Filter. Instead, we can use the Median 
Filter to detect the position and magnitude of these outliers, and using a combination of Cut and Combine and 
Search and replace a correction can be generated to compensate for these errors.  

Figure 6-152 (left) shows the result of applying a Median Filter with X=1, Y=1 to the periodic filtered data. Figure 
6-152 (right) shows the result of using Cut and Combine (subtract) to find the effect of the Median Filter and the 
outliers can now be seen in the plot, together with smaller responses. Next we use Search and Replace to replace all 
readings in the range +3 to –3 with 0, the replace level being set equal to the magnitude of the errors, figure 6-153 
(left). This provides the basis of the compensation data set we will apply, but looking carefully at the compensation 
data set, certain responses are visible that correspond to possible real features, not residual periodic errors. These are 
selectively replaced, figure 6-153 (centre) with zero too, using the mouse to select process areas, so as not to lose 
the features when the compensation is applied. This compensation data set is now added to the periodic filtered data 
set to produce the cleaned up plot of figure 6-153 (right). There is now no sign of the periodic errors or their 
residuals.  

This approach can be applied to more than one grid simultaneously, though generally much better results are 
obtained if processing is done on an individual grid by grid basis since the periodic error will usually be different in 
each grid and the Median Filter may not be able to select outliers at the edges of grids if there is adjacent data. 

Using Zero Mean Traverse to Further Remove Residual Periodic Errors 
If the periodic error is large and changes in magnitude from one side of the grid to the other, use of Periodic Filter 
and the Median Filter as an outlier detector may be insufficient to remove all errors. Figure 6-154 (left) shows 
gradiometer data with strong periodic errors of about 3nT predominantly at the left hand side, decreasing along the 
traverse. Use of the Periodic Filter and Median Filter as an outlier detector improves the data considerably, figure 6-
154 (centre plot), but residual vertical banding (+/-0.6nT) is still visible, slightly more so at the left hand side of the 
plot.  

If the residual error is relatively uniform from top to botton of a composite then the Zero Mean Traverse function 
may be used to futher reduce this error. periodic The data is first rotated through 90 degrees, using Rotate on the 
Edit menu, and Zero Mean Traverse is then applied with thresholds set to on, to reduce the effect of real anomalies. 
The resulting plot when rotated back again, figure 6-154 (right), shows much reduced banding. Only use the Zero 
Mean Traverse function in this way after periodic filter has been used – attempting to use Zero mean Traverse alone 
will not result in the smaller magnitude periodic errors being removed and trying to use Periodic Filter subsequently 
may well not work since the periodic components will have been changed. 
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Figure 6-150.  Gradiometer data (left) and spectrum (right) showing periodic errors of about 3nT at 
frequencie indexes of 16, 17, 18, 30, 31, 32 and 33. Data plotted with Min=-5, Max=+7, Contrast = 1.5. 

 

   

Figure 6-151.  Application of Periodic Defect at 16, 17, 18 (left), plus 30, 31, 32 and 33 (middle) and 18 
again results in a clean spectrum plot (right) but residual errors still visible.  

 

   

Figure 6-152.  Median Filter (1x1) is applied to filtered data (left), and Cut and Combine is used to 
generate the difference between this and periodic filtered data (right). 

 

   

Figure 6-153.  Search and Replace is used to replace readings in the range –3 to +3 with 0 (left). Obvious 
features that should be retained are replaced with 0 (middle), before adding this data set to the periodic 
filtered data to produce the final clear plot on the right. 
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Figure 6-154.  Gradiometer data (left) shows strong periodic errors of about 3nT predominantly at the left 
hand side. Use of the Periodic Filter and Median Filter as an outlier detector improves the data 
considerably (centre plot) but residual vertical banding is still visible. Rotating through 90 degrees to use 
Zero Mean Traverse removes these residual errors. 

Reducing Banding at the start of Gradiometer Grids 
The same technique used to remove residual periodic errors can be used to remove any slight banding that occurs at 
the start or end of gradiometer grids, running perpendicular to the traverse direction. Again data is rotated through 
90 degrees and Zero Mean Traverse is applied, usually with thresholds, before rotating the data back. 

Figure 6-155 shows sample gradiometer data, gstatd\1.cmp, that has just been pre-processed with Zero Mean 
Traverse, Threshold off. This survey consists of 6 grids and you can just see light vertical banding at the start of 
each grid. Rotating the data through 270 degrees, applying Zero Mean Traverse with Threholds of +/-5nT and then 
rotating back through 90 degrees removes a great deal of this banding, figure 6-156. Other data sets can show much 
better improvement if the banding is more apparent. 

 

 

Figure 6-155.  Gradiometer data showing light vertical banding at the start of each grid, perpendicular to 
traverse direction. 

 

Figure 6-156.  The majority of banding is removed after rotation through 270 degrees, application of Zero 
Mean Traverse with Thresholds of +/-5nT and rotation back through 90 degrees. 
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Removing Edge Errors at the start or end of Gradiometer Grids 
Edge errors can occur at the start or end of gradiometer surveys for a number of reasons. Two examples are (a) the 
surveyor is doing zig-zag surveys and turns around too quickly before properly finishing a traverse, causing an 
invalid change in reading (an end of grid error), or (b) the surveyer adopts a slightly different posture as the ST1 
sample trigger is set to On, causing a slight tilt in the system and invalid  reading (a start of grid error). An example 
of end of grid errors is shown below in the left hand plot of figure 6-x – these are of the order of –2nT to –3nT. The 
data is in the form of a single 20m grid with sample interval of 0.5m and traverse interval of 1m. 

There are two mothods we can use to automate correction for this error. Both involve transferring, using Cut and 
Combine (Paste), the last two columns of data to a blank composite for manipulation, centre plot of figure 6-x. If 
you have more than one grid to correct you can apply the same process in one pass to a column of several grids.  

In the first method use Despike with X=Y=1, Replace = Mean and aThreshold set to 2 standard deviations instead of 
the normal 3 standard deviations to force it to pick up on the lower level signals. The resulting plot is shown in the 
right hand plot of figure 6-x. Next, use Cut and Combine to paste this back to the main composite as shown in the 
left hand plot of figure 6-x. The edge error has now been removed. Looking carefully at the new plot, not that the an 
iron spike 2/3 of the way down the right hand side has been removed and also the negative response assocaiated 
with the larger iron spike in the lower right hand corner has also been removed. If you do not wish these to be 
removed then a manual correction should be applied using  the Add function as shown in the right hand plot of 
figure 6-x. 

 

    

Figure 6-x.  Left hand plot : gradiometer data with edge errors. Centre plot : last two columns of data 
pasted into a blank composite. Right hand plot : data after despiking with Threshold = 2 SD. Plotting 
range Minimum = -2nT, Maximum = +2nT, Contrast = 1.5. 

 

   

Figure 6-x.  Left hand plot : gradiometer data with error corrected data pasted back in place. Centre plot : 
spike data restored. Right hand plot : alternative correction method using median filter. 

The second method follows a similar procedure outlined in the earlier section, Dealing with Difficult Periodic 
Errors. A median filter is used to detect the errors in the temporary data pasted onto the blank composite. Search and 
Replace is used to replace readings in the range –2000nT to 1nT with zero, leaving only positive data corresponding 
with the edge errors. This data is then added to the original data set to correct for the edeg errors, right hand plot of 
figure 6-x. Note that although this method is more involved it does preserve the spike information better without the 
need for further corrections. 
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Interpolation of Sparsly Sampled Data 
We have seen in the earlier processing case studies that low pass filtering and interpolation is used to produce the 
final presentation plots which generally have equal sample and traverse intervals, typically 0.25m. However, if the 
raw data is sparsly sampled it can be difficult to achieve a pleasing result unless the correct sequence is followed. 
We can use the gradiometer data of the previous section to illustrates the correct sequence. The left hand plot of 
figure 6-x shows the data after the intial processing described opposite. 

 

   

Figure 6-x.  Correct sequence for interpolating sparse data. Left hand plot : gradiometer data, sample 
interval 0.5m, traverse interval 1m. Centre plot : first stage, low pass filtered, X=2, Y=1, Gaussian. Right 
hand plot : final stage, interpolated X, interolated Y, interpolated Y. All use Sinx/x interpolation method. 

The first step is to apply a small amount of symmetrical low pass filtering to reduce artifact generation, with the 
window size ideally small enough to preserve detail. The X and Y radii of the window are chosen to match the ratio 
of sample and traverse intervals so that the resulting window size, in terms of metric dimensions, is square; 
Gaussian weighting, rather than Uniform weighting, is used to minimise generation of artifacts. The traverse 
interval sets the minimum Y value at 1, and hence the matching X value must be 2 for a symmetrical window size of 
1m x 1m. The centre plot of figure 6-x shows the results of this first stage. Interpolation can now be applied to the 
data, typically in the order X, Y and then Y with the final result shown in the right hand plot of figure 6-x. The plot 
is smooth with no sign of directional artifacts associated with the unequal original sample and traverse intervals; the 
form of the central iron spike near the centre is preserved too, with no sign of smearing. There is very little 
difference if the order of X and Y interpolation is changed – the important point is to low pass filter first with a 
symmetrical window so that any subsequent interpolation does not propogate any asymmetrical data sampling.  

The sequence of plots shown in figure 6-x illustrate what happens if low pass filtering is not applied or is applied 
too late. The first two plots of figure 6-x show interpolation only applied : regardless of the order of application, in 
either X or Y directions, the plots show artifacts or banding in the Y direction. The right hand plot of figure 6-x has 
had the data interpolated in the Y direction first, resulting in an equal sample and traverse interval of 0.5m : this 
allows a symmetrical low pass filter window of X = Y = 2,  ie 1m x 1m size as before. The data is then interpolated 
in the X and Y directions and though artifacts are no longer visible in the Y direction, the white negative area is 
more diffuse and smeared out than before. Also, because there is a smaller amount of interpolation applied after the 
low pass filtering than before, the iron spike retains its square shape and does not have a smoothed appearance 
which is one of the objectives of this final interpolation stage.  

 

   

Figure 6-x.  Incorrect sequences for interpolating sparse data. Left hand plot : data interpolated X, 
interolated Y, interpolated Y, no low pass filtering. Centre plot : data interpolated Y, interpolated Y, 
interpolated X, , no low pass filtering. Right hand plot : interpolated Y, low pass filtered X=2, Y=2, 
interpolated X, interpolated Y.  All use Sinx/x interpolation method. 
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Statistical Detection applied to Gradiometer Data 
Gradiometer data in a uniform magnetic field has a mean of 0 and a Gaussian random distribution centered about 0. 
The standard deviation of  this random noise for Geoscan instruments is of the order of 0.15 nT or lower with 
appropriate sampling and data processing. The total random noise in a survey map is made up from contributions 
from the magnetometer, the site geology and defects in the operator’s field method.  

Statistically speaking any noise data with a magnitude greater than approximately 2.5 standard deviations is unlikely 
(0.5 %), and at the 3 standard deviations level very unlikely indeed (0.1%). The corresponding likelyhood at 2 
standard deviations is 2.5%. 

Therefore, by setting a threshold at 2.5 standard deviations and accepting only data greater than this threshold, we 
can create a statistical detection method or technique with which we can say “we are statistically confident that there 
is only a 0.5% chance that data greater than the threshold was caused by noise in the survey”. This suggests that 
features which exceed the threshold are from a different population, ie one with a feature induced signal level 
greater than zero. Even greater certainty can be obtained by setting the threshold at 3 standard deviations. The 
detection threshold is site and survey dependent but can easily be obtained by measuring the standard deviation of 
the survey data in a “quiet” or feature free area. 

Figure 6-160 shows a gradiometer survey over a collection of low level burnt hearths (plotting parameters : 
Minimum = -2nT, Maximum = +2nT, Contrast=1.5). A combination of high sampling density (16 readings per 
square meter) and appropriate data processing (see earlier in this section) results in a background noise level, as 
measured in the square shown, of 0.14nT. This includes soil, instrument and field method noise. The processed data 
shown has sample and traverse intervals 0f 0.25m.  

Statistical detection can be helped if a low pass filter with uniform weighting is applied first to smooth out noise. 
The overall width of the filter should ideally match the likely diameter of the targets of interest since this optimises 
the response to the target but at the same time maximises noise reduction. A uniform filter is used since it easier to 
match the filter width to likely target width. Figure 6-161 shows the results of applying a uniform weighted low pass 
filter with X=Y=2; the noise measured in the square is now 0.1nT. The filter diameter in this case is 5 x 0.25m = 
1.25m which most nearly matches the expected diameter of the smallest hearths which are of the order of 1m in 
diameter. If you are looking for larger diameter targets then a larger filter, comensurate with target width, can 
provide even more rejection of noise. 

 

 

Figure 6-160.  Gradiometer data over a collection of low level burnt hearths, the smallest of which have 
diameters of the order of 1m. Standard deviation of process area shown is 0.14nT. 

 

Figure 6-161.  Data of figure 6-160 after a uniform weighted low pass filter with X = Y = 2 (overall width 
1.25m).  Standard deviation of process area shown is now 0.1nT.   
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Data prior to statistical detection   Detection with threshold = 3.0 standard deviations 

 

         

       Detection with threshold = 2.5 standard deviations 

 

         

       Detection with threshold = 2.0 standard deviations 

 

Figure 6-162.  Sequence of statistical detection thresholds, between 2 and 3 standard deviations. 

The sequence of plots above, figure 6-162, show statistical detection applied to this data set. Detection thresholds 
set by multiples of this measured noise level are : 2 standard deviations = 0.2nT, 2.5 standard deviations = 0.25nT, 3 
standard deviations = 0.3nT. To apply these thresholds, use the Search and Replace function to (a) replace all 
readings between –1000 and +nSD with 0, (b) replace all readings between +nSD and +1000 with 1, where nSD can 
be 2, 2.5 or 3 standard deviations. Use shade plotting parameter of Minimum = 0 and Maximum = 1. Three 
threshold levels are shown on the right hand side. A large number of hearths have been statistically detected at the 
2.5 and 3 standard deviation levels (ie greater than 0.25nT or 0.3nT respectively), subsequently confirmed by 
excavation. Note that the eye is capable of detecting very subtle changes buried in noise so you should not use the 
above technique to automatically discard information, but rather as an aid to understanding a data set. 
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Preserving Linear Features with Zero Mean Traverse 
Whilst Zero Mean Traverse is extremely useful for removing small traverse to traverse differences, or striping, and 
will edge match gradiometer grids, it does have one side effect that may be a problem on some sites. This is its 
tendancy to remove long linear features that run parallel with the traverse direction. We have already seen in the 
process reference section for Zero Mean Traverse that the use of thresholds can usually provide a way round this 
problem. In circumstances where this approach does not work effectively and you still need the benefits of Zero 
Mean Traverse you can try using the following technique which may help if the number of linear features is not too 
great and are well defined. It involves temporarily cutting out and pasting only the linear features onto a blank 
composite, performing a Zero Mean Traverse on the normal composite, and then pasting back the linear features. 
This uses a blank composite as a temporary storage area whilst the Zero Mean Traverse function is performed. 

Figures 6-163 and 6-164 illustrate the problem (the same data, “1oyg” in ggrv was used earlier in Zero Mean 
Traverse reference). Figure 6-163 shows gradiometer data before applying Zero Mean Traverse. Figure 6-164 shows 
the same data after applying Zero Mean Traverse with straight line fit set to On. The two linear features running in 
the X direction have unfortunately been removed by the Zero Mean Traverse function, though the striping effect and 
grid edge discontinuities have been successfully removed. 

The survey data of figure 6-163 consists of 80 readings in the X direction and 60 readings in the Y direction, with 
sample and traverse interval both 1m. Even though we will subsequently be using Zero Mean Traverse, it is still 
useful to apply Zero Mean Grid beforehand since this will edge match the linear parts we will be temporarily 
removing,  yet will do no harm to the rest of the survey. Before performing the Cut and Combine we should create a 
blank composite. This is most easiest done by using Search and Replace to replace all readings in the range –3000 to 
+3000 with 2047.5 (or whatever value you use for dummy readings) and saving this as composite “blank”. 
Alternatively you can use Create Blank Composite in File menu to create the temporary blank composite. 

The Zero Mean Traverse with preserved linear features is performed as follows. First, load the blank omposite 
"blank" in site "ggrv" into memory. Second, use Cut and Combine to cut block (1,24 40,26) from composite "1oyg" 
and paste it to (1,24) in the currently loaded blank composite. Similarily, cut block (1,43 40,46) from "1oyg", paste 
it to (1,43) in "blank", and also cut block (1,49 10,49) from "1oyg" and paste it to (1,49) in "blank". Figure 6-165 
shows the resulting appearance of composite "blank" which now acts as a temporary store for these linear features. 
Save composite "blank" and then load composite "1oyg". Apply the Zero Mean Traverse function to "1oyg", 
resulting in the plot of figure 6-164. Now use Cut and Combine (Add) to restore the linear features from the 
temporary composite. This completes the procedure - the composite can now be saved under a new name, "1oygz", 
for example. Figure 6-166 shows the appearance of the resulting composite which has had stripe errors removed 
with Zero Mean Traverse but now has the linear features preserved intact - compare this with figure 6-164. 

Of course, the choice of which regions to temporarily store is very subjective and so the technique should only be 
considered a purely cosmetic process, rather than a systematic procedure. If there are a great many linear features 
then this technique may be impractical. You may then have to consider just applying Zero Mean Traverse 
with/without thresholds to specific blocks where it is especially needed and where there are no linear features 
present, and accept the imperfections in other areas. 
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 Figure 6-163.  Data before Zero Mean Traverse 

 Figure 6-164.  Data after Zero Mean Traverse. 

 Figure 6-165.  Linear features stored temporarily 

 Figure 6-166.  Zero Mean Traverse with linear features 
added from the temporary composite. 
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Removing Striping Defects in Non-Bipolar Data 
Striping defects may be obsereved in non-bipolar data, such as resistance and EM. Since features of interest are 
superimposed on a varying background which too may be of interest, process functions such as Zero Mean Traverse 
cannot be used to correct for striping defects. The general approach outlined below could be used to remove these 
errors. 

As an example, striping defects can sometimes occur when the MPX15 / PA5 / RM15 system is used in the Parallel 
Twin  mode, usually in wet conditions. Normally, all will be well when the weather is fine but after a short period of 
working in rainy conditions or in long damp grass striping can start to occur. Typically this is a low level 
phenomenon, about 2 ohms in magnitude.  

An example of the striping defect can be seen in the survey of figure 6-167, which consists of four grids. Noise 
spikes and striping defects running from left to right are visible, the latter especially so in the high resistance area to 
the right. Mean is 57 ohms and standard deviation is 7.5 ohms. 

 

   

Figure 6-167.  Parallel Twin data showing striping defects and noise spikes, left plot. The right hand plot 
shows the same data after some despiking. 

 
The data can be corrected using the following approach. Firstly, to remove most of  the spikes use Despike with 
window radii of X=1, Y=1. A second Despike with X=2, Y=2 may help in some cases, as was the case here, 
together with use of the Add function to remove stubborn spikes. The results of this operation is shown in the right 
hand plot of figure 6-167. 

 
To remove the striping, first Low Pass Filter the data set using window radii of X=3, Y=3, weighting=Gaussian and 
save that data with a new file name. Reload the despiked data set and High Pass Filter the data set using window 
radii of X=10, Y=0 and weighting=Gaussian. This will remove the striping but also any large scale archaeological 
or geological background. To restore this, use the Cut and Combine function to add the earlier saved Low Pass 
Filtered data set. The result is shown below, together with further despiking. 

 

 

Figure 6-168.  Corrected Parallel Twin data with striping defect largely removed but background 
preserved.  
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The processing approach described above has succeeded in reducing the striping errors and noise spikes 
substantially. Subtracting the final data set from original shows the spikes and striping errors removed, figure 6-168. 

  

 

Figure 6-168.  Defects removed when correcting for striping defect and noise.  

 
You can see that the striping error changes in magnitude over the site and increases in magnitude over higher 
resistance areas - 1 ohm over most of the site but up to 10 ohms in the high resistance region. Even so, the 
processing approach has succeeded in removing the majority of this error. You can see from the difference plot that 
the restoration of the large scale background changes using addition may have over increased the magnitude of the 
linear features running from top to bottom. Changing the magnitude of the low pass filtered data set to between 70% 
and 100% before addition would help reduce this effect. Also, in some situations a wider low pass filter window 
may produce better results, especially where the background features are extensive. 

 
Note that any archaeological features that are parallel with the traverse direction may be removed by this processing 
technique, so, depending on their importance, you may need to use the Cut and Combine function to temporarily 
store and preserve such features in a temporary composite and then repaste them back in their original positions 
after the above processing – see previous section. 
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Contours Lines and Overlays 
Contour lines can be generated and overlaid on shade plots by using a combination of process functions and 
appropriate shade palettes. An example data set, where contour lines have been overlaid, is provided in the Geoplot 
installation : c:\geoplot\comp\g_rgrv\1.cmp. Open this file and look at a shade plot using the following parameters 
and palette : minimum = -7.5, maximum = +7.5, contrast = 1, units = absolute, palette = testpal2 (ie the palette 
generated in the tutorial which has a red band at the top). You should see a plot similar to that shown in figure 6-
170.   

 

 

Figure 6-170.  Example of contour line resistance data overlaying grey scale gradiometer data – the 
contour lines shows much more clearly on screen since they are bright red on a grey background.  

The background data is example gradiometer data set provided with Geoplot, ggrv\1.cmp, which has been processed 
and interpolated so that sample and traverse interval = 0.25m and then saved as ggrv\1dgkc.cmp. Superimposed on 
the central portion of this is a contour line representation of matching resistance data, also processed and 
interpolated so that sample and traverse interval = 0.25m. Although the black and white figure does not fully show 
the excellent contrast seen on screen or with colour plots, you can see that a ditch, running vertically through the 
plot, shows clearly in both surveys (a dark band on the gradiometer plot). There is also good correspondance with 
some of the isolated high strength anomalies. 

We will use the example data set provided, c:\geoplot\comp\rgrv\1.cmp, to illustrate how to generate contour lines 
and then show how to superimpose these on another example plot, c:\geoplot\comp\ggrv\1dgkc.cmp. 

Generation of Contour Lines 
The principle sequence of operations needed to generate contour lines is :  

• Despike data. 
• Make data set bipolar. 
• Interpolate so that sample and traverse interval = 0.25m. 
• Decide whether you want to select positive or negative data. 
• Slice through the data at a level where you want the contour line. 
• Reference the new data to zero. 
• High Pass filter the data to detect the edges of the slice, creating both positive and negative edges. 
• Select the outer, negative, edge only. 
• Bias the contour line above zero. 
 

Before processing the data, we must first create a palette with 25 grey levels that has a red band at the top and a blue 
band at the bottom – this will help to illustrate the generation of contour lines. To do this we can modify palette 
testpal2, which we created in the tutorial, so that it additionally has a blue band at the bottom. Select Palette from 
the Graphics menu, open palette testpal2, move the colour sliders to create a bright blue colour in the colour box and 
then click on node 25 to add the blue band to the palette. Save the palette with the name redgblu.  
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We are now ready to create the contour lines. We have already despiked the rgrv\1.cmp data set in the tutorial and 
saved it as rgrv\1k.cmp, so open this data set ready for the next step. Look at a shade plot using the following 
parameters and palette : minimum = -3, maximum = +3, contrast = 1, units = SD, palette = redgblu.  

High Pass Filter the data using X = 10, Y = 10, Weighting = Uniform. This will create a bipolar data set, centered 
around zero. 

Interpolate the data in the Y direction, then X direction (with Method = SinX/X) and interpolate again in the Y 
direction then X direction (with Method = Linear), so that sample and traverse interval now equal 0.25m – see the 
left-hand plot of figure 6-171.  

 

 

Figure 6-171.  Sequence of plots showing steps in the generation of a contour line plot. 

At this point we need to decide whether we want to look at low resistance or high resistance data – since the data is 
now bipolar this translates to looking at negative or positive data. We want to compare the response of resistance 
and gradiometer surveys over a ditch so we are interested in the low resistance or negative data. In order to decide 
on the specific level at which we slice the data, change the plotting parameters units to absolute. The plot shows all 
positive readings above +3 ohms in red and all negative readings below –3 ohms in blue. Try changing the plotting 
parameters to : minimum = -5, maximum = +5, and then back to : minimum = -4, maximum = +4. The latter 
parameters give a balance between sufficient grey background and continous low resistance features, second from 
left plot in figure 6-171.  

We will therefore slice at the –4 ohm level. Apply the Clip process function to the data with parameters : minimum 
= -1000 (a number much larger that the data set), maximum = -4. All data out of this range will in effect be rejected, 
including the positive readings. The graphics plot will appear totally blue at this stage. In order to reference the new 
data set to zero use the Add process function to add +4. Apply the Absolute process function so that now we have 
only positive data on a zero background. The graphics plot will now faintly ressemble the original negative readings 
we wish to convert to contour lines. 

If  you had decided to create contour lines for the high resistance data, ie the positive readings, then instead of using 
Clip with minimum = -1000, maximum = -4, you would have chosen to Clip with minimum = 4, maximum = 
+1000. Then you would have added –4 and omitted the Absolute stage. 

Now use the Search and Replace process function to change all readings above zero to an arbitrary value of 100 
with parameters : Search From = 0.001, To = 1000 (a number larger than the data set), Replace With = 100. 
Optionally apply the Despike process function, using default parameters, to remove any isolated points. The 
graphics plot should now appear similar to the central plot of figure 6-171 and shows the desired slice at the –4 ohm 
level. Note that the selected area is slightly different from the previous plot since the use of red and blue bands in a 
25 colour palette is only a coarse selection procedure. You could improve matching by increasing the number of 
bands in the palette. 

Next, apply the High Pass Filter process function, using X = 1, Y = 1, Weighting = Uniform, to detect the edges of 
the slice. The resulting plot, shown to the right of centre in figure 6-171, has red contours on the inside of the low 
resistance areas and blue contours on the outside. 

To select just the outside blue, negative, contours, which will give a better line contour  appearance, use Search and 
Replace with parameters : Search From = 0, To = 1000, Replace With = 0. Having rejected the positive readings, 
now use Absolute to convert the required negative readings to positive readings. The graphics plot will now look 
like the right-hand image of figure 6-171, which is the desired contour line plot. Although the graphic image looks 
correct with the present plotting parameters, the required underlying data points, which are above zero, range from 
11.1 to 55.6. Therefore use Search and Replace again with parameters : Search From = 1, To = 1000, Replace With 
= 100, and the resulting contour line data set will consist of only 0’s or 100’s. This completes the generation of  the 
contour lines and so the data set may now be saved : for example use the name contline. 
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Overlaying Contour Line Plots on Shade Plots 
We will now overlay the resistance contour plot that we have just created on top of the equivalent gradiometer data. 
This latter data set is provided in the Geoplot installation as c:\geoplot\comp\ggrv\1dgkc.cmp, already processed 
and interpolated to the same sample and traverse interval. Open this file and look at a shade plot, as before, using 
the following parameters and palette : minimum = -7.5, maximum = +7.5, contrast = 1, units = absolute, palette = 
testpal2. This data set has been clipped to +/-6nT so that when used with this palette and absolute plotting 
parameters of +/-7.5, no data points will show as red – this is a vital step in producing the following combined plot. 

Next use the Cut and Combine process function to add the contour data set, contline.cmp to composite 1dgkc. 
Since we are adding a file of different dimensions to a position in the centre of the original file we need to enter all 
the details in the dialog box : select contline.cmp in the Cut From File Name text box, set Cut From Top-Left X,Y = 
1,1, Cut From Bottom-Right X,Y = 160,240, Combine To Top-left X,Y = 81,1 and finally set Combine Function to 
Add. 

 

Quick method for finding composite size 

You can determine the size of a composite, in units of readings, by applying the Statistics process 
function, with Block Off, and look at the “BR” value reported at the bottom of the floating form. This 
will provide any X,Y values you may need to enter in block operations. 

 

 

This will produce an overlay of the contour lines on the shade plot as in figure 6-170. Note that it depends on the 
correct matching of  : (a) plotting parameter clip values, (b) process function clipping of the shade plot data set, (c) 
bias of the contour line data set well above the shade plot data set, and (d) definition of an appropriate palette. You 
can modify the values shown in the preceding example or define a different palatte to suit the circumstances. For 
example, if you only require black contours on top of a normal grey scale shade plot you could use a normal palette 
and possibly omit clipping of the gradiometer data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


